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Triumphant Nixon winds up tour

By FRANCES LEWINE
;
• ' A?MMM. Jordan; y<AP:J? ? President NixOn ended his
triumphant tow of the Middle
East today with a promise of
continued military and economic assistance to Jordan and an
invitation to King Hussein for
talks in Washington on ? "the
strategy , of . future efforts . to
achieve peace" ? between the
Arabs and Israel.:
A joint Jordanian-American
statement said the President
and his* royal host at the last
stop on his five-nation swing
discussed a ?whole range of
Middle East issues?: and would
resume these talis in/Washing*
toh"at an eiarly date."
HUsseih and his wife, "Queen
Alyia, visited the United. States
last in March.
The statement promised a
"special effort" by the U.S,
government . to assist Jordanian
¦
economic development and to
"play a istrong role in maintaining Jordan 's military strength.
: "It . was agreed that a, joint
Jordanian-U.S. commission will
be established at a high level to
oversee and reviSw on a regular ' basis the various areas of
cooperation .... . in the/fields of
economic development, .--/.trade ,
investments,? military assistance and scientific, ..social and
cultural affairs;"? ? :
While Nixon and the king
conferred this morning, Mrs.
Nixon visited the ?Roman ruins
at Jerash, 20 miles north of
Amman. She told newsmen acr
companying her that the . President's peace initiatives *will be
succes?5ful because the Arab
leadersjie h'as talked to "know
that war1""takes money : ajvay
from the people."
From Amman , Nixon was flying home, /via they Azores for an
overnight stop on those mid-At-

WO HEADS OF STATE . . . King Hussein of Jordan and
President : Richard Nixon of the U.S. stand at attention as
the national anthems are . played ©^ Nixon's arrival at Amman airport Mtondaj*^^ for a. state visit. (AP Photofax)

Israeli j^ts
strafe larg^fs

TEL AVTV, Israel- (AP - Is- north of the Israeli border in
raeli air force jets bombed and the shadow' of Mt. Hermon. The
command said its aircraft restrafed Arab guerrilla targets , tiirned
safely;
in southeastern Lebanon today, Four Arab terrorists slipped
five days after terrorists struck across the border . froin Lebaan Israeli kibbutz in northern non last Thusrday and killed
Israel, : the military command three -women at the Shamir
announced.
Kibbutz communal farm near
* .'* . A communique said .the raids the Gplan Heights. The Arabs
began at 3:10 p. m , Israeli time, also*were killed,
only tabiutes before President . Israeli ? retaliatory raids genNixon flew but of ¦Amman, Jor- erally follow closely such, guerdan, ending his tour of the rilla raids,? but the Tel . Aviv
Sj iddle ?East. ;
-/V coromaind apparently held off
The attacks? were on an area because . of Nixon's; presence in
known as ;? "Fatahland," . just the area.

lantic Portuguese islands with
the leader of the Portuguese
revolution, President Antonio
de Spindla. ;- .Hussein hailed? Nixon's "journey for peace", in a banquet
toast Monday ¦night but ..cautioned that "the final ;goal is
stiU many milestones:away.'* ;
Hussein said Withdrawal of
Israeli forces from some of the
Jordanian territory captured in
1967 should be the next step

Schlesiitg^r his
reservations on
nuclear pact

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Defense James R,
Schlesinger . apparently :? has
some reservations about the
new*. U.S. agreement to help
Egypt , build nuclear power
plants.**: .
A AAA:
Asked at a Monday news; conference whether, he would have
recommended such .^aid 'to
Egypt, Schlesihger said, "I
think that I would have pointed
out the . advantages or the disadvantages of such a.¦course, of
action."' .
! ./Some; Pentagon : officials
agreed with a reporter's ' impression that the defense.secretary ? yprpbably leans more
against the idea than toward it.
"I think he would have put the
cons before the pros," one official said, ' - "v; • / ' .". . . ..— . ¦
.* — . . . . ' M r . Schlesinger- said,- "We; must
accept the fact that monhaliza-

Of proceedin^^
;%. ; '. WASHINGTON (AP) ^- Atty; Gen . William B. Saxbe says
President Niron was wrong to tell aides about secret grand,
•jury proceedings on Watergate.
.-.''¦•
Saxbe on?-M6hday defended Asst. Atty. Gen . Henry Peterr
sen's actions jn discussing with Nixon the grand jury investigation into theyWatergate break-in.
Saxbe said he believes Petersen would not have discussed / / , •?¦ '
the case with Nixon if he had known "that it was thereafter
¦ Immediately discussed with numerous people and leaked all
over.". '' :
The attorney general was interviewed by columnist
George Will for a program produced by. the National Public
Affairs Center for Television.
Will asked him: "Who was doing something wrong?"
Saxbe answered: "Well, the President in discussing this
grand jury material with M?r . Haldeman and John D . Ehrlichman, or whoever came in the office."
Former top Nixon aides H, R . Haldeman and John D. Ehr- .
lichman now are under indictment in the Watergate cover-up.

¦
Petersen headed the drigiriar Watergate: investigation before a special prosecutor was appointed. ¦
. The transcripts of "White House conversations' released by
the White House show Petersen frequently went to the President 's dffice to discuss the investigation. The transcripts also ;
show that Nixon
¦ passed this information to Haldeman and
Ehrlichman. '
y Saxbe defended Petersen's relaying of grand jury information to Nixon, saying, "Petersen's only boss at that
time was the President of the United States and he had to
look somewhere." Richard G Kledndienst, who was the attorney general, had taken himself out of the case.
Saxbe also contradicted presidential speechwriter Patrick
Buchanan, who last week said the composition of the Watergate grand jury is . unfair to Nixon.
Buchanan accused the grand jury of bias and pointed out
that most of the jurors are black and Democrats . . '
"I don't think you could ever get a jury that would satisfy
both the defendant and the prosecution, and especially after
the fact ," Saxbe said.

Two 'plumbers' get imm unity
for break-in tr ial tesfimon y

U.S, District Judge <Jcor{{e L.
Hart signed . the Immunity
orders at a two-minute court
hearing,
Special Prosecutor
?Leon
Jaworski asked Hart to Issue
the orders, saying both Hunt
and "Younf * had submitted
sworn affidavits saying they
would take the Fifth Amendment when called to the stand
unless given the protection
against prosecution.
Both are expected to be keygovernment witnesses at. the
trial of former presidential aide
John P. Ehrlichman and three
other men accused of conspiring to violate tho civil rights of
Daniel EHsberg 's psychiatrist ,
Dr. Lewis J. Fielding, by
breaking into his office Labor
Day weekend , 1971 in search of
EHsberg's records.
Tho trial is scheduled to
begin June 26,
Young wn» ««wllrector *nd

¦
: Echoing what: Nixon's-hosts
in . Egypt/ Saudi Arabia and
Syria' . had told himj Hussein
also called ? for/Israeli - withdrawal from: all occupied Arab
territory, restoration of Arab
sovereignty over the Arab sector of Jerusalem, ? and '.recognition aiid restoratioh of the "legitimate, rights, of the Palestinian peop]e'r to return ^to their
homeland and¦ ¦ determine
¦¦.¦";-. ¦their
¦¦.
own.future.1 . . . *;

Nixon in response said the
United States is attempting to
inject "one,' nm element" into
the ?Middle East-r-th'e use, of its
influence to bring . together
leaders of nations towith disfind fair
agreements "to tr^r
and just solutions¦ to these prob:-..//¦ ;
lems."jv ,
Hey said he could not tell
where or when his journey for
peace wduld end, Vthe impor-

tant thing is that it has begun. ¦
He promised that the '-. United"
States "wiH do all that we tan
to keep the momentum gofcng/V
Nixon and his -wifa spent thi
night at a royal guest house
atop an isolated, *well-guarded
hilltop 10 miles outsido Am*
m?an. '.- • ' .'
Protection for the Resident's
motorcades /v?as
the strongest
¦
of.his toun • .?¦ "¦

tion? will imply that the various
kinds of agreements into which
the United States has regularly
entered with a large number of
governments .. '/would .' :. likely
be available", to Egypt or Israe?l. '.
Although , he included Israel
in this, it iappeared. Schlesinger
had : Egypt chiefly in mind because he referred to "noririalization" of relations. The United
States has recently restored
normal diplomatic relations
with Egypt after a seven-year
break. U.S.: relations ? with Isr
rael never have been ruptured.;
Critics in Congress.; questioned whether . President Nixon's promise to supply nuclear,
materials and /advice to Egypt
for peaceful purposes might y:./ , JUST BETWEEN YOU AND ME :. •;.' i- The First Lady' and President Wfacoh
:*
arrived
open the .way to Egypt's devel- Mrs. Richard Nixon gestures wliile driving
in Jordan for the last leg of their, extensiv* :
oping nuclear ' weapons. ?No home a point during conversation with Queen ..¦"-. Mideast tour. (APi-Photbfax)
such criticism? has been voiced _4iia, .wife of Jordan's King Hussein Monday.
against the similar U.S. commitment to Israel, which already has two nuclear reactors.
Some experts believe tlie Israelis could build atomic weapons now, if/they wished.
ScWessinger; a former chairman of ..the Atomic /Energy
Commission, told newsmen the
U.S. aid in developing peaceful
nuclear power plants "is not
wholly without risk" in enhancing the potential ";' for atomic
weapons, ., "

..

Evidence 'isn't there*

Key;/GOP;:>/<^

Nixc>n

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
federal judge, acting at the
request of Watergate prosecutors, today granted two key
members of the White House
"p 1u mbe rs" unit immunity
from prosecution for their
testimony at tho forthcoming
Ellsberg breakin trial.
The prospective witnesses, B.
Howard Hunt Jr. and David R.
Young, had been given immunity last year before appearing before grand juries, but had
balked at testifying at the trial
unless granted fresh assurance
that their testimony would not
be used against them.

and . was ' an essential prerequisite to. any ' permanent settlement/'? ? :
The king said he hoped this
disengagement of . . Israeli -and
Jordanian forces along the Jordan River ? could . be . accomplished "with the strong and
friendly hand?of America," an
indication that he would welcome a Jerusalem-Amman diplomatic shuttle by. Secretary of
State Henry A. •'Kissinger.':

Hunt was a member of the
"plumbers" unit set up by the
White House in the summer of
1971 to investigate leaks of ,
national security information
following EHsberg's disclosure
of the Pentagon Papers.

Hunt, who pleaded guilty last
year in the Watergate bugging
and has spent nearly 11 months
in jail , told reporters he is
living, in his family home in
Potomac, Md., and two weeks
ago finished his still untitled

BEFORE SENTENCING . .". Herbert Kalmbach , President Nixon's former family lawyer and major fund raiser,
enters U.S, District Court in Washington Monday prior to
being sentenced. (AP Photofax)
'

'
¦

'
'

.

memoirs that will be .published
this fall. He was released Jan.
2 on bond pending appeal.
On Monday, Judge John J.
Sirica sentenced Herbert W.
Kalmbach to between six and
Ifl months in jail and a $10,000
fine for his part ln the
Watergate scandal.
Kalmbach , President Nixon's
personal attorney and one of
his top fund-raisers , entered a
guilty plea in U.S. district court
Feb , 25 to improperly organizing a 1970 campaign committee
and offering a European
ambassadorship to a big
contributor.
"I want to say how deeply I
am embarrassed and how much
I regret standing here this
afternoon ," Kalmbach said
Monday, his usually tanned
face pale and lined, Sirica gave
him two wcelcs to get his
prsonal affairs in ordor before
ho goes to a federal prison.
Kalmbach has already testified for the prosecution , and a
month ago implicated former
Commerce Secretary Maurice
H. Stans in his crimes, Ho said
in the spring of 1970, Stans
gave Kalmbach $1.1 million ln
checks and told him to use
thorn for a congressional
campaign program, Kalmbach
also testified that ho "advised
Mr, Stans from , time to time"
on the "commitment" of a
European ambassadorship to
Maryland politician J. Fife
Symington —which he never
got,
,i

house panel wa^

By CLAY Fi RICHARDS
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
three or four Republicans on
the House Judiciary Committee
once considered probable votes
in favor of impeachment are
now wavering because, as one
of them put it, the evidence so
far "just isn't there."
"It's far too early to predict
how this will come out —I'm
not sure how I'm going to vote
—but I'm disappointed ," one of
the key Republicans, said ,
asking, not to be quoted by
name. "The Democrats are
biowing , the case/ as of now the
evidence just isn't there. "
He added there has been

SAYS ARMS LIMITATION
POSSIBLE . . . U.S. Secretary of Defense James R.
Schlesinger said Monday
there is "some possibility "
that the United States and
Russia will reach agreement in principle during
President Nixon's Moscow
visit to limit deployment of
new Russian multiple warhead missiles. (AP Photofax)

Inside

DnMvltiHiv Scotland Yard

Bomi»ng fears the

bomb that exploded Monday
in the House ot Commons
mny be the start of a major
IRA summer offensive in
England — story, page 2,
Budget balancPniittfMl
(jQUIIull lng f or u ie ii)74
and 19*75 citv budgets will
eat up most of the $445 17R
in federal revenue sharing
for fiscal 1975, Winona city
councilmen wero told Monday — story, page 3.
<rhe fGt,ernl 'fiO v "
PanAAP
UallCBr emment , isn 't
doing its share In the BCQVC U
to find a cancer cure , snys
Son. Hubert H. Humphrey
— story, page 4.
AJI The increase in royal"II ties ordered by Iho
world's maj or oil exporters
should hnve only minimi
impact on consumers—.'tory,
pnRe !>.
Prc,s dcn '' Ni"on
NiYftlt
I A UH h a s ' convinced
fou r Arab loaders he's actively neutral. But ho doesn't
appotr to havo brought them
closer to compromise wilh
Israel — news analysis, pngo
16.

"some damaging evidence," of . Special : Watergate. Prosecubut there are many gaps that tor Archibald Cox; Nixon'*
have to be filled before he will personal finances, including his
income taxes; ind his ordering
make up his mind.
of tho secret Cambodia bom*
Another of the key Republi- bing- • . * • '
rr- ' -Ay . ' ?
cans agreed, adding: "The case While none of the Republiis -weak¦ .'.: it's hot as ?strong as cans has committed himself,
I thought it would be."
for some months it. has been
y The Republicans' conclusions conceded that the minority
are important because the members? most likely to vote
committee has already heard for impeachment were Reps.
most ¦of the evidence in the Hamilton Fish of New York,
Watergate case itself , plus William S. Cohen of Maine,
evidence in such key areas as Thomas Railsback of Illinois
the milk and ITT matters. .
and Robert McOlory of Illinois.
The commmittee . hopes to ¦ Their votes /are considered
complete closed door hearings critical to the future of
this week, taking up the firing impeachment in the Congress, "r
' . I n t e r v i e w s with several
Republicans on the committee ,
including some staunch Nixon
defenders, gave this picture of
the evidence so far —as they
see it:
—There is strong evidence
that the administration's settlement of an antitrust suit
against ITT was based on
traditional Republican attitudes
toward big business and was
unrelated to the company 's
pledge of $400,000 to the GOP
national convention.
—The evidence indicates that
Nixon 's "primary motive" in
raising milk price supports was
pressure from Congress, not a
ing the keynote address at the milk producers ' pledge of $2
94th annual conference of the million in campaign.funds.
American Waterworks Association, Kennedy said "I have —Even most Democrats consome very grave reservations cede there is nothing inpeachabout extending nuclear tech- able in Nixon 's ordering the
nology and knowhow to Egypt.. secret bombing of Cambodia or
his impoundment of funds
"I think we have seen in the authorized by Congress.
past whore Canada provided
certain nuclear information to
India and they developed the
nuclear bomb.
"Egypt has not signed the
nuclear proliferation treaty . I
think ono of the prime aspects
IIS
i \9t~ii\l/lrof nuclear policy is not to
permit the continued proliferation of materials that can
y
develop into nuclear weapons, "

Kennedy lives
every day with
crash memory

BOSTON (UPI) _ Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy say he
lives ever day with the
memory of the death of Mary
Jo Kopechne at Chappaquiddick .
Kennedy was the driver of a
car that went off a bridge at
Chappaquiddick in July 1969,
Miss Kopechne, a staff aide ,
was killed in the accident.

"The accident "la n very
emotional personal tragedy to
me and to the Kopechne family,
and It is one that I live with
every day and I regret very
deeply," Kennedy said in a
radio interview, "But there is
really nothing other than
Indicating that sense of concern
that I really can add , "
The interview was on the
Dick Levitan show on radio
station WEEI.
Asked if the incident would
have any effect on his future
political plans, Kennedy commented :
"It may very well, but those
are questions that would
have to bo dcclcjed by the
people themselves and as long
as I remain In elective office ,
thoy will have that opportunity
to express whatever view thoy
havo on it." In a separate
interview Monday after deliver-

uktt 'Wb

Kocj erS y ^e f/

Kennedy said the Senate will
want to see and examine "the
details of the proposal."
in his address. Kennedy
called for a national water
policy similar to a national
energy policy "that will assure
an adequate supply of water
and Improved water quality
now and in the future. "
He touched briefly on the
Watergate scandal, saying, "I
also believe that regardless of
the outcome of the impeachment proceedings, the presidency itself will emerge from this
ordoal untarnished and ready to
lead the nation forward again."

j «»i

• -

"I said yesterday Daniel
Webster wrote the dictionary, Woll these Harvardites nave been calling me
up before daylight , telling
me it was Noah Webster,
and not Daniel.
"How was I to know? I
never read tho book. "
June 18, 1930

fnaJL/{ <#***.
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By ED BLANCHE
U mK m ; %^) -,; Senior
Scotland Yard official^ Jear the
bombing of historic. Westminster Hall may be the start
of a. major summer offensive
fcy the Irish Republican Army
in England.
Police off icials told the Times
of ' London they believed the
blitz would ie aimed primarily

at government buildings .and
political figures. . ?
Police sources said the IRA's
Provisional wing, the .branoh
that is fighting a guerrilla war
in Northern Ireland, is believed
to, have stockpiled explosives in
preparation for a new terrorist
¦ ' .? " ¦'[. .¦[
Offensive. ¦.
Detectives : questioned dozens

Afo/sy^;2ij !$0ffi($
be last ot kind
By MICHAEL J. CONLON
WASHINGTON (UPI) - It
will be a noisy Fourth of July
after all* but? maybe the last
one' of -that kind.;
The Consumer Prdduct Safety
Commission Monday? granted
the fireworks industry a ?30-day
deUvy in the .start of a nationftide ban on firecracicers
and the? beginning of new safety
rates governing the manufacture of '.'most : dtlier fireworks.
As:a . result, firecrackers will
continue on the market until *> at
least mid-July, after . which
time the commission will hold a
public hearing to determine if
some over-all revision : is
necessary in its new regulations. ' - ' "
Four 't r a d a associations
representing , Chinese; manufacturers and American importers
and . wholesalers had asked for
the delay, ^claiming they would
be • stuck . with '¦• ' . inventories
valued at >$50 million on the
retail market if the bah started
at 12:01 a,m. EDT today as

originally scheduled.. - .'
. VThe commission , ruled Monday that the petition : was
legally sufficient to warrant the
public; hearing. The . trade
associations had raised other
objections to the regulations
beyond . liquidation of .inventories, y They ^ objected ,. ', for
instance ,. to labeling •'- .•requirements*; ' as-, well a s . to the
scientific basis on which the
agency made, the safety rules.

But tlie commissioners seem
adamant on the Validity of their
proposed firecracker ban; and
it appeared , likely that; this
would be ; the last year for - an
old fashioned,* noisy Fourth
around American homes; even
if some other parts of the
regulations are revised. The
regulations do not affect pub
displays or /use- of fiecrackers
for pest control. ?
The firecracker bah ;inet
particular, opposition in Hawaii,
where it . was said to interfere
with the religious freedom of
Orientals. •

of / workmen, many of them
transient : Irishmen, : in their
search for the terrorist who
planted the 20-pound bomb that
exploded during the rush hour
Monday morning in the Palace
of Westminster, home of the
British Parliament. "
The bomb damaged the 897year-old Westminster Hall, one
of Britain's most historic buildings ; injured 11 persons and
started a gas fire that did extensive damage in an office annex.
Police believe the bomber
may have posed as a workman,
An underground garage is
being built in the area , and security was reported to have
been relaxed for the workmen.
"This place is like Liberty
Hall," said one worker. "No
one asks for passes, and many
people don't even have one."
Meanwhile in Northern Ireland , a 30-year-old policeman
was killed when a parcel he
found in an alley in Lurgan, 25
miles southeast of Belfast, exploded in his face. Terrorists
also hijacked two cars, loaded
them with bombs and held a
woman passenger from each
hostage, while the drivers were
forced to drive the bombs to
their destination.
One explosion wrecked a tavern owned by a Protestant npar
the border with the republic,
and the car blew up outside the
police station in Ballymena, a
Protestant town north of Belfast. No casualties were reported. '.« - "*¦- ¦¦• .•'
Security forces blamed the
bombings on the IRA.
Earlier Monday, Geraldine
Corrigan, 34-year-old mother of
two, died of wounds sustained
in a gun battle Saturday.

Blast destroys ballroom;
2 persons bel ieved dead

By HAROLD HIGGINS
jured, none seriously, in the
HAMEL, Minn/APl-Searct blast and resulting fire.
ers probed through rubble?to- ? Firefighters from 30 suburday for the body of ai second ban/ Minneapolis battled the
person believed to have been blaze for tWo : hours before
killed in¦¦:ttie explosion and fire bringing it under control.
whichyleveled¦ the Medina Ball- Authorities said two teenaged
room. ¦;¦' - ¦¦¦''
gjrls were missing and feared
One body was / recovered dead. One of them, Kathy RasMonday, night, about four hours kob, 17, was a daughter of one
after the explosion/ The Henne- of. the ballroom's owners. The
pin County medical
examiner's other was :'an unidentified friend
¦
office said ' ¦. its idehtificaton of Miss Raskob.
could not be immediately deter- The two girls had been varnishing the second-story dance
mined. ?? / '
Five other persons were in- floor when the explosion, oc-
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curred about 5:30 p.m. (CDT) ,
authorities said, adding that the
blast may have been caused by
fumes from the varnish.
Ahout 20 people were in the
ballroom building, which also
houses a restaurant, bowling alley and bar, at the time of the
explosion.
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DULUTH, Minn. (AP) — Dr.
Francis X. Shea, former president of the College of St. Scholastica in Duluth, and a Jesuit
priest for 17 years, has left the
order to marry.
Dr. Shea, who resigned from
the Duluth college position May
6 after three years as the first
male president of the Benedictine school, becomes Chancellor of the Antioch College,
Ohio, main undergraduate unit
July 15.
Dr. Shea , 4S, came to Scholastica from Boston College
where he had been on the faculty for eight years, During his
last three years there, he was
executi*ve vice president , associate professor of English and
chairman of the university
budget committee and business
affairs council.
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There are moreithan 130,000
known lepers in Brazil , the
majority of them in the western
region of the country's Amazon
Rain Forest.
*
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Texas vWldlife y expertey,estimate the chances of a swimmer
being attacked by a shark in
the Gulf of Mexico are about 30
million to one;

¦ „- .¦ ¦ . ¦..
j Don't let the bugs spoil
your
summer
fun!|
¦
¦
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¦
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Each pf the children played ,
jri the band at Maine East High
School where they were enrolled and the parents Were
members of the school's Music
Boosters Board.
¦
¦

the persons in the basement." raffa ' said.* ' • . '
By JOSEPH R. TYBOR
.. Chief : Ndrman Brown Cause of the,deaths was unPARK RIDGE; A lii (AP) , A. Fire.
, the Maze apparently start- der investigation.
said
Authorities are trying to piece ed in the basement* where. jaS
together the final hours of a and oil cans also were found* Brown ? said he believed .the
victims / had ; been dead for, at
family neighbors describedA as h^'*8aid. ? ; ' " ':
close-knit, quiet and unassum- Nevertheless, Sciairaffa said least 24 hours before they wests
ing before death entered a neat none of the bodies found in the found by firemen: about il a ml
Jeffrey was graduated from
suburban home.
basement appeared to have high school on Thursday but
Raymond A. ?Fuchs, 49, a pur- been burned.
did not attend .the comchasing agent for a small electronics manufacturer; his -wife The body of Mrs. Fuchs was mencement exercises.
Ruth, 48; their daughter, Linda, found with her hands bound to Acting Police Chief Henry
14, and son Scott, 16, were a wash tub, said Sciaraffa. Olesky said neighbors told him
found slain Monday in the base- Linda's body lay next to her they last saw members of the
ment of their brick ranch-style mother's.
family on Saturday.
house in this well-to-do suburb The mother suffered a wound Neighbors and friends of the
northwest of Chicago.
near the head and the daughter children said the family was
A fifth, badly burned body received two wounds on either well-liked, although they kept
found in the kitchen of the side of the head. Sciaraifa did to themselves.
home by firemen called to ex- not describe the wounds.
tinguish a blaze matched the A bloodied kitchen knife
description of the family's' el- which could have been used as
dest son, Jeffrey, 18, but re- a weapon was found nearby,
Sciaraffa isaid.
mained unidentified.
POWER MOWERS
Firemen said they had not Scott's body was found in an'• Finger-Tip Starting!
determined the cause of the other part of the toasement. His
• Quiet on th« Gol
fire, but a fire official said/ it hands were tied behind his
BROTHERS
running
DAII
I
I
back
with
a
rope
may have been started to cover
HW DD
STORE , INC.
around his neck, Sciaraffa said.
up the slayings.
"It could be the body in the Fuchs was found near his
kitchen is also the person who younger son. He was not bound
>w
UDMWHMI *^r
started the fire," said Anthony Neither showed any wounds,
Sciaraffa, deputy coroner of Sciaraffa sad:
FREE DELIVERY
¦
171 B. 4th SI. . ' . Ptioni 4SM0O**
Cook County. "We definitely All the bodies -were wrapped
have a homocide in regard to in bedding or blankets, Scia-

MD
P^
<^n^&

There were 320,641 publicly
owned campsites in the United
States in 1973, according to the
National Automobile Club ;

75 W. 3rd St. S

I

D^al^h v isits G^

St Schalasfica
ex-pi^ident
leaves Jesuits

Four of the injured, including
two firemen, were treated: at a
hospital and released, The fifth
was hospitalized in good condition.
Treated and released were
Dennis Schloeder, 38, and Richard Traut, 19, both of Hamel;
Bruce Johnson, 17, St. Paul,
and Marshall DeYoung, 27, 1
4
Brooklyn Park. Traut and
DeYoung are firemen who were *
injured while fighting the blaze.
Walter Fisher, 62, Wayzata ,
was hospitalized in good condition with burns on his face and
I
arms'.-: . ' ' '* '
Witnesses said the explosion 1
lifted the roof of the building
about 30 feet into the air.
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:. Budget balancing fpr the: 1974 WINONA SHOULD get $480,- son has estimated 1975 city" op- for a state-funded moderate id*
and 1975 city budgets yM eat 000 for fiscial .1976^ Johnson pre- erating expenditures ;will rise 10 conie high rise for senior cit»
¦
y .** ;y
. *:
izens. y
up most of the 04B,i78: lh. ' fed- dicted.. If half of that is used in percent over .1974.
Park-Recreation Department . Free passes for older persons
eral revenue, shartng for fiscal calendar 1975, he suggested, the Director Robert Welch
suggest1975, Winona? City* councilmen city might set aside $123,700 for ed the city and county use Rev- on the cab-bus service would be
preferable, s a i d Councilman
were told ?Monday.
strieet and stona sewer proj- enue sharing to buy a bus to Raymond Ruppert (3rd Ward).
"If ? wey didn't .have revenue ects; $7l;l00 for the county serve, senior citizens.' With orsharing,; gentlemen, we'd irave ditch; $10,000 for .a senior, citi- ganized programs/ the bus could WITH OTHER transit;change*
to start cutting (city) services;" zen pfoject, and $35,200 for park get oldsteris to food programs at such as?Dial-A-Ride in the wind,
Finance Directorparrel John- projects or ¦the .street' , overlay the Park Plaza; to : shopping; the city; may: want to develop,
business ;. and , entertainmeint; a comprehensive transportation
program. •' .' •. . ' .
son reported;
Following Johnsori!s recbm- Increasingly, revenue sharing and to the Older . Adult . Center package before ¦ taking action,
mendatieh, the council approved money has been used for gov- programs* . Transportation "and said City Manager? Schriever.;
$400,000 for "public safty " and ernment operation and mainte- housing are considered immedir The ?DialrA;-Ride; proposal may$45,178. for "public? transporta- nance,yfather than the one-time ate problems, for the old by the be eligible for state funding, ha
tion," t w o — — — —,capital expenditures predicted American? Association of Retir- said.. And Winona also should
several years ago, Johnson said. ied Persons, Winona Older Adult apply fpr two-thirds state reimeligible ' date!
;.. . -?
One reason is red tape, since Council? and the Older Adult bursement on its cab-bus opergories for revC
i ty
enue sharing;
¦ a host of federal regulations Center 's* advisory board, Welch ating deficit,, said Mayor NoN
must be observed if money is said. The cpuncil also- has sug- man Indall, who discussed tha
The latter will
designated for a particular proj- gested that . revenue sharing transit, grants in Duluth last
fund the; Steuben St T e e t .1 .? . ? * . . . .' ' ' ect. Another is inflation: John- could proyide the $5,000 to apply ¦week. '.'
construction pfoject in the 1975
SILVER JUBILEE ,, . About HO alumni of Immaculate ? Rev. Robert Brom,ypreseht rector; the Rev. Msgr. Joseph R . capital improvements program.
Heart of Mary Seminary .attended a Mass of Tliasksgiving and
McGinnis, Cathedral of the^Sacred ?Heart, former rector; the The city must submit a planned About SO to ije/ie/lfy '
banquet Monday commemorating? the. seminary's' 25th anniverMost Rev. George Speltz, Bishop of the Diocese of St; Clcnid, . use report to the Off ice of Revsary. .From left are : the Rey. Msgr. Roy yterski , Church of
former rector,; and the Most??Rev. Frederick Freking, Bishop '?;? enue. Sharing this month.
,
'
St. Francis;Xavier , Windom , Minn., ? former rector ; the .Most. of the Diopese of La Crosse, and native bf the Winoiia diocese.
THE USE OF revenue /sharRev. Loras J.; Walters, D*D., Bishop of the Diocese of Winona;
(Daily News photo) :
ing . for public safety*will free
[ , :. head of the : seminary and principal celebrant of the Mass;
other city* , money for capital
projects,' ; and , priority items.
This is not reducing the tax effort , he ' explained, because .Winona already is levying the Maximum allowed by, a state ceilBy STEVEN P. JOHNSON
board s action June. 3 to gives gested , the salary hike be exing- ..* '
itself an 11.5 percent salary in- panded tp.inciude part-time.emDaily
News
Staff
VCriter
; ?MOND0VI, Wis. ( Special ) — 60 percent more than in a nurs- obvious to him the oil industry
When the council did use rev'^CONSERVATION of energy
crease, based on: increases in ployes,.
but other; commissionQueries on milk and beef prices, ing „hoihe, "In ymany instances took advantage of the situation. is still necessary, in Wisconsin enue: sharing to reduce "taxes Reacting to an outcry over the-cost of living; ¦'- . .
.
'
their
own
salary
ihqreases;
the
power.; plants, nuclear , energy
ers
disagreed,
lis,
suggesting the
"it
cost
two
years
.
ago,
.
"
Courthouse employes are the
and the department; of natural the family cannot bear the fi- He .doesn't think, theie wa£ any arid the 55-m.ph. speed limit will Johnson noted. (City Manager ?Winona County Board Monday last
board
wait
and
give
them a regl
arge
category
of
county
nancial
burden
and
many
se;
.
resources .were aiihed at Gov.
1 have ho families,'* collusion between the .Nixon ad- save 200 lives in the state this Paul Schriever has said¦ the loss approved pay hikes for most employes not: in a labor union, ular increase: Jaa l, : when all
nior
citizens
'
county
employes.
¦
'
'
Patrick J, Lucey Monday,' ministration and the: peteroleum year," Lucey said.
¦wais at least $35,000.) ,' ¦
The . county board approved and some? organizing talk in the hon-*union county . employes norThe governor was a special he said. .-. . . .
industry to create the? crisis, but *. " On prices and taxes:?"L hope ?Of the public safety money, one - step in- - ¦
courthouse may have affected mally receive increases.?
In
Eau
Claire
later
in
the
eye-*
f- '
¦guest at the . Buffalo County
;
;
to get through the next two $200,000 each will go to the 1974 Creases . f o r
.industry
has
taken
ma"the
oil
the
board's ? decision,; . ; . ? ;
think
tting,
Lucey
said
he
didn't
;
.
.
Democratic banquet ? at Valley
The increases will take efWay years without any* increases in and 1975 budgets. Correcting an all county: emiii
every
licious
advantage:
any
conspiracy
to
crethere
AVas
The
increase followed a re- fect July l. Board
.
View Supper Club here, one of
CounfY
report that .$200,000 ployes
earlier
and:departpossible.
'
"
:
ate
an
energy
crisis
but
it
was
'
n
o
t
.
quest by County? Assessor Dav- ment head
any atatesadmiriistered taxes," *would pay for cost overruns of
*.
33 stops on a statewide "listen- .
. increases were ef¦
represented
id
Saiier,
who
had
received
the
:
ing '\ tour? he is making th is
:
afternoon
stop
in
Black
: At;an
Board
June 1.
the central garage, Johnson said
. .- \ .?
labor un-:
$700 annual increase the board fective
V/eek. "\- , ' . "' . ?* ;, . .
River Falls; senior citi?eiis cited the extra money instead, will by
Also
not
affected
by
Monday
's
'
'
"
"
,
.
?"
?
.
,
ions
and
not
gave
itself
and
.
department
. . . . .. ?
action were employes . in the
low-rent housing , and better come from sale , of . the old city included iii the ' pay
THE DROP in milk and be«f
? hike com- heads* but argued rising living county
St.; unused
's, two labor unions, y .
tranispoftation as one of the prin- garage at 201 Stone
prices is? the "fault of the U .S.
? allotments for missioners gave themselves and costs, take a toll on non-snperSheriff's department emrevenue
sharing
"
Department of Agriculture in aldepartment
heads
two
weeks
yisory
employes
as
well
cipal needs in Black River Falls Highway 43 and the Lake Boule. .A
are members of Local 17
lowing too marly imports ,!' he
The pay increases ? ranged ployes
and Jackson County, but "all we vard , project , and revenue shar- ago;
of,tie Minnesota Law' Enforce;
said As to power plants, '?'we
The
board's
acton
gave
cost
from
about
per
$15
to
about
$50
'
/ ¦ ". - .
get , are promises," - to which ing interest.
are in,dire need for more elecof living increases to about 50 month, depending ; on the em- ment Union and are covered by
look , Projects such as filling of county employes, most of therii ploye's classification and posi- a two-year contract that won't
tricity, but which route¦ , to take
. RIVER FALLS, Wis. ...—? Rep. Michael Early (D-Rver Gov; Liicey. replied, "We'll
County Ditch 3; which won't be- courthouse workers. The pay tion in. the salary scale/: and expire until the end of 1975.
-; " . "? :'
Is a hard decision." • . '' . • ' ¦¦/ .
Falls) will seek a third terirt in the 30th Assembly. District, into that. "
Highway department mainteHe does not favor splitting the the incumbent announced Monday at a Buffalo County Demo- ¦ . The Lucey tour moved into gin before V mid-1975 anyway, hike amounted to an advance- amount to about 3-5 percent.
nance employes are members
done with fis- ment of one step in the salary
be
might
as
well
Department of Natural Resourc- cratic dinner.
Superior , and "Ashland today, cal 1976; revenue . sharing " inTHE INCREASE does not in- of tlie unaffiliated Winona Counes into three separate agencies,
The district includes Buffab County, most of Pierce and
scale to all full-time workers.
then will swing through the cen- stead of this year's allotment,
clude part-time employes, most ty; Highway Association and are
but "tourism should he pried-out Pepih counties and a part of Trempealeau County.
of the DNR" he said.
Early, first elected, to the seat in .i9'/0, gave up a plumb- tral part , of the state ending at the finance director suggested. THE MOVE , reacts to general of whom how receives $2.10 per preparing to strike.
among court- hour. Fourth District Commis- Those employes are still being
The federal
Queried as to his feeling for ing and eating .business to \york as ' full-time legislator. As Milwaukee Friday.
¦ fiscal year begins dissatisfaction
house employes following the sioner Edward Malewicki sug- paid at: 1973 levels, Negotiations
July li . *
government? aid in? keeping se- chairman of the Veterans aiid ; Military Affairs Committee,
have broken down several
nior citizens in individual homes Early said he helped improve veterans benefits. New ' protimes and union: members June
rather than in; rest homes- he grams include? education help ? for Vietnam? veterans, out5 —-. . two days after the board
responded, "a few years agc$ reach program and housing loan program for vets, and
gave itself the increase — votwhen the rest honie business be- graiits to improve county' veterans service offices.
ed 15-2 to reject the county
gan vve 'went overboard'. The
The representative also serves on the Committee on
board's latest contract offer, ispublic attitude has been if there Health and Social Services, the Minnesota-Wisconsin Boundsuing a prepared statement
is a- bed available, fill; it." He ary Area C6mihiss?ion, the Governor 's Highway;Safety Task
that blasted the board , for its
estimated the cost for maintain- Force and the Council on Drug; Abuse. " . . ? ¦ * ¦'? . '
action. . ?' .;, ; y
ing individual homes at about
Early and his wife Dorothy have seven children
NO STRIKE has yet been
Nobody's sure when the re- But chief architect ? Thomas
A Winona man pleaded guilty modeled Winona County Courtcalled
by the union but Winona
*
in Winona County. Court today house will be finished , but some Horty told commissioners Monattorney Robert Langford
, the
not
at
all
sure
the
to a charge of assault , filed county materials are already be- day he's
WCHA's negotiator, said the
against him in connection with ing moved back in.
building will be ready for full
The Winona County Public membership has given its strike
a May i) ¦ incident at Levee Th Winona County Board was county occupancy , before Au- Health Nursing Committee has committee authority to call a
'
¦
Plaiza. '
" ".
*
¦ gust. "There's a lot of stuff to approved a 1975 budget request walkout at any time.
t o l d Monday . ' ¦
?Robert Brang, 36,; 425 ?E. Ho- afternoon com- ' ¦
do there : yet," he said. ?
to be submitted to the county In an unrelated move Monday
ward St., had been bound over pletion d a t e County
a f t e r n o o n, commissioners
board next month.
PERSON has completed preto Winona County District Court estimates for
agreed ? they . would purchase
Key
to
the
.
budget
proposal
is
!
liminary inspection of the ur>
on a charge of attempted rob- the $2 million
three time clocks to be installed
per two floors of the building a request for ah additional.pub- in the highway maintenance
bery following a May 29 pre- remodeling job
lic
health
nurse,
a
request
that
and ordered much minor touchliminary hearing before Wino- vary f r o m '
responds to rapidly rising nurs- headquarters in Goodview, in
na County Court Judge S. A. July 1 to early August, but up work ;
the county jail , and in the reWiczek said the first full de- ing caseloads.
Sawyer. He had been charged learned one coiinty department
modeled courthouse.
in a complaint filed by; County has already finished moving. partment to occupy the restor"EVERYTHING else is pretty
ed
historic
site
will
be
the
soAttorney Julius Gernes for an
much the same," said County WSCS IWEETING
alleged robbery attempt against COUNTY Auditor Alois Wiczek cial services department , "which Nursing Supervisor Susan Stein- WEAVER, Minn. (Special)
Clarence Malizewski , 76, 660 E, said courthouse maintenance will take the entire fifth floor. er, except for general Jine-item The WSCS of Weaver United
Commissioners Monday tenta- Increases to cover inflating
Wabasha St. iu a plaza rest employes will handle all county
Me thodist Church will meet
tively agreed a public open costs. ¦¦; ' ¦ ¦
room
.
office
moving
and
have
alwork'
¦
Gernes- today; moved for dis- ready finished moving the law house in the remodeled facility The department now has five Thursday ..: at 2 p.m. .at tho
will be held on a weekend in public health nurses on its staff home of Mrs, Leonard Rollina.
missal of the attempted robbery library .
, Guests are welcome.
charge at the request of Malis- Wicze k said District Court mid-August.
in addition to Miss Steiner.
zewski and the lesser charge of Law Clerk Greg Smith has han- A wall hanging to be given
Miss Steiner said today a toassault was entered. Brang, ap- dled organization of the law the county by the architect will tal figure on her department's
be
finished
in
time
for
that
open
pearing with Winona attorney library and his state-fin ancedl
budget has not yet been comKent Gernander , told Sawyer county employment will end house, Horty told the board ?
piled- since "so many openthat he foJt the disposition of Aug. 1, so the library had to
ended things" were not resolvSAID
his
firm
traditionalHE
the case- was fair, and that he move early to allow him time to ly gives clients an artwork to ed until Monday night's session ,
was willing to plead guilty to reorganize the three-room li- hang in their new facility and and county board action Monassault:
brary.
Monday got board consent to day noon threw out her salary
Sawyer placed Brang on one General Contractor P. Earl commission a 40-foot, wall hang- schedule proposal .
year 's probation , on the condi- Schwab Co., 74 Kansas St., has
Commissioners Monday apLISTENING . . . . . Governor Patrick J. Claire, candidate for 3rd District Representa- tion that he serve 60 days in predicted it will finish the 15- ing.
proved one-step increases in the
Horty
said
a
Minnesola
artist
tive, Elton Suhr, Fountain City, Buffalo Coun- jail , seek alcohol counseling, month remodeling job before tlie will do lhe cloth slilchery work, salary schedule for all county
Lucey, on a five-day, 33-stop tour around the
state to "listen to what the people are sav- ty Democratic party chairman ; Gov. Lucey, take a tour of the Stillwater July 4 holiday, and Ronald Per- which will be about six feet wide employes, effective July 1, so
ing ", attended the Buffalo County pemocratic
and Alvin Bald s, Menomonie, candidate for state prison and commit no of- son of the Minneapolis architec- and 40 feet high and hang in the Miss Steiner 's budget proposal
party banquet Monday at Valley Supper Club, Srd District Representative. (La Croix John- fenses -while on probation to tural fi rm of Horty, Elving and open north , stairwell against the will now ask for another step
court services.
Associates has agreed.
Jan. 1, Her prepared budget had
elevator shaft.
Mondovi. From left are: Tom Stanton, Eau
son photo)
sought the next step—the one
just approved—for January.
Because of remodeling promise failure
Variance requests to
IN OTHER action Monday
be hea rd b y board
night , the committee voted to
its membership from 11
, . . because you know
Two variance requests to re- drop
to 10,
a representatliat good prospects
duce garage setbacks will be tive of eliminating
the county dental associamigh t be trying to get
heard by tho Wlnona Board of tion.
Adjustment Wednesday,
in touclj with you durNo county dentist had expressBy SUSAN LOTH
Sunday liquor license, An on- 3rd St., the old Ronnally 's; and fees follow:
Side , Dutchman 's, Holiday Inn
LeRoy Backus is seeking set- ed interest in membership on
ing those periods when
off 3.2 license was renewed , Dorothy and Joseph MaliszewDaily News Staff Writer
nnd Williams. A new license backs in rear and side yard the committee, and members
your phone service Is
ski for the Wonder Inn , 229 E. ON-SALE LIQUOR ($2 ,000) The Rustic Tavern was de- however,
setbacks for 5€4 W. Wabasha agreed a dentist could be condiscontinue d .
Country County, 767 E. Sth St ,; was approved for Louie's.
The Bottoms Up bar has been 3rd St,
nied liquor license renewals
St., while Leo Breyer wants re- sulted" on those rare occasions
BEER-($215)
ON-OFF
3.2
because councilmen said the a "continuing problem " Coun- The Wonder Inn approval Park Plaza Hotel, 151 Johnon
duced rear setback for a ga- when thc nursing service or lhe
It 's the same with your
owners failed to complete cilman Earl Laufenburger (1st was stalled when Ruppert ask- St.; Steve's Lounge, 107 W, Srd Charlie's D & D Bar, 117 Main rage at 316 Vine St.
committee needs to do some,
St.;
Rustic;
E.B.'s
Corner
700
promised remodeling jobs , The Ward) told license applicant ed that a warning to "clean St.; Hot Fish Shop, 065 Mankaadvertising.
People are
Tho board meets nt 7:30 p.m. thing in the dental field.
W. Sth St.; Bell's Bar, 427 E.
council also dcnie(| an on-off Betty Czaplewski. "Most of our up" be attached to the license.
¦
buy
ing
every
day,
hall,
in
city
Wednesday
3.2 beer license to a couple who problems ," • he added , "have City Clerk John Carter said to Ave.; Lang's Bar , 179 E. 3rd Mark St.; Handy Corner, 700
St,;
Poota
Tavern
579
E.
E.
Sth
,
w a n t e d to ¦
. been in bars that had women Mrs , Maleszowski held license St.; Louie's Bar , 579 E. Srd
Condition improves
Don 't let that business,
Wabasfia
St.;
Sportsman 's way; Levee, Louie s, Lang 's,
for bartenders."
tako over and
at the place for many years , St.
pass
you b y because
523
W.
HowGrocery
,
Tap,
252
E.
3rd
St.;
Lantern
Leifeld's
LA CROSSE, Wis. - GeralMrs., . Czaplewski said hci* except the last three. Sho is Also the Levee, 115 Main St.;
"clean up "
CltV
MaySt,
Nashville
,
ard
St.;
Little
your
advertising
is "disTavern
3rd
571
E.
;
Oasis;
,
dlne
Dublcl
,
18,
rural
Strum,
Little
Nashville
501
W.
4th
St.;
bar
at
,
husband
would
tend
the Bottoms
aware of the past trouble and
connected; "
night. Thoy hoped to rename has no police record , added Mankato Bar, 477 Mankato The Square Deal, 267 Mankato an 's Grocery, 628 E> King St.; Wis,, is listed in good condition
Up bar , 529
the business Betty and Bob's Chief Robert Carstenbrock, A Ave.; tho Main Tavern , 123 Ave.; East Side , Dutchman's; Main Tavern , Mankato Bar and today at St. Francis Hospital
R. Wabasha
Bar , and lo '"clean the place new motion passed unopposed. Main St.; Mississippi Queen , Westgate Lanes, Westgate Cen- Mark-It Foods, Miracle Mall. here. Miss Dubiel was admitted
St.
ter; Knights of Columbus, 64 Also Warehouse Market , 1733 after a one-car accident May
Tho Rustic Tnvcrn , 550 Man- up, " said Czaplewski.
Tho 3,2 license application 102 Johnson St.; Oasis Bar , 926 E. Sth St., and Shakoy's Pizza , Service Dr, ; National Food Ifl near Arcadia , Wis., and had
79
gel
out
of
that
place
W.
Sth
St;
Sunshine
Bar,
awarded
ono
'"All
I
kato Ave., was
of Joseph Lowinski for BlanchGilmore A\e,
Store, 128 W. Sth St. ; Shorty's; been in serious condition until
of the city 's three last out- is a bunch of grief ," snld At- es Tavern , 1000 E, King St., E. 2nd St.; Shorty's Bar & 1550
3,2 BEER $200) — West End Bait Shop, 950 W, early this month ,
ON-SALE
NelSt.;
East
Side
Barry
Cafe,
528
Center
large
Councilman
liquor
licenses
standing on-snlo
was hold ponding completo poSt. Mary College and Pizza 5th St. ; Stollman 's Grocery , 427 She is being treated for a
last fall nfter owner Steve son. "I don't think it's going lice study. An on-off 3.2 license Bar , 851 E, Wabasha St.; Hut , 1630 'sService Dr.
E. 3rd St. ; Sunshine ; Express- fractured femur and arm and
Buogo said ho planned $30,000 to change too much , "
renewal for Leo's Bar , 315 Steu- Dutchman's Corner , <I5» E, WaOFF-SALE
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Super
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Williams
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any
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HardWestern
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major remodeling " at tlio bar place." Tho Czaplowskls had
At-large councilman Stephen
ON-SALE SUNDAY UQUOR ware and Market , 429 Mankato St.; Winona Elks Club, 65 E. is tho only vehicle allowed to
—only a gome room and new no record , police reported.
Delano , attorney for some of H0O) — Park Plnzn, Stove's, Ave ; Wlnona Potato Market , 4th St.; and J, C, Penney Food double park in downtown
entry room,
Beverly Hills, Calif ,
TWO NEW applicants wore tho liquor and beer license ap- Hot Fish Shop, Mississippi 118 Market St,; Country Coun- Market , 18011 Service Dr.
CABAHET LICENSE SHOO) RUSTIC OWNERS Buege "ml awarded on-off 3.2 beer licen- plicants , abstained fro m all li- Queen , Lang 's, Little Nashville- ty, Steve's, Randall's Super
Wlnona Dally Newt **)
¦ ¦
Mankato Bar , Main Tavern , Valu , Westgate Cenler; Kwlk- Country County nnd Mississip
Jan Krouzcr wore denied an ses. Thoy are George Gaunalkis cense votes,
^
Wlnona, Minnesota **
^^mtt^L^M^m-^sh
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AAayo disputes m|u^y theory

• ROCHESTER,/Mkm . (AP ) Evidence that a single injury ,
free ? of complications, .may
cause cancer is largely, circumWlnona Daily News
4 Wiriona, Minnesota
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1974

Wednesday Special!

* * *">;*"*; OMP

DELICIOUS ^
^ =^=»

i B^B-Qiie Ribs :

stantial, a Mayo Clinic team of
medicolegal investigators said
Monday, after studying evidence linking the two.
The Mayo . investigator^, in &
report in Mayo Clinic proceedings, argue that although rare
cases of? injury-caused cancer
bave been reported, the plea
that ''rarity must hot be used
as an? argument for .nonexistence" should hot . be heeded until something more . than cifr
cumstantial . evidence ?Ls found
to link , a '- 'single, complicationfree injury to cancer. ¦¦. ' [¦ ¦

However, the Mayo team
says : that certain types, of in-,
juries — including those from
carcinogenic chemicals and io¦- inizing
— are related
' SERVED WITH MASHED 0R
J ' to the radiaton
development
61 malig^^
'
¦
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES-- S^
/ 3
? - • nancies. ¦"/¦'
' "¦] CHOICE OF SALAD,
yT ¦
The investigation was con¦ '¦¦
¦A - Af- / ducted
.
.
.
i
.
i
.
.
.
.
.
.
J
UICE
,
SOUP
by Dr. -.'. John . Iviris,. a
A
A
:¦ speMayo
orthopedic
?
' ¦<
? cializing ' in cancer;surgeon
WEDNESDAY
EVERY
SERVED
Dr
.
George
?
¦
*
*
¦¦ •
Monknian , *.;.. Mayo Graduate
? * _^-_-;5 P,M. TO CLOSING —-%.' • '/ *¦; School orthopedic,
resident, and
'Orwell, a Mayo , lawyer,
Gregg
¦
,. yi. . r T *.T T T ¦» *r T* f,y. T -T * » . T * ,T , T f -f * .• specializing iri' compensation
*
claims against the clinic. . ' -:.'
Their ', investigation w a ? s
prompted to help clear the air
on medicolegal prbbleiais when
'S' :.3fl'' a.iTt'( ,io;9*i);.in'.:''Mi»nj -Thurs.f ;Frl. & Sal. to 10, Sun. 7:30 to 8
compensation claims are filed
3RD & HUFF STJ
PHONE 45i-9992
in such ' cases.
Awarding ' compensation solely on the basis .of the appearance of a tumor after a single
unju stiinjury, they
¦ contend,"is
fiable.* ' .".• . . . ' .' •,,
..:. ' > . :,
"In discussing the medicolegal aspects of trauma and "c'aiicer," the doctors said , ."it has
been said that problem would
be relegated to.limbo if it were
not for lawyers constantly
keeping the 'question alive." .,

::;::pA ^ ?;:light;y

The doctors cited cases from
Mayo Clinic and other medical
files to point up? the ambagious
and contradictory statements
that cloud y many legal decisions,, including that . of a 49-?
year-old laborer who allegedly
hurt his left knee while han-

' II:
5;"fib«p(«te -ll^^v:1
1
tt
' : A If
:

"' :: "' "
" - Vral

" >" : ¦ •¦. -¦
*;
.

cause of cancer

!.
YOU'LL FIND THE FINEST HE RE! ; J

¦¦ ¦
"" '": " ^" ^" ^-'-:Q-M ¦¦^-K- SIERV IC? E;- ' " .-' :" :/.;.. - :-; " :. ;v : ¦; ".= .\ -:jlJi|||(;J- -:"

dling heavy boxes.
He was hospitalized, for: one
day fof . intense pain Ifiifc was
then well until seven months
later, when a ? seemihgljr minor
second hijury ' triggered the
same severe pain in the same
knee.* .* '
Exploratory . surgeryy.iurned
up nothing, but the paim per-

sisted and 16 months after the
first Injury a lesion was found
to hav« destroyed part of the
lfeft , thigh bone. Biopsy arid later? above^the-khee amputation
showed a forin of cancer called
fibrosarcoma. The patient died
of spreading cancer three years
after tie origina?! injury.

fedora] help on
cancer cure htHit
By GENE IMlAMMERy
MlNNEAPOLiS, Minn. (AF)
— The private sector is not getting enough help froth the federal government in . -its siearch
for a cancer cure, Sen. Hubert
¦¦
H. Humphrey said Monday. : ';. _;
famipersonal
and
Citing his
ly experiences with cancer, the
Minnesota Democrat said, .'We
have , to wage a war .on this
drtsad disease." .
He told ? the siJtth'. annual National Public , .Education Conference of the American Cancer
Society ' that, "every American
wants desperately a cure for
cancer aind you are doing something about it." '. .*. *;. '

He said Congress has authariBed $807 million to be spent fcr
cancer research in fiscal 1^75
under the National? Gancer Act
of 1971. The Nixon Administration wants to spend only $600
million in appropriations bills
pending, before House and SeriHumphrey
ate subcommittees,
¦•¦
•
said..
¦
' • .. ' 'President Nixon, in 1971
promised to take - personal
cliarge of this matter," Humphrey said. "Budgetary ; cpnstraints have not followed ^ the

¦ ¦
words-" :. • . - .
The former . vice president,
said the Nixon Administration
is wiUing to spend $l-.3 .billion
for development .of a new;submarine and $65 million for the
new Bl;bomber, but is cutting
back on its support for the war
against; cancer. *" •
"We need that financial sup',' Humphrey
port for - cancer,"; ¦
said. "It sounds like, a lot of
money. It wouldn't Jloat that
subi was talkingHbout."
.Hurnphi'ey, honorary, chairman : of the. 1974 cancer fund
drive in Minnesota, also called
on the news media to? devote
more attention? ? to progress
made in cancer treatment. .
"If I could get as much television time as we had tin? the
war in Vietnam as for the war
on cancer, we'd get results," he
said. ..

Humphrey noted that a brother . died of cancer a few years
ago and his son, Robert, has recovered? from surgery for cancer of the : lymph glands in 1964J
."I've gone, through this agonizing . experience even pers on^
ally in the last few; months," he
added in a reference to? his
treatment -at * Bethesda Naval
Hospital. ?''! feel godd, in.fact I
feel better
¦ than I have in
years.'' -' • ',
He emphasized that early , detection was still the secret to
combating cancer, but iadded:
"f know * that in five years
there'll: be amazing breaklower than prices offered to throughs."
retailers by state, wholesalers
who now ? distribute those
brands exclusively.
The complex legal case is before Ramsey District iiicige
Harold?? ?? Schultz:* The large
wholesalers—Johnson . Brothers
g ghts^
Wholesale Liquor Co/, St. Paul;
' ¦ ' / ' Today :¦' ;
Griggs, Cooper & Co., St. Paul,
Anne Daand Famous Brands, Inc., Min- Local News — with
neapolis—have asked Schultz to visr 6:00, Ch.; 3. ',
bar Minnesota Distillers per- Baseball. Minnesota Twins vs.
Orioles, 6:30, Chs. :4manently from obtaining liquor Baltimore
' ¦' ¦
from out of state wholesalers. WA - '
.' .- The three firms, plus Ed "Basic JVIovie-Making", "Be? Your Snapshot," 6:30, Ch.
Phillips, & Sons, of Minneapolis, hind
' ?' ' ¦'
control almost 70 per cent of 12. ¦ - .
the market in Minnesota's $200 The Lion and Androcles.
million a year wholesale liquor Comic opera by John Eaton ,
with a cast of 75 fourth-graders
industry.
and their pets, based on the
L a s t December, Judge Greek fable about a man who
S c h u l t z upheld the con- befriends a lion by removing a
stitutionality of a 1973 law in- thorn from? its paw. 7:00, Chs.
tended to end the brand mono- 2-31. ' * .
polies enjoyed by the state's 10 Black Is a Beautiful Woman.
wholesalers.
Actress Margo Barnett presents
-However, the four plaintiffs a one-woman show giving inin that case—including ; Johnson sight into the black experience
Brothers and Griggs, Cooper- in America, 8:00, Ch. 31.
have appealed the decision to
Wednesday,
the Minnesota Supreme Court L«cal News—With Anne Davnnd have obtained an order de- is. 6:00, ;Ch. ' '3:*. ;; .
laying enfo rcement of the new Vloman Alive! A one-hour spelaw until their , appeal is de- cial program produced by, for
cided.
and about women reflects the
changing mood of women in
Winona Daily News America. Following a flexible
magazine format the report feaTUESDAY, JUNE 11, 1974
tures Gloria Steinem , singer
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. ST. PAUL, Minn. (AI 5)? ."—
Three of Minnesota's largest liquor? wholesalers have obtained
a temporary restraining order
to? stop a. small liquor wholesaler
«30
452-9955
FOR
FOOD
TO
, Minnesota Distillers Inc.
jjPPpHONi
/^ ^
of Long Prairie, from, obtaining
certain popular brands of liquor.* ' .' "* . ' . ."
The brands, which -Minneso ta
Distillers ypas purchasing from
an Oklahoma firm, how are distributed exclusively wjthiri MinV
126 East Third Street y- A y
M
nesota by one of the major
H
^
A ^BL Conveniently: located in downtown Wiqcka; :j' B ' ¦' '. . . wholesalers.:
Minnesota Distillers obtained
deliveiry on one shipment in
March before the . restraining
order was issued. The Long
Prairie wholesaler has been advertising prices for niajor
¦AAtAi^f ^ ^^^
f ^'
brands .that are the same or
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TODAY THROUGH SUNDAY

Only 89'
*

REGULAR PRICE 1.05

Try our money-saving special today. Here's what you get —
• 2 Pieces Kentuck y Fried Chicken

• Hot Biscuit

• Plus Your Choice: Potatoes, Coleslaw or Baked Beans
No Coupon Nocaisary.

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentdty fried C^ckm
1558 SERVICE DRIVE, WI NONA
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setts housewife ai\d other American women who explore new
possibilities for themselves and
their families. 7:00, Ch. 2/9:30,
' * ".yy, ' *
Ch. 31.V . ' ; ' ¦ ' *v \ .
Bobby Gentry. Bobby Van and
Paul "Williams are guests and
join Bobbie in a medley of hits;
7:00, Chs,. 3-4-8. . :
Garner Ted Armstrong. "The
Real Jesus—Still the Man Nobody Knows" is the evangelist's sermon topic. 7:00, Chs.
10-lL. V' -?' .
Baseball . Kansas City Royals
vs. Milwaukee Brewers , 7:30,
Ch. 19. "

Movies
Today

"The Great American Beauty
Contest,": Eleanor P a r k e r,
melodrama (1973), 7:30, Chs.
6-9-19.
"Hammerhead,," yince E<1
wards, adventure (1968) , 10:30,
Chs . 3-8.
"Thi Night of the Iguana, "
10:50, Ch. 4.
"The Tramplcrs," Gordon
Scott, western (1966) , 11:30,
Ch. 11.
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"The Man from the Diner's
CluV, Danny Kaye , comedy,

(1963),. 3:30, Ch. 4.:*?? /
"A Message to My Daughter, "
Boniiie BedeUa, drama C1973) ,
7:30*, Chs. >9. ;¦
"One, Two, ..' *:Three",
Cagney, comedy-satire
8:0O, €hsv 5-ip-l3.
?"Sev«jn Golden Men,"
na Podesta, crime
(1965) , 10:30, Chs. 3-8.

James
(1961),
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RED FERN
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"Welcome to Hard Times,'1
Aldo Ray, western (1967), 10:59,
Ch. :4.*y '
"The Eternal Sea," Sterling
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¦
Ch. 11. . . * .:
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Garner Ted discusses the real
Jesus — still the man nobody
knows. And National Repentance*
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Send chano* of address, notices, undelivered copies, subscription orders and other
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and each of usBo sure to watch both of these
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in Seattle,
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More than $284,000 in sanitary
s«fwer ' and" water nj ?ain esfeasions. to the Commercial Harbor
area -- Including $114,000 ia proposed: assessments 1 — . .were
approved by the Winona City
Council following -public hearing
Monday, • ; . '•
Protests came from three affected property owners who
didn't , ques ?. . ; "- ' '? ' ' ¦
tion the overall value of
City
t h e : project
?-

» .u t debated Couhtil

their . assess- .
".'. . ' ." ' :. .'
ment shares, V'
Those will be considered at an
ossessffient . hearing after the
project is completed,, councilmen said. -. ?
THE PROJECT will riii from
Prtirie Island Eoad to Har¦vester Street for.; the ^ater
main, and ?to: dlmstead ?Street
for the sanitary sewer. Estimated assessments, set; at $11
jer frontage foot per improvement,? will . fund ;$36,124 of . the
$100,306 for water main and
"$78,067 ? of the $184,140 for sewer.; '/ Objections to the proposed assessments came from Archer
Dainiels .Midland , Froedtert
Malt Co. and the .Chicago .&
North Western Railway .-— also
three properties in : which the
city needs utility easements. ¦
Counciimen resolved to get
easements by negotiation , if possible, or by condemnation.AJOM
doesn't want any utility assessment because it's planning to

Steps taken to
acprejite
for recreation

Initial steps, were , taken Monday by the ? Winona County
Board to acquire a tract of federally ownedyland for use by
the county as a recreation area.
:*. County Auditor Al Wiczek told
commissioners that he had
been advised last week by the
Bureau of Recreation that the
approximately one-half acre
has been de- . ? "" [ ' : , ' .
dared surplus and would be Cblinty
'. ? . ¦* '¦
available ; to
t h e c?punty
Boa Tu
with the .pro'¦'
vision-- ;¦ that ft * f f
be use<d for recreation purposes.
THE property on Highway 1
near La Crescent, Minn.,* is the
gite of a former radar station .
Wiczek , told commissioners
that the government .had .'' ..told
him that if the county is interested in acquiring the property,
application , should be :. made
within 30 days ^
Several commissioners noted
that the radar antenna and associated equipment, remain oh
the fenced property and wondered whether
¦ this could be removed. •' ." / * '
Wiczek was confident that if
the county: obtained possession
of the land, it could remove the
equipment; :¦'?- .
BOARD members felt that
placement of a few picnic tables and maintenance would
be the only expenses Involved
in having the property.
There was agreement that
efforts be made to obtain the
property -. and the Southeastern
Minnesota Area wide Planning
Organization -will process the
application for the county.

Pol ice surprise
pair; third
burglar esca pes

HOUSTON (UPI) — Police
surprised a pair of burglars
inside a building during the
weekend and confiscated their
two-way radio. But a lookout
sitting in a van outside the
buildin g spotted the police and
got away,
Police used the radio to call
the van. They told the driver
they bad "Is license number
and it would be better all
around if he returned to be
arrested .
He did.
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stop Winona operations by : September, said ADM manager
Thomas Wood, Pleasant Valley
Terrace. "Wood added that the
sewer lintl, in his opinion, was
a trunk line meant to serve people? farther west rather than a
branch line to benefit property
owners such as Archer Daniels.

It's hoth, answered city, officialsVbecause tiie iihe eventually will carry flow frbm* Minnesota City ' and Goodview^
But it can function as a
branch line and will benefit thie
property, thus justifying the
$14,000 assessment,, they added.

Civic tenter will
g6f IurthMr study
The civic center study committee Monday was ordered?
back to the drawing board to consider how to pay for a
multi-purpose facility in Winona .
• r ¦- ." '¦' ' :'
' - "'
Opposition came from Councilinen Raymorid Ruppert (3rd Ward) , Jerry BorzysGltV
kowski (4th) and At-Large Councilman Bar.v
ry Nelson (3rd, -4th) , who said ihe ¦ city can 't . Council
. . . .• " - .
afford It.y
- A -Other councilmen said they'd like more - . . '¦>— " ' ,'. '."¦' .
details on civic facilities in Rochester and La jCrosse — two
rieiarby cities downplayed hy the committee be -ause they
were twice the size of Winona.
? , Taxes already are at their legal levy limit, argued Nelson. The civic centers in similar sized?cities generally have ?
operating -.- deficits, and Winona couldn't manage operation
costs, let-alone building costs, he added.
The council action bypasses a committee recommendation that the city approve a professional feasibility study for
the center. Last year 's capital improvements program set
asi?S? £ll,0O(j fpr such a .study *n 1973,.;, - . -.
Money can't be everything to Rochester,.asserted Winona
Park-Ilecreation Director Robert;Welch, because the city ?is
building a bigger and better sport facility. Rochester is considering citizen need, he said. Councilmen had? cited the operating debt at Graham Arena. The committee also should
make sure it isn't suggesting duplication, of facilities such as
auditoriums; said.Councilman Earl Laufenburger (ist Ward).

_.

City.;Council roundup

Need w^
onp arkiM

City .and ; countyy officials
should do more talking on the
parking - fine question, Winona
coiinciltneh resolved Mondayv ?
; The gbventtnents have, been
at odds since Minnesota Attorney* . General Warren Spahnsius
ruled last March that an overtime parking fine by any other
name is still a fine. As. a *?result, the county is entitled to
half of ; the parking .fine revenue — even though the city
alone now manages collection of
the overtime parking fines. :¦
-' - '.
The county is Interested in the
money but doesn't want collection responsibilities. And the
city doesn't want to give up its
collection system for fear the
county won't; be as diligent
about enforcement. Councilmen

said they would like a joint powers agreement in which the
county contracted with Winona
for parking ticket enforcement.
Ihe city depends On meter
fees and fines ' t o operate the
department and pay bonds for
municipal parking lots , officials
noted. If the county . does begin
co-llecting half the fine money, should the city consider
doubling parking.fines tq recoupi
its loss ; or ask the county ? to
share enforcement responsibility? asked At-large Councilman
Stephen Delano (1st, 2nd
Wards). Both , answered Councilman Earl Laufenburger (1st
Ward). - :
Dave Anderson , head of? the
Downtown Business Asrociation ,
protested that doubled parking

Goodyiew OKs
wa^er exfehsibn
By TOM JONES
Daily Newi Staff Writer
The "Goodview City Council at
a public hearing Monday evening approved * the proposed water main extension for Nelson
Tire, Inc „ SHO Service Dr., to
be constructed along the company 's east? property line between 9th Street and Service
Drive,
Hichard Wessel, representing
:ity engineer Robert,Webber. :
told the council that the estimated cost of the project is
$11,136. Nelson will absorb the
cost of the first 155 feet of the
line, The remaining cost-will be
split between that company and
adjoin ing property owners .
ACTING ON A feasibility report from Webber, the council
told Nelson off ice manager Dennis; Gottschalk approval of the
project includes a stipulation
that the easement for the line
be widened from the original 30foot plan to 40 feet. The conncil
said the line will be constructed 15 feet west of the company 's
cast boundary .
Councilmen said that at least
eight percent Interest will be
charged on the assessment, but
declined to set a definite figure.
Gottschalk said that the company will comply with council
rulings on construction, stating
"we -have a verbal agreement
with the home office to draw
up the papers
The council said advertising
for bids will begin immediately.

THE COUNCIL gave approval to a special law passed by
t h e Minnesota Legislature
which provides that Goodview
volunteer firemen be eligible for
benefits from the state Fireman 's Relief Association. The
law states that Goodview firefighters will be able to draw
pension benefits after 20 years
service, and at a minimum age
of 55, The statute became effective in tho dty following
Monday 's approval.
In other , action , the council:
•Gave routine approval to
clgnrette licenses for several
city businesses,
• Discussed the state closing
of 40th nnd 50th Avenues at the
Highway 61 intersection. J, L.
Spencer , area maintenance engineer snld in a letter to the
council thnt traffic signals will
bo provided at the 44th and S4tli
Avenue intersection! w h e n

traffic volumes increase sufficiently to warrant them.
• Advised Goodview residents, that water discoloration
and decreased pressure will result for the next week from
maintenance work being performed on the city water tower. -,?* .
•Approved a building permit for Ernest Rossa,, 855 48th
Ave., for the construction of a
block fireplace. . *

Fund transfer
OKed to pay
debt fo HRA
Backed into a financial corner, Winona city councilmen
Monday approved a withdrawal
of $149,956 from the general
fund to pay |
,
tho remaining
' +» ¦ '
city 's c a s h
City
'
debt to the •

WinoW Hous-

Council

ing and Redevelopment Au- '-——————>
thority (HRA) for downtown
Urban renewal. Deadline for
the payment la June 28.
The fund money will be reimbursed by a future tax increment bond issue, according to
Finance Director Dnrrel Johnson , Financial consulting firm
Springsted , Inc.; " St. Paul , 'was
hired last month , to investigate
bond sales possibilities:
Tax increment bonds ideally
are,, pnid off with Increased
taxes levied in an urban renewal project area — here, the
Morgan and Steak Shop blocks
and the half-blocks north of
them.
If those revenues aren't sufficient , bonds may be repaid
through the city 's tnx levy.
At-large councilman Stephen
Delano (1st, 2nd wards) said
ho didn 't like (o see Winonn
lose 4% percent Interest on general fund assets now earning
10V4 percent,
But the city also -would bo
losing money If It bought bonds
now at a high interest rate and
the rate Inter declined , said aU
large councilman Barry Nelson
(3rd, 4th Wards).

Winena . Dally M * W f E .
Winona, Minnesota V
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Boathouse
ordinance
wins approval

ADM ALREADY has adequate sewer : facilities , ? said
Wood. City Engineer Robert
Bollant disagreed, claiming
that ADM was discharging into
the river "125,000 or more gallons per day that do not meet
the effluent standards "
A Froedtert vice presideht,
J. T. Xleiri of Milwaukee, Wis.,
said be; didn't think the firm 's A boathouse ordinance
which
minimal planned use of the new dreft h*uiidreds of
last
line justified an $8,0(KI assess- month : passed ttieopponents
City
¦
ifaent. Although the company is Council . ¦witli.- . "¦ Winona
. * ' "- -¦¦'- ¦ ' '
building one? addition , and con- out opposition
t
sidering; another expansion, 99 Monday. ?
V
percent " of sewage still would ?' A? m.'Vn' d- . . Cif
.* * . * ',¦?, ' - '
be routed through a.*- .? screen ments to the
fWinril
house in the original structure or-dinance in- >VUnCII
to tlw ' existing sewage line, trodiiced
In '-? ''?. ' .. ' . ' . . ' ? '
Klein said.
April : were hammered out by a
Ah attorney.'.' - for ' Chicago & special
committee of harbor
North Western said t phone spokesmen and city officials
Monday that company property; during May and June.
won't benefit and that r asement will be granted if the land _ THE ORDINANCE will reis assessed. Assessments would quire licensing of .anyone moorcover not the railroad yards but ing a boathouse or boat more
separate . "tracts sui' * ' '- f>.r industrial development, officials than seven feet wide on; property "owned or maintained by
answered. ¦'-' -.
city." Annual fee is*"$1.5ii
the
BIDS WILL BE advertised
per
running
foot with a ?20 minand opened July 8. Delivery of
cast iron and concrete cylinder imum.
pipe may present problems, Bol- Licensees must agree to keep
lant warned. *
their areas clean, safe and saniCarl Bostrom, terL -. ;-y T opertary,
with at least weekly pickations superintendent ior Farmer's Union Grain Terminal A& up, of trash and garbage. ?
sociaticin , :St. . Paul, said - the The city ; may close harbor
project' will satisfy. GTA's utility, areas to boathouses . at the ; end
demands at its planned Winona
a license ?texm ;Juife 80, or
branch. GTA also . is a parent of.
with
120 days .written notice.
company, of Froedtert.
The ? city also may dispose of
abandoned property if not removed SO days after expiration
or. revocation of a license.
Present boathouse owners will
have first chance to apply for licenses arid lkensev renewals.
The city manager is in charge
of assigning spaces and must be
notified of license transfers.
For easier identification , boathouses must display current license numbers.
penalties would aggravate: thei The ordinance prohibits issuance of a license to anyone who
existing parking problem. The owes back license fees for moorassociation has considered pur-, ing at Latsch. Island. ' ¦' .-;
chasing lots downtown ,, but figIN OTHER license :provisions;
ured money was a. problem owners must agree not 'to' "sul>and . didn't know how the . city- stantially alter" the grounds
would feel, he added. "They 're without written permJs?sion' *. of
for sale,". Laufenburger replied the manager, and must assume
— or for lease, said City? Attor- applicable personal: and property damage, liability.
ney .George Robertson .Jr., y
At - large councilmen Barry
Nelson (3rd , .4th Wards) and
Boat racers given
Stephen Delano (1st, . 2nd
Wards)' memhers of the boatcamping permission
house committee, made the mo¦Motor Boat Association facers tions, for atipro-val.
may park cairipers overnight in
Lake Park between Hamilton
arid Franklin streets July 6-7;
The council approved the ?Jaycees' special Request on conditibn the campers be limited to
boat racers only; that : the vehicles stay ih parking areas and
that Jaycees do cleanup work.
Eastern Divisional power boat
races at the lake July 6 and 7
are part of week-long Steamboat Days activities sponsored
A Fairmont , Minn., construcby the Jaycees.
tion firm Monday was granted
a temporary equipment use
Star Transit subsidy
permit to operate its . portable
• ' ¦ ¦'' ¦
Winona and Goodview subsi- blacktop mixdized Star Transit System ?$911 ing plant at a
for cab-bus service.during I "ay, site south of County
7
operator Yellow Cab of Wino- Utica , Minn,,
coircilrrien
Inc.
reported
to
h
e
a
r
?InteT,
na
.
Board
" ,'
Winona will pick ? up $829 of state 90.
¦
The request *—-—-———
the deficit for 4,415 adult
rides, 73 children's rides and had been made by W. Hodgman
and Son to the Winona County
693 transfers.
Board and a hearing on the application was scheduled for MonPlans approved for
day morning.
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Minnesota's new open meeting law "makes it essential that
all our meetings are well publicized," Mayor ?Nonnan Indall
reminded councilmen.
Indall returned Friday from
a three-day annual meeting qf
the League of Minnesota Municipalities; where the issue was
among those discussed. The expanded ojpen meeting law took
effect May 1 — the same day
hews broke of ?a secret decision
reached by five: councihnen .to
seek the resignation of ? City
Manager Paul Schriever.
City clerk John Carter should
be notified bf council and council subcommittee.meetings, the
mayor cbntinuedr "The public
is entitled to know and we want
to beysiire to do, our part," he
said. -y

. The revised statute requires Three cialims on
open meetings and establishes
fines up to $100 for violations. fatal accident
A person convicted of a third
violation with the same? gov- in city filed
erning body forfeits right to
serve further for a? time . equal ; Three more ? claims against
to the term of office. -A 'A i- the city have been' filed in connection with a fatal auto acciManager applications dent May . 12. at the; intersection
Highways ? 61-14 and 43. ;.. ,
tO:be reviewed toflay of Claimants
are Mr. and Mrs.
The 30-pIus apphcations for George Cameron, Albert ? Lea,

Plans and specifications have
been approved for airport maintenance equipment eligible for
state and possibly iederal reimbursements,
Bids for a tractor-mower and
a half-ton pickup -will be opened Jyly 1. Minnesota already
has approved two-thirds funding for the vehicles, according
to Utilities Director Gary
B rown. The city also may apply
for another one-fourth li—"<¦¦•«
from the federal government ,
he added.
The city also will seek Lids
on a tank and truck to haul
sludge from the wastewate r
treatment plant. Bids will be
opened at 2:30 p.m. July 1,

Well repair bill OKed
Councilmen gave final approva l to $*),680 in repairs on
City Well No. 13. at Westfield
Golf Course. McCarthy Well Co.,
Minneapol is, Minn., made the
emergency repairs thl** spring.

Reorganization of

department delaved

WHEN NO ONE appeared to
oppose the request, commissioners granted the permit,
The firm had been operating
the plant in a gravel pit on the
edge of Minnesota City while it
was reconstructing Highway 248
through Rollingstone , and now
will move.it to the Utica site
for several county road projects in that area.
Vernold A. Boynton, county
zoning and planning administrator, told commissioners he had
received no complaints about
the operation of the plant at
Minnesota City.
The permit will allow the
firm to operate at the new site
from Monday through July 2.
Boynton said this period
would be extended automatically if delays in construction are
encountered because of the
weather.
COMMISSIONERS M 0 n d a y
also issued one on-sale and twooff-sale beer permits.
The on-sale permit was issued
to the Dakota fire department
for a half-year period at a fee
of $30.
Tho off-sale permits went to
Alton Blumentritt , Ridgeway,
and Leslie Schafer , Lewiston ,
on behalf of the White Knights
softbnll team , at a fee of $10.

Mihti.,. whose son Clay was kill-:
ed In! the accident; Marie Evers,
Thei3miari, Wiirn,, a? pas^eaiger
IhyCameron's pj aiel truck; and
y
NeW Tlr» Service Inc.,., 201Main St., lessee of . the tractorsemitrailer which collided with
the truck. Councilmen referred
the claims to city attorney
George Robertson Jr.
Nelson Tire Services seeks
$15,000 for damage to the truck
and contents and loss bfiise.
:Miss Evers said she is claiming for arm and jaw injuries
and broken, chipped or cracked .
teeth. The . Camecons did not
say what ? compensation
: their
¦ ¦¦
would seek. ," . - . ¦' *" A ,^.. A A
The, c,itry : may : be*^'^ble,
claimants allege, for failing ?to
repair a traffic - signal at the :
intersection.
Claims already have been
filed by former Winonan: Mark
£otvin and , Jeff Bjornstad , Albert Lea, injiired. passengers in
the Canieroh truck. Potential
claim was hrought by Insurance
carriers for the . tractor-semitrailer. -

Couple seek $107
for damage to auio

Mr. and Mrs. John Champeau, ?
50s Maceman St., are seeking
$107 for car damage they clainx
by a hole in a. city
was caused
street; - ¦¦ ? .,' .. :' . ' . ¦ ,,' . ¦
Councilnien referred the matter to the city legal . staff.
?The claim came after H. J.
Kramer: Inc., 312 ,E.; 3rd St., :
refused to accept , liability, saying, that "gas repairs were completed at the , time of the accident last month, according to
Winona shouldn't allow block troi equipment . for Wmon-a pub- an. insurance spokesman for.: the
,
lic
:?schools.
parties * that close off city
'
The council earlier agreed to Chiampeaus. . ?
streets, councilmen V'Decidedpay all similar costs for paroMonday in a, 5-2 vote.
Mprto/i named to
Thei issue was raised by Tam- chial school safety, patrols.
ie Nickerson, 701 W. Howard In the 861 agreement, tbe city ,
St., who. sought permissibr, to police department agrees to h andh bargaining
close the 700 b^ck? of Lincoln help recruit and train patrols,
Street froni 3:30 to 8:30 p.m. conduct fall safety programs director of General Services
named
for all school? children, arrange Robert Norton has been ior
Sunday for a picnic.
agent
Wi^negotiations
chief
participate
ih:
regv
a,
The party wasn't bona fide swearihg-in,
block party and could as easily, ular meetings, traffic engineer- nona until, a hew city manager
be held in: a park, contended ing in patrol areas j; give period- takes office; ,? manager Paul
Councilman Earl Laufenburger ic ori-street superyisioh , partici- Schriever has announced.
pate in the patrbl committee Because Winona soon may
(1stiWard). ? ?
But it was similar to a block and award events, arid enforce have four city unions, Schriever
suggested the council might
party, and the council should reported violations.
to handle
adopt a consistent stand, said . They?'school ? district agrees to create a full-time post
'
Councilman B. Eugehe Gough appoint a coordinator at each employe relations. .. .'
school,, inventory and protect Organizing efforts Intensified
(2nd Ward).
¦
Opposition , to the anti-block ' ; equipment, '•' supervise' *. patrol, this spring for a union of' workparty vote came;from . At-large help with training, , recruitment ers not covered in the • ,police,
firemen's or public Works pairk,
Councilman :'• '. Stephen Delano and enrollment, and
¦ .report traf- street, iseiver
and water, unions.
1st, 2nd) . and Mayor Norman fic: violations. ''. ' ':¦
Indall. "I giiess I just can't
find anything wrong with a
block arty, '^ Delano said.

City council roundup

Block parH^s
re
ar^ j icted

Mixing plant
gets? temporary
Annual financial
useperlnit
record accepted

airport equipment

city manager again, will be reviewed in a special .council sessiOT at 5Apm.:today. ?y
In related actions, Mayor Norman plndall suggested the council meet with the "veiy successful' ' maniager of Albert Lea to
discuss respective duties, of
manager, mayor and council.
The manager , John Ell-well,
is not an applicant for: the job
here, Indall added;
. The mayor ? also suggested
thai after a new manager Is
hired, W^ona participate in a
IJeague of Minnesota Municipalities program offered in Mankato. The program will analyze
problems and identify respective responsibilities and diities.

Winona 's annual financial report for 1973 was presented to
councilmen by Finance Director Barrel Johnson.
The 173-page book details municipa l financial operation ind
shows social, economic dita , financial trends and Winona 's fiscal capacity.
A careful analysis of the financial activities in the report
"will verify sound fiscal ...anageinent and support s the city 's
A-l bond rating," City Manager
Paul . Schriever said in ' a written Introduction. Councilmen
placed the report on file.
Mayor Norman Indall complimented the finance department
for its . effort , which conform s
to national , state and city
standards for financial reporting. The . style is similar to
the city's 1972 report , which
was awarded certificate of conformance honor by the Municipal Finance Officers Association
of the United States and Canada . Winona is the 10th Minnesota government unit to receive
the award since the program
began in 1945.

Sunnyside Acres
p lat is approved
Final plat for Bergler's Sunnyslde Acres No, 2 in Gilmore
Valley received council approval — after one member warped
that out-of-clty development is
part of a harmful trend.
At-large Councilman Barry
Nelson said he has mo particular gripe against the Sunnyslde
project , north of the old Gilmore Valley School along
CSAH 21. But township overdevelopment "is the beginning of
the ruination of the whole
nrea ," he said. "There is nothing worse for tho city of Winona than this continued growth
into tho surrounding valleys. "
The three-lot plat , though outside city limits , is within Winona 's two-mile subdi vision Jurisdiction, Tlie owner met planning commlsision conditions for
Approval , according to Planning
Director Charles Dlllerud.

Organization , of a public
works department under the
present city engineer , and use
of tho new central garage were
delayed to a Inter informational meeting.
Horse called Kissinger
Councilmen then can discuss
implementation and needed pol- wins Australian race
icy chanegs to prepare for tho
Australia
MELBOURN E,
1075 budget , according to City (UPI
horse
called
)
—
A
?Manager Paul Schriever .
"Kissinger " won the last race
at suburban Cnulficld track
CITY SLICKEHS
Monday,
AUSTIN, Tex , (UPI) - Kissinger, with ihree wins School safety
Texans, 'with the passage of the and two seconds in seven
Old West, have not remained starts, started the race an natrol plan OKed
Lone Stars , More than DO per equal favorite with "Court and
Councilmen approved their
tent of tho state's population Conquer ",
Kissinger paid betters '$2.6(1 half of nn agreement with Inlives in -cities and towns which
meet the U.S. Census Bureau for tho wl* and $U0 ior the dependent School District 801 to
show, on « 75-cont tote ticket. fund half of school safety padefinition of urban areas,
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The airport-25 years <after
its :Bi^-icailoiiF^Twenty-five years ago this week Winona mounted one of its major public.events in dedication of
its new municipal airport, now known as Max Conrad . Field in honor of this community 's most ac¦
complished flier. . . . -y-. ' ?¦?;
It attracted both Minnesota senators* the congressman, a general ofy.the Air Force; the world's
outstanding military exhibition flying team .-W the
Davy's Blue Angels — ? and a host of other pilots
and dignitaries"— civil, civic and military. . ?
: THE OAKS AT Minnesota City, ?was at capacity

for the dedication banquet. o>n the night of June
18 and an estimated 30,000 were ait the airport the
following day. for; the military and . civil air shows,
which came to an abrupt halt about 4 o'clock when
a rainstorm scattered the crowd. Two days later
seven Navy pilots used it for an emergency landing during: a storm.
?
?At that time the conj iriuriity had . visions of obtaining airline service from a major , carrier —
such as Northwest Airlines —
¦ and .a surge in private fiying was anticipated. ¦¦'. .' [,'
Things haven't: worked pat th at way: instead of
Northwest we have ? a feeder airline ,- Mississippi
Valley, which : provides service to major airports,
arid . although private flying continues,? it is overshadowed by a special Variety of it— corporate
flying. And, not? only does business do . much of the
flying as well as patronizing the feeder service, but
It makes extensive- .use of the air freight service.

Reporters or ringmasters?

.. WASHINGTON -Toward the end
of last week, several horse platoons
of senators began riding to the aid
of the eticircled Henry Kissinger
The secretary of state , wounded
and bleeding, deserves all the help
he. can:get He is the victim of a
shameful. attack, ' .',* . ' :. f - A;..
' Let ine try tp put this unhappy
affair in perspective. I have said this
before, and say it?again for the record : On balance, the performance in
recent years of the niajor press of
this country has been .- good. The
great .? newspapers, TV . and radio
networks;,/wire , services, and newsmagazines have done a generally
responsible job of digging out a difficult story. It bas been like rooting
up briars: In the course of ay disagreeabl e task, ; everyone gets
scratched;

BUT*^H£^ OVERALL record the image, if you like — wbuld .be
far better if it were ' not. for. the rer
peated, excesses of the press. These
excesses, often taking a form that
many persons see as persecution,
mar. the record. It is fine for the
press to. be zealous,~t)ut there is a
point at which commendable -.zeal
turns into zealotry. Secretary Kssinger's case is a case in point.
. Over a period of. several years,
beginning .in 1969,. the: White House
becaine deeply and justifiably ? con-
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cerned at y.inassive leaks of? highly
sensitive information, Iti an effort to
discover the sources of . these, leaks,
the administration arranged . for the
FBI to . tap ? ; "certain telephones.
Under the law as it existed at that
time, the wiretaps ; were entirely
legal. Under ?the extraordinary circumstances; they Were . also, in niy
own view, entirely proper. If-Kissinger and the President had failed to
niake strenuous efforts to plug tjie
leaks, they would have bee:; subject
to -valid criticism , for neglect of
duty. ? ' ? .'*;
WTien? he came before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee last
September, for .confirmation as secretary of state, Kissinger answered
questions at some length on the wiretap incident - Both in . public and , in
private sessions, the relevant files
.Were examined. Kissinger won easy

A A ^oNAj imuY'-Nm

confirmation.. There the matter rested until a -couple of ?weeks ago
^
when once again documents ¦ begaa
to be leaked about Washington.
These documents raised certain
questions about his testimony nine
IhonthS; ago.

state dinner for Prince Fahd of Saudi
Arabiai.; He -was /still in a state of
exhaustion and outrage. Four days
later,- in Salzburg, Kissinger voiced
his threat to resign *if he were hot
promptly and formally* -vindicated. ?
On the record ' as*it . now yappears,
it is ludicrous: even to intimate that
Kissinger has ' beeni guilty bf f'perjury." One commits perjury by testifying,falsely and willfully, " under
oath, to a material fact. The most
that has been suggested is that some
of the evidence on the Wiretap affair
indicates ambiguities or inconsistencies in Kissinger's account, but this
Is nitpicking: The. irrconsistericies
aris immaterial. The attack was unwarranted, and the rudeness inexciisable.
. - .. ? :

ON JUNE i,f. Kissinger returned
to Washington frbtii orie of . the most
brilliant and most exhausting exercises in diplomacy eyer. conducted
by an American secretary of state.
The State ' Department invited reporters to a press conference , the
following* afternoon. As it turned
out, the invitation reached the otherway: "Dear Mr; Secretary," said
the press, "please come to a bearbaiting party. You be the bear."
The press conference that Thurs- . :;
IF THIS heart-baiting had any purday afternoon was savage. Typical
of the questions' was this inquiry, - . .;, ' pose, * presumably it was to -demonstrate that nobody — not even? the
whether the secretary had retained?
counsel to defend hirnself against a * *.' popular and witty Kssinger — is
possible perjury., indictment. . I talk- •?¦' ¦' higher or mightier than the high
ed to Kissinger about 10 o'clock thatr^. and mighty Washington press. lt was
same night, toward the end of a O an?, exhibition of whip-cracking, full
of strut ind swagger ,, victimizing a
mart too' tired to defend himself-well*.
I bad supposed, in rny old-fashioned
wiay, that it. was tlie'' duty yof reporters ? to report. ? Whoever cast
my swell-headed colleagues in the
ringmaster's role? ;
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"•'*, '. Max Conrad wantedi to . .start a youth experiment there to stimulate their: interest in flying —
which didn't succeed — but the vocational-technical
institute conducts a nohflylng class there.
fhe . Winona Flyers ; Association and the Civil
Air Patrol have disappeared, rf
Amid the disappointments ¦ there seems to be
reason to assess the airport as a success, a judgment which, we hope to detail in the hear future, y ?
LOOKING BACK 25 years — in v/hich LeRoy
Backus, general chairman for thei dedication, .has
been a help — it is distressing to recall the cornmunity leadership which has been lost in the interval. The. dedication committee included such parries
"
as William :A. Qalewski and Roy T. Patneaude,,
whoexhibited such a sustained and /competent interest iiv airport development; William P; Theurer^
Gordon R. Closway, Jack L; Ollonrt, A. : J. knderson, Richard . C. Lang and .Lester H... Stevens, y
But these people did leave something to the tornmunity — a, useful and necessary airport. Perhaps
>- as Backus says — It might? have been better
for La Crosse, Eau Claire and ? Winona to hava
biiilt a joint one at a convenient location in nearby Wisconsin, but the decision was otherwise, and
Max Oonrad Field is alive- and well 25 years after
dedication. — A.B.

Was summer
in April?
If you think this is a strange summer, consider that one ot the warmest days of the year was
in April — 83 on April . 27. The other 80-days were
85 on June 4 and 86 (the hottest) on May 22..
. ' ¦ The mean for April was 45.8, — 1.9 under the
normal — and the mean ior May was 53,5 — 3
degrees below normal. And , this month, well we
understand some gardeners are bringing tomato
plants' baclr inside.
On second thought, summer doesn't officially
begin until Friday, so you may still have an opportunity to switch over to. air conditioning. — A.B.

Henry Kissinger
and justice
for everyone
We find the views of Tumesman Anthony Lewisappoiirin ** on this page regularly—jarring at times ,
but on Sunday he put the Henry Kissinger controversy nilher nicely as follows:
"To ask him to accept the restraints and inconveniences nf our const itutionnlis 'm is to ask a
great doul. Hut there is no alternative. * Thai is
what Watergate is all about: Henry Kissinger
will still t his disturbanc e o nly when he accepts that
he, like others ,. must live by the rules. "
That does not , yoj see, say that Kissinger has
perjured himself in accounting for telephone tapes of
employes and others.
But It does say thn t the same standards that
majority public opinion Is appl ying to the conduct
of President Nixon and his White House staff must
also be applicable to tlie popular and successful
Secretary of State.
Thc secretary, of course , seems to he quite
willing for disclosure of the record s, ¦\hich , If observed , vlll distinguish liim irom others under suspicion. — A.B.
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LISBON — While planning the
coup that overthrew Portugal's 48year-old dictatorship on April 25, the
young army officers primarily responsible had no
intention of letting |
the United States I
have the faintest '
inkling of what was .
afoot.
J
They were con- ?
vinced that if the ;
Agency knew a coup *
was e v e n being |
talked of , the agen¦
cy would promptly
inform the DGS, Portugal's secret
police, with -which the CIA had close
and cordial lies,
"YET, IN Spain , which now eyes
free Portugal both uneasily and
hopefully — according to one's political outlook — across their common border, a long-experienced for-

mer diplomat recently . delivered
himself of the opinion . that the
United States must have given its
approval .in advance for the Portuguese coup. Otherwise, he said confidently, the United States never
would have permitted the dictatorial Caetano regime to be overthrown.
¦
There was a lesson in that for
Spain , he continued. If there was to
be genuine change toward a democratic regime after the death of
Francisco Franco, or movement toward such a regiime before Franco's
death, the United . States would have
to be convinced that such a development in Spain was in the best American interest. Washington simply
would not permit democracy in
Spain unless that point was made
in advance.
A younger Spaniard, deeply involved in clandestine activities for a
more democratic regime, took a
darker view Citing what "everybody knows," that the CIA had overthrown the Allende government in
Chile, he remarked gloomily that
the United States probably would

. denever allow Spain y to have
¦
mocracy. ' ; . .? y: .'-:? '? '¦•• '
THIS ; KIND pf thing h:deep ly
disturbing, even shocking, to an
American who would like to think of
his country as the champion of democracy and freedom everywhere.
: The point is not whether the CIA
really did overthrow AUende, or
whether the agency would in ? fact
have betrayed the Portuguese coup
to the DGS; and explanations that
the United States ought logically to
welcome more democratic regimes
in both Spain and Portugal , since
that would ease the domestic political burden of alliances with these
countries, dp not alter the case. The
fact is that many people abroad believe the United States is the enemy of freedom, and that it uses
the CIA relentlessly and efficiently
to oppose democratic movements everywhere.
It is a sort of instant or readymade paranoia. When the American ambassador to Portugal ,"Stuart
N. Scott, paid the fi rst diplomatic
call on Gen. Antonio de Spinola aft-

er the coup in Lisbon, and again
paid: the first call on the general
after he ? was named , provisional
president , the United States did not
get all the expected credit for. welcoming the advent of democracy in
Portugal. Instead , Communists and
•othersspread the word to willing listeners that the calls had been to
protest the coup; and this was
widely believed.
TO A GREAT extent, tli» United
States has no one to blame but itself for this state of affairs. The
wheel has come full circle from the
kind of -American thinking that , in
the? fifties and sixties, suspected a
communist plot behind every political development in the world. From
the Iran of Mossadegh 20 years ago
to the Chile of Allende in 1973, there
have been ample facts and plausible
reports of CIA involvement In the
overthrow of governments and tho
propping up of dictators — all augmented by the implacable set of
American policy in Southeast Asia
for ' the last 15 years — to account for
the world's paranoia.
New York Times News Service

gesting that in I.Q. Tests measured
by Professor Arthur Jensen, Negroes
tend to score a few points behind
whites, has led to Shockley's doctrine of "Dysgenics." Dysgenics, he
explains , is "retrogressive evolution
through the disporportlonate reproduction of the genetically disadvantaged."
SPREAD OUT, this tayt : a) poor
people have more children than
non-poor people; b) there are fewer
bright people among poor people
than among non-poor people; therefo re (c) the state should try to persuade poor non-bright people to hava
fewer children, Persuade? Exactly:
Shockley proposes cash incentives
for voluntary sterilization. One thousand bu*cks for each I.Q, point below 100 if you will submit to sterilization,
What' s wrong with thnt?
It Is hard to begin nny discussion wllh rationalists, because there

are no reciprocating gears. One
might point out that in fact Mr, and
Mrs. Lincoln didn 't beget any Ltncoins, whereas Mr. and Mrs. Carver begat George Washington. Or
one might point out that the economic movement of the past decade among Negroes towards economic self-sufflcierrcy is more marked than among whites, Or that , on
the^ whole, bright people have caused the world a lot more trouble than
dumb people, Or that the techniques
of birth control are rapidly becoming known even among the Ignorant , and still surer techniques are on
the verge of discovery, And so on.
BUT MEANWHILE , how would
the country look If everyone had
the I,Q. of , say, a Yale student? or
a Yale presidentl It is by stlch as
them thnt the distinctions are regularly blurred: Shockley, who should
be condescended to , is shouted
down, and his hists are likened to
the mob. Skinner , who should ba
feared ns the dominant contemporary spirit In tho movement to
dehumanize man , is received fawningly. Poor Shockley. He would p robtbly be treated more sensibly and
with more dignity by illiterate
blacks in the Alabama countryside,
who in thei v own way have tamed
Georfj e Wallace .
Washington Star Syndicate

Shockley and free speech

A contact with Dr. William
Shockley serves to remind one how
ill-poised thc academic community
is to cope, with its own.
First they tell you that the colleges arc hsivcns for all Ideas, that
no one has anything to fear in the
open society because we shall seek
the truth and endure t h e consequences. T h e n
along comes someone like Dr. Shockley, whose ideas
grate on fnshiona I) 1 e sensibilities ,
and the academic
community makes
™"*»y
a fool of itself by
its own standards, Meanwhile, tbo
some community that deplores Dr.
Shockley, who is merely an inventive dilettante playing chess wit h
genetics , listens with great respect
to Dr. B, F, Skinner who, If his notlons about thp nnl uro of man wore
ever believed, would make Dr.
Shockley the Mr. ' Nice-Guy of th e
academic senson,
I

DO

NOT

suggest

that

Dr,

Shockley Is htrrmlcw, lie is )» two
.senses har mful. Kirsl ,* ho I.s n li .o
cu rrier of seicnlflc; hubris. Second ,
hi.s palaver encourages un Archie

I Will iam F. Buckley
Eunkerite racial invidlousness. The
same data that can cause Bunker
to glow with feelings of racial superiority would be dismissed by
such ns Professor Ernst van d<)n
Haag — as irrelevant.
To beg in with , Dr, Shockley
doesn 't believe in gas chambers for
blacks , That will terribl y disappoint
« significant number of young gentlemen in Yale , JI.Y.U ,, and Stanford , and I ap'ologlze for my role as
•dehobgoblinlzcr It is true that
sometimes he talks unguardedly
about what "should be," and one remembers that desiderata are fhe
seedbeds of totalitarian political
movements. But even when Shockley is talking about what should be,
it is, as stated , race-free.
"Restrictions should b« placed ,"
lie has writte n, "on the basis of
sound genetics withou t regard to income, class , race , religion or national origin. The breeding of good genetic material , whet her the people are
rich or poor , Is desirabl e. Wo want
miore IJnrolns , not fewer ," That Is
Shockley ism.
And that , built on loose data sug-

Wei g ht in gold
Fatties are paid loss than shinnies, according to a New York employmen t agency's survey of 15,000
executives judged by height , weight
and pay chec;k, What's become of
the employe who wns worth his
weight in gold? - Norfolk (Va.)
Virginian-Pilot.

The Chippewa
and pollution
in Minnesota
An editoriaiy ih
Red? Wing Republican-? agl»
Three photos ' froom last Friday 's
Republican-Eagle still loom large in
pur mind's eye. These are the three
that showed those huge sand banks
along the Chippewa above Durand
that are steadily, steadily eroding
into that fast-moving streani. . .
According to '". Winona's / Calvin
Frerhllngi, the ¦leading Mississippi
researcher in this area, the Chippewa is depositing a rhiniimum of 300,000 cubic yards of; sediment into,tha
Mississippi each year. And probably
much more. . ?
It seems only the most ; obvious
kind of. common ? sense to? stop this
daily erosion at the . source rather
than ¦ to wait down at. the Chippewa's mouth spending the taxpayers', millions dredging this, silt
put- ' of the Mississippi.
Lloyd Spriggle , Bay City's ¦mailmahHmayor-conservatipnist , wants to
start a movement in this direction ,
and the curious thing about this new
Mississippi clean-up effort: is that
this time the monkey is on Wiscon¦' ' .; f f .
son's , back. , •¦: ?. '•' ::' :;
.
Teh years ago, when the? first MisBissippi cleari~up effort began, th«
villain- " wag industrial and municipal -wastes . but of Twin Cities
Metro. This -Was.-. "' . Minnesota's reBponslbility, and: Wisconsinites were
rightly vociferous about it- No\V it's
the turn of Minnesbtans¦ to demand
action from Wisconsin. ¦;,• .
The National Association of Conservation Districts newsletter reaching pur?: desk '¦Monday cites . a quote
from the man California. Republicans nominated for governor last
•week. Said Houston Flournoy: "'Thie
continuing loss of California's topsoii- and: the resulting sedimentation
of watercourses and impoundment
basins could soon destroy not only
our tremendous agricultural producstorage facilition , but our water
¦
ties as.' vveil. "" • ' ' '
. Flourno ycould just as well hava
been talking abou t Durand , the Chippewa and the Mississippi. Indeed,
this siltation pollution is not only
costly in Mississippi dredging below the Chippewa but ultimately
threatens such a shining natural asset of this whole region as ¦ Lake
¦' - . '¦"" ' ?'" ¦
P?epin.
It's a new concept , making a state
responsible for erosion originating
within its borders , but why not?

It 's the Law
Laws are made so I (and you)
Don 't do the things wa
shouldn 't do.
We can 't heave rocks at stores
and schools
Or throw debris in swimming
pools.
We may not cross against t ha
light
Or go downtown and pick a
fig/if.
We aren 't allowed to Hag
down trains
Or break our neighbor 's window panes.
Our lives would certainty be
awf ul
If all these things were not
unlawf ul.
Without fAe many lav/s we'vo
got
We'd surely be a lawless lotf
—Bonnie Wadewitz
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To the mifor

_ On April 8, the Winona County Study Commission dropped
from consideration the elected coiihty executive yarid? the afc
large chairman. -On April 2S the auditor administrator ?was
dropped.. On May.7 the county manager form was dropped. On
June 3 thei county administrator was dropped. On June 38
(tonight) the 'report will be reviewed! and? finalized and
the commission; will, be dropped.,.
With all this dropping, ? tliey . sound like birds in ths»
moulting season and birds of a feather they %ere too, in
not _#ving the voters an option on the November ballot. The
study commission and the county board do not want to know
what the voters of Winona County wank The old maxim:
What you don't know' can't hurt you? cannot be applied ta
county government. ?What the study commission did not
know can hurt us all by not ialdflg the ofipprtunity to have a
better informed , efficient county government. I am sure the
minority of those, wanting an option on the ballot were not
convinced . that an administrator was what they would vote
for either, but they wanted the voters to decide. .
'. .. . DURING .MY observing ol thie study commission, I hearfl
the committee talk of home rule and-- , grass roots jgovernment as being their? primary concern! But it appears the
grass roots start a little higher on the stalk these <Iays. I may
not be able to vote for an administrator for the county but I
can?:vote for a county commissioner who feels his job is to
see what the people want and not decide for them;
More than enough time was devoted to the possibility of
getting the wrong man as opposed to the job itself . After
narrowing it down to a county administrator who could not
change any present elected jobs or wield any power, ihey
watered him down so much tliere wasn 't any way they could
see a need for hiring such a position. The rationale being,
he's as ineffective as we would like, so who needs him? It
says to me that since they could not find a good enough
reason to make such a recommendation . . . why give the
voters a choice?
The committee members against putting it on the ballot
felt no change was better than getting into something that
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would take three years to get out of. This in itself is misleading. The three years was a commitment to give the form
a chance. They pointed out the city manager.problem as just
some of /what they were afraid of in opting for a change,
However, I doubt that they were ready for change wheii
fear of a high priced outsider, messing around with county
business was the option as opposed to a dedicated, selfsatisfied county boiard and study members, who' .-.thought the
cost of government was
high enough without creating another
•. - -. . *; y?- •' '¦ ¦_ yy
' f f f ;A A -: . -.
'job/ ' y
One committee member felt that even recommending
an option for the ballot would influence the voters; I wonder
if he? compromised"himself by even studying the proposals??
Other committee? .members against the administrator form
felt that what an adminisfcratpr could or would doj already
waSj or could be done-by the present county board and seemed
to take for granted that it ^vas or would be.
THE COIVEVUSSIONERfi on the committee stated that
they didn't need any help with the budget. Also they did not
need a detailed agenda with the research iand data done before board meetings. Purchase buying was conceded to be a
savings, as noted from bther communities, but they said they
did 'hot need a; high priced person to do that or the budget.
Instead of asking the commissioners on the study commission if they could benefit from an administrator,? I would
ask the study committee members to sit in and observe the
county board meetings and find out far tnemseves.
The study commission was allowed until December 31 to
decide on the option form or forms as set 'down by the 1873
State Legislature. I? am asfcing the : study commission . to reopen
their study and add to their information with the study of
three Minnesota countiesi- haying ah administrator full- or
pairt-time;
CLAY COUNTY, pop. 46,608 in the northwest. County seat
(Moorhead). It lias had an administrator, part-time, since
1969.
POLTC COUNTT, pop, 34,435 in the northwest. County seat
(Crookston). It has had a part-time administrator since 1968.
SCOTT COUNTY, pop. 32,423 south of? the Twin Cities.
County" seat (Shakopee) . It; has had a full-time administrator
since?1971.
I would ask the study commission to reopen their study
and reconsider their decision to give more, time to the positive aspects of the administrator form of county government.
IN EARLIER discussions of the committee, it was noted
that an appointed man for administrator would be better than
an elected man. It. was felt that the five commissioners could
appoint .a better man tV.an the electorate. . That electing is
sometimes a popularity contest and hot necessarily the way. to
get the most qualified man. That may be vahd to the commissioners if they * had any - intention of appointing . one but?!
would remind the commissioners that their own popularity
contest is coming up. If the study commission will not reopen their study, I ask the county, board. to put .the administrator form on a referendum. . .
Another^ earlier statement from the . commission said ; If
we go? into this to stay where we are . . . why do it? But
only in the hopes of it helping.all of us with the . goals? of " better government
for equal oryiess money and more ieffective¦
ness. , - ' '? •
JOAN BUCHANAN

projects OKed

The architect on the. (2 million Winona County Courthouse
remodeling* project is interested in a study of ; county j ail
f.
': . '. ' ,
nee<3s. • ' - , ' ¦'
Thomas Horty,¦ chief archi" '
tect for: Horty, ¦¦' " ; -; ' ¦
Elvjing and Asr
sociates, Min- GoilritY
¦
heapolis, out.:. - , ,•
lined for. Uie • BodtCI
•
county boarS
Monday after- ' ¦ .' .. " .. . ¦
noon a different -way of approaching the coiinty^ s jail prob-

The Wmona ;Gounty Board
Monday ¦'• _ afteniooh approved
three Soil and Water Conferva-;
tioii District projects arid cleaned tip the; last of the beer license renewals. :
. County ?I>eer and liquor : licenses expire June 30, and commissioners acted on a final late
application . Monday before adjourning until July*, Most license ' : renew-" .——_—
als were ban- -r^

died -t w 0 County " •lends.- ¦¦ .* " '
THE BO?ARI) wants to remodb ti t a lew BoafCl
have trickled
el or replace "A- most likely:re^-

weeks a g o ,,

iny since and* ? ' , '. .: ''A ' . were appfoved . Mftnday.
Any beer or liquor license applications not yet filed must
wait .for action until the . "board
me«ts July 8, meaning a lateapplying beer bar — K ¦¦¦ there
are any — will, have to close
for eight days until? ¦its new
license? is approved. * ' ¦' ¦ ?
The ? single license renewed
Monday was an on and . off-sale
beer license sought by ? Robert
C.". Folhrian for the Minnesota
Citv Boat Cliib. ' .
The county pays 50 percent
of the? costs of . SWCD projects,
and those approved Monday
include. $800 for. a pond repair
for Charles Schell in Mount
¦ Vernon Township; $2,322.50 • for a
stabilizer structure for Lawrence Eide in Wilson Township,
and $1,500 for pond coiistructipn
and repair for? ?Leoh Sackrelter
in Saratoga Township.
.

Cow breaks faf I of light plane
. MADEBA, Calif. (UPI) Pilot Lothar Van Stoeck's light
plane :was headed for . a crash
with ?the . hard ground,• • ."Wt . a,
cow broke the fall.
Vat Stoeck was on his way
here , from Sacramento early
Monday in his single-engine
plane when he ran out of fuel at:

Courtho MSpai^h
vva^hts iail rieidi stijely

5,000 feet. . Using only, a
flashlight for :: guidance, he
glided his light: plane down into
a field,: .
He hit the cow a»d the plane
overturned. The pilot crawled
put of the Wreckage with only
minor scratches on his leg.
The cow was killed.

.

place-^the 60-year-old ?jail facility, but ??has been unable to
raise the funds to . create the
joint y city-county ?;law ;eriforcement facility the. two govefKments are interested in. ;.'
But Horty said it is possible
a $1 million jail complex outlined "in ai yteasibility study by
Wiriona . architect . "W. Wayne
Smith? wouldn't be heeded, or
might : become obsolete,- in 10
years, in the? face of rapidly
changing attitudes toward -criminal justice systems ^

St Croix Riyer
fwrtdihg hearing
set by Senate

Horty isaid his firm is how
being considered for a similar?
study of Ramsey County's entire1 criminal justice , system.
•:•' Criminology is in ai state of
radical changes in thinking. tbwaird . handling pt offenders .
Horty said, and Bew prbgrams
ar* being developed to avoid
e?stensive use of jails that "literally make criminals out of
non-*riminals."
"PERHAPS the money you
haye would solve your plant
needs if you found yonr criminal justic e system should be
modified,'' he said.
Board Chairman ?Len Merchlewitz said the- j ail issue is
ip limbo for three ' months

while the city council .'• explores ,
funding: alternatives ' for . its
share oif the law enEorcement
center, and no further studies
will be undertaken in that time. ,'* .
But ycommissioriers agrea
they don't have the money to do
what ? they'd like; build , a?:new
jail ' in? what is. now the courthouse parking lot and give it
direct - access to ..tha ' restored
courthouse.
. .'
And 2nd District Commissioner^ Leo Borkowski noted starting another building project on .
the heels of the courthouse work
may not: be good. "Tlie people ;
that I've talked to yare . scared
of a $1 million : jail , a t . this
time,"*he said.: •-.. ' '

Kelly ArdehV

liiifi li^
A ^:^

A kicky! little halter dress v
in street and evening lengths,
y Choose a solid'- Choose a pattern. ?
? No buttons! No zippers!?
Just wrap it. Tie it i^nd gol

WASHINGTON (UPI) — - A
hearing will be held Thursday
by a U.S. Senate subcommittee
on a bill toyincrease funding to
COUPLE BEADY
preserve .the lower St. Croix
WITH UNDIE REPAIRS
¦ ¦'
'
if f y f
* LONDON : (AP ) . ' * ..- Peter River. :
Davis, and his Wife collect old Sens. Gaylord Nelson, D-Wis.,
nylon stockings ? and tights;/— arid Walter Mondale, D-?Minh.,
and thei?r collection has?, earned said ; the hearing is designed, to
th«em- the thanks of a stream of explore the? need for a^dditional
A- '-A ' A. .: funding to protect the lower St.
motorists. .".. -'• ' . '
They ' live at ' Hoekliffe, Bed- Croix, and to clarify the intenfordshire,-, north of London, -and tions of the Department of Inthe . road outside their frbnt terior on the preservation prodoor is straight and 'downhill;-* gram. '¦-. .*-y Said Davis : "Everyone puts
their foc>t down —' . and snap. The Senate bill would increase
The fanbelt breaks." Awakened £unding for ?the : ?project by $11
by, worried motorists who ask inillion to meet Interior Depart
the Way. to. the nearest garage ment estimates for the - acquisi— it's six miles ayvay — the tion program planned in the loWDayises ? produce.. .' -their '.*: stock- ier St Croix River Act.
ings; For the trouble? is often/a Congress . .-approved"- $7.2 milbroken fan belt and; the old lion, in 1S|72 to carryiput the prostockings make . a", good tem- gram , but the ?Nnterior Depairtporary - substitute. They often ment later estimated .$1J8.7 milhave five or six callers a week. lion would be needed.
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Screen prints of Kookie say ings
on girls Tank Tops. Variety of
sayings and cofors . Sizes S,M, L.
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WASHINGTON -- The mailman keeps coming in every day
delivering letters which indicate the country is polarizing
on the impeachment Issue. The
Nixon supporters blame' the
wnoie tning on I
Nixon detfract o r s say -the
p r e s ». hasn 't?
been t o u g h
enough. What to
do?
As someone
who is always
trying to please
everyone, I her.
lieve I have a
solution. I got it
Bi- . - 'iiwald . *
from the "inaudibles" on the presi«dential
tapes. This column is the first
one printed in a newspaper
which will take care of both
the pro-Nixon ' ard anti-N ixon
forces. You will fill in the blanks
any way you want to which
should satisfy everyone's desire for fairness.

(foe 9JTL ^OJIVL diomiL
US/rim^ Out JtuL
lOiik Ci f o/ >J k J t £(Df^iJwryti^

$McUidian.
"
:
|HB||
L~ ^T^^^Si 0^

Art Buchwald
RICHARD Mw NIXON is probably the greatest —— in
American history. He began his
political life as a — ¦¦- .- When
he was senator, Dwight Eisenhower chose him to be his vice
president. After worlung with
Mr. Nixon for several years Eisenhower thought he was ¦"' : " . , .
Mr. Nixon rarV for governor
of California in 1962. When he
was defeated he vowed he
would ——-.* In 1967 he ran
for President of the United
States on the Republican ticket.
At that time he promised the
American people to —->— and
~
- ' "'" '" arid ——— After being
elected President he was able
.
to
and ——- and —
- In 1971 President Nixon decided to run again. To assure
his reelection he told Ills staff
to
The staff , determined
to show their loyalty . to the
President, took off after the
.
Democratic hopefuls by
They went so far as to —— - .
Mr. Nixon was —-— of what
they were doing.
The organization set up to
make sure Mr. Nixon would win

suss *

A7

——

——

White House finally released
transcripts of the tapes which
showed the President . to be
^— — in the Watergate affair,
They also indicated that President Nixon was a man of—-;
character, y
The President's lawyers announced, that they would not
provide any . further evidence
/or the . impeachment proceeds
ings. This has led some people
to think they President is — . :•? ¦
a nd other people thing he is
There is no doubt in anybody's mind that the President
will be found
of the
charges made against him.
In any case we caa expect
' Presithe ¦—-T—' media to
dent Nixon until the issue is resolved.
NOW IP this column, doesn't
satisfy everyone then I' m going
to Paris.
Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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Under great pressure, the

SUMMER
y day thr ush
ffc BB I B" (AnLabor
°
Day)

%i|^BABI mm*

only $16.00 ench.

ate
u>P
US-« *

¦was the Committee.for the ReElection of the President. It
raised $-^-^.miUion.vSome of
this money was given by — .' . ' ,
some of it came from——r and
a lot of it was raised in cash
t>r— ; y
AT THIS point in time, five
men wexe arrested breaking into Democratic headquarters ? at
the Watergate . When President
Nixon heard about it ori -——
lie Was " ' • . " .' . , ' .? '
"
The Watergate
break-in led to
a series of investigations by the
FBI, the Senate and .a federal
grand jury. When the results of
these investigations w e r e
brought to the President's attention he immediately
>
Then he —— with members
of his staff?
Conflicting testimony by members of the White House staff
led eventually to an impeachment inquiry by the House . The
key evidence, as it turned out,
did not come from John Dean ,
'
who is a ¦
, but from tapes
of conversations between the
President and bis staff. The
President said these tapes were
, but the special prosecutor and the House Judiciary
Committee said they were

$44150
' ^fll %_U per person ,
i^H ^H per iilQht,

mM H
Iwo lo a room.
I
A beautiful family
¦
B
^i
X™
~
vacation, a beautiful
^0^°
value , At the
Sheraton-Rltz Hotel. In the middle of
downtown Minneapolis, rlQht on fabulous Nlcollot Mall.
Within walking distance ot exciting shopping and sightseeing . Andweolfer you three restaurants ,with a
lavish ronoe ot cuisine,three cocktail lounges and
•a beautiful outdoor swimming pool. You'll save
on rjasolIne,too .Just park your car f reo and forgot
H. And we're a IImouslno ride away from the airport.
Reservations must bo mado In advance. Plan Is not
applicable to convention g roups. Rates quoted do
nol Include local taxes ,
^ ~**
For Information and ras-orvatlonc,coll
f ^^A\
toii ireo 800-325-3535.
V^J
Or oall your trav-al agent.
^<«»f*^

Sheraton-RitzHotel
j
"___
V
315 NICOLLET MALL , MINNEAPOLIS , MINNESOTA
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Snuggle into the deep warmth of our comforter glassies. Dacron
88® filling. Stay-Press, Non Allergenic. Flowered Prints and
Checks. Make Ideal Wedding Gifts.
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soon I expect to be met at the airport by my parents and my
girl friend, My problem is I don't know whose arms I should
been
go to first.¦ It vm be a.yiear and six months since ¦!, have
' '¦ :•: • ..'. '"'. ' * ,' * ' .- : . .- ¦'
home '¦' '
You always say to put your mate aboye all others because your mate will be yoiir lifelong waDBpanioii. Well, I ath.
not married yet, but 1 tUnk my girl friend will expect me tt>
go to her first, and my mother wW expect nie to go to her
' -AAA
first. :
Ar- 'f A
I love thern both very mu^j and wouldn't want to hurt
SAILOR
either one, so;-whose arms do you recommend?-

DEAR ABBY: 1 dropped out f oi high school to be. married, I am how 30, divorced, and have three children. We
are totally dependent on welfare, f y
¦
¦
If I went ¦ j' " • " ' '• '¦¦- , '' ' ' - '- ,; - • ' • " " ' ' • '• ¦ ¦"¦ ' ¦-- " '
¦
¦
¦
'
¦
to w o r k 1 ? pv ?- -?. :¦ ' ?'?* - r-l - "- ' * ¦ " ' . '' "-

could can. Dear
Abby:
' ¦
' ?¦ ¦

$1.90 .?'

¦
' Ay-r -A- A

"

an

hotri- as a y y*

By Abigail
Bureh
¦
¦' ¦Vort
¦
-¦
- •

motel inaid, :- . - l' v * • •' ¦ - - *,but-here is

' *' "

-

. ' -' - '

-

• • • ¦- ¦ ¦

my dilemma: I attend (but am not enrolled lli) the poetry
workshops of Wo colleges in my city. My teachers say I am
very talented, ind they uirge me to stay with writing poetry.
I have been published in spine of the best literary magat
zlnes in the nation, and have had some very encouraging
letters from editors,, although they haven^t paid me anything.
My ambition is to become;' a major poet, ,
I have spent two years in therapy, but i can't psychoahalyie away my need to writ^ poet*rj*i *
iNow 1 must make & choice between my children's physi,:
cal needs and what: my family? c*Uls? my ?''Elfish ?»ml>itioii,' .
I welcome your/advices POOR, SCORWEP AND TORN

'
CATHOLIC -VOWS '*. ,. ', St. Joseph's Catholic Church was;
the setting for the June 1 wedding of Miss Mary? Ann Johnson!';.
daughter of. Mr. and Mrs. Jeroiae Johnson, Rushford, Minn.,
and Kerry Lynn Snyder, son of Mr . arid Mrs. Ted. Snyder,
1160 W.; Broadway, The couple were attended by Miss Laura
Cady and Richard Br%. The bride is a graduate , of . ih.e
College : of. Saint Teresa and is employed as a. registered ,
nurse by Lai Cr&sse Lutherain Hcwpital. The bridegroom, a
graduate df Winona State College, is employed by Trane Co.
The couple will live in;La Crosse. (Camera Art Studiol

Your horoscope -^Jeane Dixon
For WEDNESDAV, Junt 1>
Your birtMay leiayi Yeer : yeir It
mainly one ol preparation, organiiallon
toward semelhlng different.r . Long-spacelalod goali luddenl-/ are hhucli : closer
to achicv«ment. At tha and oi the year,
a malor turning point will.tnabla you
to convirt your rttourctt Into other,
more uialul forms. Today't natives are
- impulsive;, almott alway* positive eager
for now and unuiual' slhuitloni.
Aries (March Jl-Aprll IH: Higher expense Is likely te be Incurred today —
avoid extensive commitments until you
have more - exact knowledge ef the details. Cvltlvita
good humor early and
¦¦
. * late. '
Taurus CAprll. M-May 20): Finances
•nd tholr management come to sharp,
:clear termi — friend* artn't to bo Involved. Do what you can without their
help. A short cut turn* Into a letting
Improvement.
Gemini (May 11-Junt M)t Twhnleal
er professional advlcet li favored how,
for . future use. Formal and social rules
are cmphasiied, must ba understood and
observed-If you art to git the most out
, of today.
Cancer 'June Jl-July 13): wrutever
Is secret I* apt to come popping Into
Hie . open when least, axpeeted. Home
and family activity.la strongly favored,
although you have to mike the moves
. ainglehatsded. '
Leo: (July JJ-AliiY 2) r Old. Ideas axpand and art elaborated Into ntw forms.
Money Is elusive, gets away easily with
little to show: for it i
. not yet a time
. for t major purchase)
Virgo (Aug, JMtpt. Mls Bxpllcif discussion ntakH mattirs eryatat . doar. You
. .. mutt bt wllhln ration In what you offer
and what you,expect. Productivity rlsu
with normal core.
Libra (Sept. JWct. M)i O ptimism
cpem the way to histr and carelessness.
Don't ship details unless they'ra undirttood and undir control. Trivia contalM

>
I

Brau, Rustproof
A WasIi«bl«w

j

NAILHEADS ^
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STUDS

|' To Create Your Own Casual j
j .. -..- Clothing p»signs.. . ? I
¦ ¦
¦¦
} ¦ '
— From —
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• THE PLACE i
1054 W. Broadway
{
{

Phonn 454-5.312- '. -;

the seed of future Importance.
Jeorplo (Ot*. Si-Nov. 31): Your initiative Is niglr — Just be . sure you - call
yoiir shots,. think before you act, There
Is satlsfacllon in learning . new and
*trang«- '<teli. .;. ' ¦ '
Sagittarius (Nov. "tl-bec. -JD: General
consideration! center on money: "Your
sense of humor Is quite lo the point. Try
different ways of travel, unfamiliar pastimes, see how olhfri do things.
Capricorn (D«c. tt-Jan. t») i Overdoing CORMI filrly etiy. Enough ol a good
thing It lufllclint , BusfnMs contacts: are
diverse. Changes of personnel In many
anterprliei art numerous, abrupt. *. Aquarius (Jan." lt-Feb. . 18): ' Xreafive
drlvis should Include conversion., of
what's useless Or wasted Into some-thing
of value. Clear your premises for ifresh
enterprises promised in the near future.
Plsett (Plb. IJ-Mircti SO): Allowance
for ill the various claims on• your attention may mean reduction of the size
of your prelects for lhe , time being.
Better a small dMI Mil done than a
larai one blown,
,,

CONFIDENTIAL TO "A FRENCH-SPEAKINO ITALIAN IN ROME" : The French have a: phrase f<xr it; . "II
n'y pas les femmes froldes, mals les hommes ituldroit."
Which means; "There. . 'are. no frigid women, only clumsy
:¦

''

.ymen. . ?¦ /

*.'

yAA . ,A f . "-\ '

;,

- --

««^»
¦ ¦
I¦¦.:¦:•*¦¦¦¦¦- - ¦- ,
.¦:
'W»XN^»^«(.fl*«*np»«m"»s
^^^"" "

Problems?'?You'll feel better if you get It off yoiir chest.
For a personal: reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 8970O, LA.,
Calif 90069. Enclose stamped, self-addfly_sed envelope, please.

DEAR P,, S. AND TO.: Since you are able tb work I
think you should get ''Off- .welfare; Thus far your poetry
lias netted you only non-edible letters of encouragement.
I advise you to get ¦a ¦¦paying job, and write poetry in your
spare time. A '- . - .r ' ' '¦¦ ¦ ''

St. Paul home
for newlyweds

DEAR. ABBY; I am interested in the strange case of the
Woman who Went . to confession and was upset by the priest
who confessed his own troubles to her. Even stranger was
your advice that ibe priest should see a doctor!
So here's the situation*. If a Woman confesses to a priest,
she's religious; but if a priest confesses to a woman, he's
' ' "' ¦:;
"
sick .* • -. ' ;AiM y God,"Abby- , il that's the best you can do, you should
quit. Why didn't you . simply advise the; poor fellow to go to
another priest and ?coniess? '
INFIDELO

Garden club tour ;

FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (SpeciaDj-^Mr.;¦... .';aikly Mrs.- James
Gregory Conners (Faye Alethea B^iglna) ? are at home lh
Si?Paul following , their May
wedding at St. John's United
Church of Christ, Poiintairi
City.
'
tine-. bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.^ Marvia Fugina,
Fountain; City^ and the bridegroom is the son . of Mr.' and
Mrs. .? Frank: .; Conner^ New
Brighton, Miiin.Miss Judy Rhodes was maid
of honor arid leoa Horien was
¦best . man. . :;
The . bride is , employed ai . a

- DEAR INF.: The priest didn't merely "confess" to a
woman—he broke down . and wept—and to a parishioner
who
had come to HIM to confess jet. (This, is healthy?)
;
True;y ahother priest might liave relieved the . first ",
priest's guilt by hearing his ?confession, but only '. &[ doctor
can diagnose and treat one for an emotional disturbance,
which appears to . . bi*' the case here.
1>EAB ABBY: I am a sallor who will - be going on leave

. ;;;A & D

,-

~,
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ZVWICKI ANNiVJERSAltY v . . Mr; and Mrj.y Hariy P.
wlir
observe tlieir golden wedE,
Howard
St^
2ywickl, 567
ding anniversary with a femily dinner at their home Monday The former Norma Brey and Zywicki were married
June 24i 1924, at St. Josephs Church, Wlnona, by the Bt..Rev.
John Meier. They have two daughters: Mrs. Sterling P.
(Donna). Randall, ? Gre3n Bay,- Wis., and Mrs. David M., G.
(Dolores) Lawrey, Chester Heights, ?Penn. Thoy .have twd
grandsons.; . ..,

The ' Winona Flower and Garden Club will sponsor a hus
trip to the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum at Chaska,
Minii, June ?25. Members and
non-members are welcome to
attend. Reservatiohs may be
made , by calling . Mrs. Leo
". W A .
,
Brom by Saturday.
¦¦•'
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*. WASHINGTON VISITORS
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*
- SPRING GROTE, Minn. (Spe-

cial) — \Jhe<Richard Gerard
family, /Forks; Wash,, are visiting ,Vt ; the ?Eldr?ed Gerard
'home^T '- ' -v ' ;- '
registered nurse - at Ramsey
County Hospital and. the bridegroom is employed by 3M, Hastings, Minn.
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Methodist vows
;: 3':; 7!M'^
uhite couple
y ?y; WEDNESDAY,:;JOMt 19;.? ?: ,^
Luyinia .Winsand , Briggs aiid
Ernest Axness were united in
marriage-Saturdiay at Central
United;Methodlst : Church Chapi¦el, '* - - , - . : :¦>- . .
? ':
1 .
given
in
mar. The bride was
riage by her son, James Briggs,
and her daughter, Mrs. Ted
Wyman. ? A reception was held
at the home of the : bride's
daughter? ; and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Hengel.
The bride Was a resident of
Independence a n d recently
lived in Whitehall. The bridegroom la a former Trempealeau County sheriff. The couple
will live in Downey, Calif.
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PARADISE

most sold
CARPET
in the
¦

United States
for

Over One
Vear!
SEE —
OR CAll
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'
K-;'y ' ' lWBLEr y:^
Regular to $35.00
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been the
Gloria Chambers
Mr, and Mrs. Clyda
Schmitt, St. Louis, Mo., announce the engagement of
t h e i r daughter, Gloria
Schmitt Chambers, to Duane A. Flemmlng, son of
Mrs. Earl Flemmlng, Cochrane, Wis,, and tlie late
Mr. Flemmlng.
The bride-elect ls a graduate of Harris Teachers
College, St. Louis, and Is
employed hy Midwestern
Regional Educational Laboratories, St, Louis, Her
fiance is a graduate of
Cochran* - Fountain City
Jligh School and Winona
^State College, He was recently appointed tho North
Central regional director
for Pentecostal Students
Fellowship.
, A July 27 wedding is
planned.
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By FRED JAEGER
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Hava troubla cooking asparagus avsnly ? pock It
standin g up In the colfee percolator, the tips will
bo done |uit rlfjht, and the best will bi lender,
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Lindsay so/toner» eliminate Ihe hard wal«r scale
Ihal ruins plumbing, witter heelers, dlshwosliera nnd
clothes washer*.
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WATER
I INflCAY
I.IHM3M I CONDITIONING
\K Main St. - Wlnona. Minn.
Hours: 9 a.m, to 5 p,m, Mon. thru Frl.
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Values to $26.00
Air SteP -ToW n & County
Risque - Sandler of Boston
Tempo-Fanfare
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MASTER CHARGE

SHOPPERS' CHARGE
REGULAR ACCOUNTS
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57 West Levee Plaza
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ALL SHOES
ARE ON RACKS
AND TABLES
F R

°
EASY SELECTION
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FAST SERVICE
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C LEARANCE

REGULAR STOCK.
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Schoil's, Sandler , Fanfare, Tempo, Grasshoppers, Sum merettes
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DEAR SAILOR; Since you aren't married . yet,; I'd
suggest you greet your mother first. But once you take a
mate. mate, she comes first! ? . ;. ; ; . ;

1
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TH IS IS A
HOUSECLEANING

0F SH0ES

HELP us MAKE
ROOM FOR NEW

FALL SHOES. ^
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BAKE-OFF ... . Mrs. Stan Drierj Durand
^
Wi8i( and Mffi. Allan Carothers, . Durand,
. were named first-place -winners in Uw Bufjfalo? County y Dairy Bake-Off contest held
Monday at. fiiiffalo Electric Conop, Alma, Wis.
Mrs. Russell letting, right, Fotintain City,
congratiilates winners .from''-.left:. - Mrs, Edwin
Schaffner, second place*; Mrs. Carothers, first

Municipal? band v
slates concert ?
, the Winona ? Municipal Band
.will . '. present " - 'a ' 'concert- .• •¦at the
Lake P^rk Band Shell, -Wednesday at 8 p.nn; .
This is the second.of a series.
of sumiiier bandf concerts of the
Winona Park Becrealiori Department.
The program:

'^America ihe Biaullful" '.War^MaHlff
'• First Suite . In E. Flat" ...,.... Hoist '
.
"Irliti Tuna from .. .. .
County Darry". ...., ,,..' ,.Qrmlngtr
^Manhattan Beacli" ..,,.,...... sousa. .
"Oar Freliehuli " ;,. u...v»n Wabar
. "Phantom . Drurrii ol ¦
WaiM Rum" - . . .;......; .Hindiraon .

, f' Weetem Overture*' .„....,,;&ier it ¦'
:
'
.*?|--Ltft My Haart In r , - . '....,;,,,.. Xory
San Cranclato"
laleetlohs from th« ¦.
- . .- Muilc Man . . . . ¦-:... .,.,..-,-.,.wiUon
National. Anthem -

...

' • • ¦ •¦ •
• ¦ ' • - ¦
•
.

Silver ahniversary
. SPMNG GROVE, Minn- (Spe¦
cial). ' —• . 'Mr , and Mrs. Leander
Loeffler, Spring: .Grove,?wilI celebrate their silver wedding anniversary with an open house
at their home Sunday
beginning
¦
at 2 p.m. • •;¦ '¦- .

i nnii iii iB«iij iii,ii>w<>uMjmtti'^t. *-;:: *»*¦;»
«
«¦
¦
¦
¦

place in yeast snack breads, Mrs.. Drier, ?
first place in the dairy bars competition,:and
Mrs. John Rehse. Atoa, Wis. Mrs. Lloyd Seha- :
elbach was co-chairman. Twenty-nine entries
were received. Mrs*. Carothers wUl competis
in the area contest at La Crosse July 16 and
Mrs. Drier'-/jrill enter the iarea content in Ea\i
Claire Aug. 7.? (La Groix Johnson photo) ;

a nriQU npes
sumnw programs

The YWCA has announced
sum*her . programs for. junior
high school age ' girls. Ttie Y"Teen - Clubs will rrieet weekly
for ; recreational activities beginning Thursday and continuing through; Aug. 16.
AH girls entering grades seyen through nine . are invited ,?to
Join the program at any. time
during the summer. ' A *SfWCA
teen-age . membership 1» rtqulr*
ed tp participate in the ?»ctivities. Further information may
be obtained.by contacting Mrs.
Sid Ault atythe Y;office;y ,: , ?
Activities planned include: a
bike hike to Prairie Island and
Minnesota City Thursday from
L to 4 Pim. with participanta
to meet at the Y; an.open swim
June 27 from 1 to 3 p.m. and
roUerskating planned for the
vveek of July 8. No activities
are; planned for the week of
July 1 because of Steamboat
Days. -;;; "
_ A picnic at Lake Park is set

, * Thr ? Shrine Auxiliary will
meet Thursday at 9; a.m. .-at
.Randall's parking lot for a bus
tour to? ?Etochester. The tour* will
-include a visit to the Olmsted
County Historical Society building and ijayowood. Reservations may be made with Mrs,
Jack Andresen today.
'
.. ¦
• ¦

Strawberry festival
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special). — Big Canoe Lutherai
Church will hold a strawberry
festival Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at
the church grounds. .
' ¦
' ¦ ¦
¦
.

Stephaii ie Haglund Open house shpyver

Minn,

¦• ¦ :•;-- - ' •*;¦ ,- . - *. -

Miss Haglund is a graduate of Lincoln High School,
Lake City, and is employed;
by Riedell Shoe Factory,
Red Wing. Her "fiance is a
graduate of Lincoln High
School and is engaged in
farming,

An Oct. B weddi ng is
planned.

Commuter
Stroller

SPRING GROVE, Minn, (Special) ."— Mr. . and Mrs. Dean
Treangen will be honored? at an
open house wedding reception
shower Sunday from 2 to 5 p.m
at Faith Lutheran Church parlors, Black Hammer.
'
'

'

: The annual Linse picnic will
be held June 30 at Merrick
State Park, rural . Fountain
City, Wis. A potluck dinner
will be served¦ at noon.
¦

WINONA VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. John Metcalf
visited at the Joe Yptruba
home, 1625 ff , King St., Sunday.
Metcalf , a former state senator, attended St. Mary 's Collogo homecoming. Metcalf and
Votruba played in. tbe same
dance orcnestra while Metcalf
¦John ¦
Blatwas attending SMC.
nik, who is retiring from Congress after 28 years , will
also be visiting at the Votruba homo during the summer.
Blatnik was a trumpet player
with the Joe Votruba Orchestra
while attending Winona State
College.

for July 17 at ll a.m.; horseback riding at Big Valley Kanch
July 24 at 2 p.ro:; a bike hike
July 13 at z p.m.;', boiling Aug.
7* at . 2 p:in. at Westgate and
a campout- Aug, 15 and - ie.
Reservations are needed for the
campout.

That inflation stems in part
from they quadrupling of oil
prices ¦by OPEC last year; Bat
prices have been frozen since
the first of the year and wiE
now remain so through Sept
so. . ¦;;¦: ' .. ?> ''
Royalty rates among OPEC
members: now vary between
12% and 16 per cent, 'theyconference statement said the in:
crease; was decided on as a
first step toward uniformity.
In countries where the re, alty* rate already is 16 per cent,
such\as Venezuela; tie gov. jment will raise taxes to get an
equivalent amount, the
state. . - ¦.' • •'¦:. '.
ment said;
Arabian light crude, a. commonly used oil benchmark , has
a postedprice of $11.65 a barrel
and a royalty rate, of 12% per
cent. The posted price is ah artificial price on which the oilexporting countries calculate
their tax take. The 2 . percent
increase w*ou!d raise . royalties
by 23 cents to . $1.69. . But;be^
cause the ; royalties and iocente-ai-barrel production costs
are subtracted from the posted
price before calculating the
taxes, y the net increase works
out to only lo to ll cents. ?
The total government , take on
taxes and royalties has been $7
a barrel. T3ie: oil companies
have been selling the oil for between $d and $9.50 a barrel.

Kronholm residence after leaving the library and after rejecting one other banker on the
liSt.; A
?Hejberg said the original plan
was to kidnap both Mrs. Kronholm and her husband; Guiinar,
president', * . of Drovers State
Bank. He ? said they planned to
release r Kronholm to; obtain
$400,000 raJisom money, y Krotiholm eventually paid $206,000
43,
BlooFrederick Helberg,
ransom, which was later recovmJngtpn, a former employe of ered..* •• '" ¦ . ;.
InJohnson's, said Johnsp
itiated the Mdnapirig plan
Helberg said the plan to abfall and had taken him to a duct the couple fell through
South , .St. Paul library In when they did not emerge from
January where they had se- their home at the. same: time
Ifected seven or eight bank pres- the.morning of March 15. :
¦
idents as kidnaping victims. •;¦ " Helberg? also? testified that
guilty
to
Helberg has pleaded
prior to the kidnaping he had
kidnaping and has agreedyto gone ; with Johncon . t?6 K?ansas
testify for the state in return City, Kan., ;; ?to purchase two
for . a recommendation of - a re- walkie-talkies and a police raduced sentence.
dio scanner.
. "Mr. Johnson asked me how
Also implicated by • "¦• ' ¦ .- . .? "s
I'd like to make a lot of money testimony was Thomas .Hodgman, . 31, Brooklyn Center.
real quick," Helberg said.
Helberg said that he and Helberg testified thatyHod^mani
Johnson had driven to the had been, pr omised $10,000 for

/ ^

Cal ley expected
to he tailed soon
By CS. GUERRERA
NEW . ORLEANS (UPI) Barring a last-minute intervention by the U.S. Supreme Court,
former Army Lt. William L.
Galley will be jailed this week
for his part in the My Lai
massacre. Galley, who has spent only
one night behind bars since his
conviction: on March 29 , ,1971,
will move to the military
stockade at Ft. Leavenworth,
Kan ,, this week to serve out a
10-year sentence for the murder
of 22 Vietnamese civilians at
My Lai. He would be eligible
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
for parole in six months.
A three-judge panel of the 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
refused Monday to charge its
decision of last week revoking
Calley's $1,000 bond. It ordered
him returned
to military
custody for transfer to Ft.
Leavenworth.

CHECKERBOARD
SHOP

<¦—
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CHOICE OF FMM

at regular price,
and pay only half
of regular price
for your

,^mi r _
^
BSI WW
"****

nr
OT nlacopo
giabbe&

PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON QUALITY
SH0ES OF NAtldNALLY KNbwN
ty [ Pi-H
fO^W^
and colors for al[ seasons. Over 750 pair displayed ort racks
acco rding to size and all ma rked distinctly fpr size; fortner

Helberg testified that lie
made several phone calls to
Kronholm telling hiin to go to
varlbus . phone booths for further instruction*- ' •; f - -}d Johnson -made the phone call . demanding.. .^^BS9m?;?:?yy;";....?;. ;??y.;.,.
Helberg- .jald';' he released
Mrs. Kronholm after hearing of
Johnson's arrest over the radio,
Helberg Said . that at no time
did Johnson tell him there were
others involved in the kidnaping,, although he said they both
told Mrs. KronhoM there were
others "to keep her : confused. '?
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In this world,
there 's always
room for
one more.

Regular $17.00 to $22*00

'
HIJSH PUPPIES - 5"E «,CE° 790-fir
A
$
$
BASS FOOTWEAR - «* ""«¦» 1T° '» 1CA
Regular $18.00 to $23,00

SPECIAL CLOSEOUTS
A Variety Assortment — Limited Sixes
Every One a Good Buy — If Your Size Is Here . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . <.

3C 00

**

FOR THE MEN and BIG BOYS -- In the sale lot ove r 500
pairs with as many as the/acks will hold on display — others
shown on request.

»" ™«D s14'° - $26'°
'
MANLY - - . - ¦ . ««¦ ™«° M0'° - s14'°
$ ,s
'
JARMAN - ",, !AlE maa 9 - W°
M - •39"
««•
*2S
™
E. T. WRIGHT
0 $16"'
SAl
E
PRI
C
£0
'IT
HUSH PUPPIES
"
FREEMAN

Regular $25.00 to $40.00

Regular $21.00 to $25.00

Regular $14.95 fo $28.95

i

Phone 452-1217
;

0
$14'
0
™CED
'22'
BASS FOOTWEAR »"
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454-3711

Regular $17,00 to $24 .00

Regular $25 ,Q0> to $34.00
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LIFE STRIDEAAA r m^^^uK;

Regular $38.00 to $64.00
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SATUR DAY
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Call your Welcome
y^ MAIN STREET
Waaon Hostess now.
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CUP and SAVE
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Regular to $19.00
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Regular $23.00?t<> $25.00
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El Cid Massage

SELECTION OF LATEST FRAME STYLES
AND COLORS - INCLU DING WIRES ,

DOWNTOWN

SOCIAL ITES

Wlnona pally Hews Q
Winona, Minnesola *»
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1974

¦
¦

*

¦ ' . ¦.- . • ' Reg*ular ?$21.0O to;$25.00
.

REOPSNINO OF
The day ' after Galley was
convicted, Presideht Nixon ordered him removed from the
— Featuring —
stockade at Ft. Benning, Ga.
• New Masseussea
Instead, he was confined to his
• Early Bird Special
bachelor apartment at the
ir WITH THIS AD *
post.U.S. District Judge J.
$2 6« On Our
Mi Hr. & 1 Hour
Robert Elliott of Colum'--.. Ga.,
Massages .
freed him on bond last
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Dally
February.
Calley's attorney, J. Houston
EL CID MASSAGE
Gordon, said he would probably 107 Lafayettt
452-4320
appeal to the Supreme Court .
Open:
Another hearing on a petition to Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m.-3 a.m.
allow him to remain out of jail
pending the appeal is set for
¦
¦
¦
I
next
Monday
before¦
Elliott. ¦ ¦
A Sth Circuit Court spokesman Monday said Elliott has f '
.1
received copies of all the court
opinions and that "it Is now up
to him to sign tho order and
enforce the mandate to put
(Jalley back ln control of the
military."

as low as ¦

... purchase one .
nair
pair

C«n B« PU« On LayBy
For Oft Glvina

Yoa ^^

|EP CRO^^^

providing transportation on the
day of the kidnaping. Lc ' : ? :r
has been charged in the iridnaping and is awaiting trial.
Johnson,r however, claims he
was forced under threat of Us
Uie to commit the crime by a
man known to? him only as
"Mike." ;y. ; ,
Helberg said; that a:- ./ he
and Johnson had kidnaped * * 's.
Kronholm, they kept her in several different places, including
¦
.''¦'at least eight hours'' in the
trunk of .Johnson's ca-*.

% out a£'liO90

Up-lit Weu'ht
ShoppinK Hnif
Reclining Dnck
Folds Flat
Bright Plaids

. - ' - . i^^B mW_\f - ' i^^^
. . ' ' ":^
. L___M______________ ¦

Witnesses clm0Johnson
prime forte Intidnapiind

ANOKA, Minn. (AP) - A key
prosecution . witness testified
Monday that James W. Johnson
was the prime force in the kidnaping of? Mrs, Eunice Kronholm, wife of a South St. Paul
bank president. . .; . ' •
Johnson 35, Lakeville, is on
trial on charges of kidnaping
Mrs. . Kronholnt from her Lino
Lakes home March IS.;

¦ ': '

y.l; -;;-^

price and SALE price. ;
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Of Mrs. En nice Kronholm
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SPECIALLY PRICED

ON THE PLAZA

¦' • ¦ ¦
.

Linse picnic

¦
¦

•
•
•
•
•

; With ihe rayalty increase, the
lS-nation? meeting agrieed to
continue for another , three
months;their freeze on posted
prices put into effect last
January. '?? ¦'?
Saudi Arabia, the biggest exporter, had proposed lowering
prices while the other 12 OPEC
members advocated some form
of increase, either in the posted
price or in taxes, to keep pace
with inflation. : Saudi Arabia disassociated itself from the royalty increase,
officially to. await the outcome
of its negotiations tertaie over
more . stock in ttie : Arabian
American Oil Co.
Monguno.said the other countries voted for . the nominal increase? partly as a warning that
OPEC would take tougher action : unless the ? industrialized
nations bring their galloping inflationVunder control;

Wtf§A

$hrihe : bys trip

Mr^ and Mrs . Lavern
Haglund Sr., Lake City,
Minn., announce the engagement of their daughter,
Stephanie Joy, to William
Sexton , son of Mr. and Mrs.
John SeXton¦ Sr., Millville , r
'

By BOB MONROE
QUITO, Ecuador CAP) — Th«i
world's major oil exporting na-*
tions have agreed on a 2 per
cent increase in royalty rates
that should have a minimal effect on consumers. r-f
The increase announced Monday by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting (Jouitries
after . a. three-day . meeting; in
the Ecuadorean capital is about
ll cents ?a barrel or a quarter
of [a. cent a gallon.

¦'" ;;, - . 69 . -OM Wll PLAZA W£ST
*

Gym Shoes — Closeouts — PFs — Jack Purcell —Converse,
Men's canvas and leather uppers. Women 's, Boys', Misses'
and Child's in fabric uppers only. A good saving if you find
your size. Look them over.

;
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th^ weather

¦

IA Wlnona Dally Newi
¦". .v '-Viilnona;' -Mlhnosota . '
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1974

Winona County Court

Civil, ' Criminal Division
James:P. McGiliy 18, 117 E.
King; St., today, pleaded guilty
,
to no: driver's license and opwith
no
crating a motorcycle
license plate. "Winona County:
Court judge Dermis A. Chalieen
ordered . McGilTs ? motorcycle
impounded ? until ..he ? registers.,
the vehicle, renews his . permit
and shows proof of liability insurance. A l(Way jail sentence
was suspended.
: itfcGill was also sentenced to
l $100 fine or 10 days , in jail
on a possessio* of marijuana
charge ,, and fined $55 for a
' . ^^*a*mmmmm *am^^^—m~m^^m~*^*m~mm+ ^^^^^a^*~m^m^^~*^"^^~^^^
^m '^—~**~* **'^'~*+—*
speeding violation. He had been
WEATHER FORECAST ... . Fair to partly-cloudy weather
referred .; to court services on
is forecast for most* of the nation. Scattered showers are * those * charges ' for . a? presen; expected for? southern Florida, the Midwest and upper Great . tence investigation after enterLakes; Continuing cooler weather is forecast for the? East- . ing guilty picas • in county
wWle warmer weather is expected for the Southwest , south- tourti ' .
;;
ern Plains and the Pacific coast. (AP Photofax) .
Armand E. Krueger, 176^
Center - St., pleaded guilty to
speeding 71 -in a ?55-mile zone
and was fined $37. He was arOFFICIAL WINONA WEATHER OBSERVATIONS for the rested Saturday on. Interstate
90 by the state patrol. /
•
24-hours ending at noon today.
. ttlnn.,
78, no ¦ Join C. Nshrosng,¦¦..' Lewiston,:
Maximum temperature 72, minimum 45,. noon
• SS-mlle"zone,* . 8:10
$21, speedlno 63 In
- : . ¦. ; '. ' ;. ''¦• ', ;• '
•
?
'
'
.
. precipitation;
*
-14, state patrol:
May
2S,
Hlghiway
B.m.
:. -'¦' .? A year ago today: High TO, low 58, noon 70, precipitation
Arthur J. . Byrdr -Wlnthrop, Minn.,' S35,
a

:

m

A tAA t:tLocal observations

• ' ' M . - . - '-

. - .¦? . -

Ar

¦

. ..

70 In.-.'a* 55-mlle zone, 7:35 p.m.
. ' : speeding
;
slate pat rol. *. '.

Normal temperature range for this date .80 to 59. Hecord
. high 95 in 1933, record . low 40 in 1870. .
Sun rises tomorrow at 5:23 sets at 8:52.
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
-A " i :y 'A ( Mississippi Valley Airlines)
? , Barometric pressure 29.75 and falling, wind from the
northeast at 7 mph, cloud .coveif 10,000 scattered, visibility
. 204- miles, y y

Full
1st Quarter
¦:" *. ' June 25. ¦ ' •':¦';, ' ¦ Jnly 4 -

3rd Quarter

Jnly 1Z ?

New

? . June 1» -

Elsewhere

forecasts

*
june <, .Interstate 90,*
Richard W. Kut2, Stillwater, Minn.-,
zone,
10:25
5^mlle
$27, speeding 64 In a
am. June 1, Highway 14-61, state patrol.
Robert W. Fareur, Wtilte , Bear Lalce,
Minn., S27, speeding 66 In a J5-mllt zone,
8:35 a.m. Juna 6, Highway ".61> . *itate
patrol.
George . E, Onasch. Kansas Cily, .Kan.,
$29,: speeding . 67 Ira a , 55-mlle zone, 9:15
p.m. Saturday, Interstate PO, stale, patrol;
. Douglas W, Detiman, ' . 1362 Glenview
Road, M5, speeding 40 ,In a 40-mlle zone,
7:54 " p.m.'* June 10/ Highway 61' at Minnesota Clf-y, state paitrol.
Richard A. NoKes, 4743 Mh- SI'., Goodview, $3?,-: speedln5,47 In a 3»-mMe ' zorie,
6.M5: a.m. . June. "7,* Wehway. 14 near
Stockton.; . *
Dennis: R. Peterson, Rochester, Minn.,
$33, speeding 69 In ' a 55-mlle zone, !l:15
a.m. June 7, Highway 14 at Lewiston.
Arthur P, Baiter, Poulsbo, Wash., $31,
speeding 68 ln.a : 55-fnlle zone, 3:40 . p.m.
Saturday, HighWa^ 41, stato palrol. ' '. " ¦ '
Michael L. Tadych, Anoka, . Mlnn.ytl50.
over reglstred g ross: weight, . $40, no
logbook, 10:30 a.m, June... 10, Goodview
scale, state patrol.. ' "
Samuel 0. Peterson, St. Paul, Minn.,
$100, ower single* oxle.weight, ' $25, wrong
license class, 11:20 a.m. March 19, Goodview scale, stale , patrol. . .* •:
, Mitchell W. Fiouth, : New Richland,
Minn;, SIS, over tahdenri' axle weight, SJ5,
failure lo stop at scale, 8:20 i.rri. June
10, Goodview scale, slate patrol. :
, Richard , L. Schultz, Rochester,. Minn'.,
$li, no*- , registration.. .displayed, 2:05 . p.m.
Juris 7, Interstate 90, state palrol.
Susanna F. Brommerich, 178; E. Broadway, $15,.vehicle registration . obstructed,
7:20 pm Monday: West 4th . and AAaln
streets. *
-

l^j ^i^^f tp iMTwo-State Deaths
Wlrs. J.; B. Howden
' lSi- -(Special )
WHITEHALL,; jff
Mrs.
J.
B,
Howden,
90, WhiteAhall, died early today at 'TriCounty Memorial Hospital here
following a long illness.
The former riebbai A; Vesta ,
she was born in the to*v**i of
Northfield, Jackson "County, May
1, 1884, the daughter of Svenung
and Heldorg Haugen Vesta? On
June 30, 1910, she married J. B;
¦
Howden. He has died.
.* >
Survivors are: one daughter,
Mrs. Eoy (lla) Haniisch, Whitehall; four grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren, and two
brothers, Oscar Vesta, Osseo,
Wis.,. and F, F. Vesta, California. One:son hiis died?
Funeral services . will? be at
1?:30 p.m. Friday • at Johnson
Funeral Chapel, Whitehall, the
Rev. Clifford Ritland, Our Savofficiatior's! Lutheran Church,
be in Coopersing^ Burial wiU
towh^. N.D. .'
Friends may call Friday from
9:30 a.m. until time of services
at? the funeral chapel.
Charles W. Schmitt
? STOCKTON; Minn. ,' . — The
body of Charles W. Schmitt , 81,
Stockton, wais found at his home
Monday by a sister. According
to the family . physician, deatb
oh . Sundaiy was due toynatural
' retired farmcauses;
¦ He was a
er. ' ' .
The son of Jacob and Johanna.
GroHi Schmitt , be? Was born in
Winona County; March 13, 1893.
He was an Army veteran of
World War I, and a member
of . Grace¦ Lutheran Church,
Stockton. :.
Survivors are: one brother,
Walter; Ridgeway, Minn., and
three sisters, IMrs. Magdalene
Davis; ?Pickwic'k , Minn. ; Mrs.
John (Linda) Treisemer*,,Altura,
Minn1;, aind Mrs. Claude CViolet)
Kratz , Stockton; One brother,
and two sisters have died, y
Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Thursda?y at Grace Lutheran Church, the Rev. James.
Larson officiating. Burial will
be in*Witoka Cemetery,
? Friends may call? at Martin
Funeral ? Home,? : Winona, Wednesday after 7 p.m., then ; at
the churchy Thursday from : l
pno... until time of . services.- A
cfevotioriai service .will he at
8:30 pVitt. Wednesday ? at the funeral home.-

Hi Lo Pre Gtlk
80 52? .53 cdy
(Albany
;.-¦ .: -Pafa i ; to partly cloudy, Albu'qtie: , - ; 100 ' "78_ ¦¦;. , cdy
; 96 65' " ?«lr
through Wednesday with Amarillo '.
cbance of a few ysprinldes Anchorage
60 47 .: cdy
tonight and early Wednes- Asheville • •¦'¦ • •"-¦ 72 44
clr
-clr
79 -59'
day. Low tonight 58 to 61. Atlanta : '
8i 58 . cdy
High Wednesday 78 to 85.
Biriningham
75 52
clr
Bismarck ,
105 70 . cdy
Boise :' :.
Minnesota
78 67 .02 cdy
Boston .
Fair , to partly V clondy Brownsville.
89 7a . cdy
through Wednesday. A few Buffalo
66 53 .04 cdy
isolated showers or thunder- Charleston
clr
86 57
storms ending southeast Charlotte
76 56
? clr
early Wednesday. Low to--.;': Chicago
65. 57
:cdy
night 50 northeast, 60 south. Cincinnati ?
. 68 51* ; . .•*, cdy
High Wednesday mid 70s to Denver
90 56 .01 cdy
y.ndd ysbs; * ' - . '
clr
Des Moines
76 56
Mrs. Clarence Nesler
Detroit
63 54 ¦.d9 cdy
yMinn. (Special)
PLAINVIEW,
¦
.Duluth
60 ¦&,;:.' '' cdy
Wisconsin
---Mrs. Clarence Nesler, y 65,
,65 52
M
Fairbanks
Plainview, died Monday at St.
Partly dondy tonight with a Fort Worth ' • "¦' v 86 • 76
cdy
Marys Hospital, Rochester,
chance of showers developing (Sreen .Bay
57 49 ,05 cdy PHILADELPHIA (UPI) : - where she had been a patient
across the state from the north- Helena
95 57
cdy Dr. David Jteuben, author of two weeks, She?iad been ; ill six
west. Lows in the 5ffs. Partly Honolulu
cdy "Everything You Always Want- months. She was employed at
..? • 86 73
clondty Wednesday with a Houston
cdy ed to Know About Sex," was Wabasha Implement Co*, Plain92? 76
chance of showers south and Ind'apolis
70 51
cdy giving a ?: lecture, at the view.* '- . ' :east. Highs in the low 70s north- Jacks'ville .
cdy Play-house in the .Park Theater The former yEUa Irish, she
. 88 65
east to the low 80s southwest. Juneau
54 43 .37 rri to; about . IOO persons-Monday was born at Merrillan, Wis.,
Kansas City
78 60 : cdy night . Suddenly 10 gay activists
of
cdy climibed onto the stage and Sept. 3, 1908, the daughter
S-dsy forecast ¦
106 73
Las Vegas
, She
Mrs.
Roy
Irish
TA
f
.
and
82 67 .02 cdy called Reuben "a criminal"
Little Bock
? ' . MINNESOTA.?:;.
Los Angeles . 78 60 . , clr because of the y views on married Clarence? Nesler at WaFair t« y partly ; cloudy
. 7 1 52
cdy homcsexuality expressed in his basha, Minn., July 29, 1930.
Thursday through Saturday Louisville
Survivors are : her husband ;
52 44 .03 cdy book. * *:
with a chance of a few Marquette -¦'
81 67 .02 . rn iA. fight broke out and two four brothers, Wesley Irish, St.
showers in the extreme Memphis .. *:-'
89 69 .09 rn men were injured; including a Paul, Minn.; Alvin Irish, Plainnorth Friday. Utile change New Orleans
cdy policeman. Mark Segal, spokes- view; Erwin Irish, Kellogg,
78 61
in temperatures. Lows in the New York
81. 67 .02 cdy man. : for the "Cray Raiders," Minn., and Gharles Irish, South
mid and upper 40s north- Okla. City
clr said ? Reuben 's book "perpetu- St. Paul, Minn., and four sis80 54
Omaha
east and 50s west and south.
91 72 .Or cdy ates old myths about homosexu- ters, Mrs. Alfred Betcher and
Orlando
The highs In the 70s except
Mrs. Lloyd Kuhfuss , Rochester,
81 58 , - clr als and creates new. myths.''
•tipper 60s near Lake Super- Philad'phi*
112 80
clr Five police officers attempted Minn., and Mrs. Iva Rheingans
Phoenix
ior. : ,
,. .69 . 49,. ,06 <;dy to remove the protesters from and Mrs, Leo Doming, PlainPittsburgh
'clr the auditorium when the fight view.
P'tland Ore.:' -' 85 59 '
The Mississi ppi
P'tland Me.
69 57 .25 cdy broke out. Reuben , who was not Funeral services will be at
Flood?.SU«e 34.hr.
¦ 88 60 ;
cdy injured', completed the lecture. 11 a.m. Thursday at JohnsonStage Today Cha. Rapid City
'14 10.0
— .3 Reno
RED WING
90 43
cdy "After this the City of Schrivcr Funeral Home, Plain13.0 ' . —2
LAK E CITY , .... ,....., '
79 51
clr Brotherly Love takes on a new view, the Rev. Keith Schneider.
WABASHA
.12 10.9
— .! Richmond
75 56
cdy meaning for me," ¦he said.
Alma Dam, T.W. . . . , , ,
9.4
— .3 St. Louis
Immanuel Lutheran Church , of8.0
— .2
Whitman Dnm ........
¦
.
97 67
cdy
Salt Lake
ficiating, with burial in GreenWlnona Dam, T.W. .... .
9.2
— .1
65 56.
cdy
WINONA
.13 10.4
—.1 San Fran
wood Cemetery.
Trempealeau Pool .. ,, * , .,
9.9
—.1 Seattle
83 56
clr Kennedy to speak at
Frends may call Wednesday
Tremponleau Dam
9.S
clr M ilwaukee conference afte r 3 p.m. and until time of
94 61
Spokane
DAKOTA
.
9.6
Dresbach Pool . . . ;
9.4
— .1 Tampa
cdy
88 76
services Thursday at the funerDrosbach Dam
8,9
— .1
clr
80 SO
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - Sen. al home.
LA CROSSE
13 10.0
— .1 Washington
FORECAST
Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., Pallbearers will be Randy
9,7
RED WIN3 ,,
9.4
9.1,
Britain's Royal Society for will speak here Oct. 3 to the R heingans , Ln Verne, Charles
WINONA :
10.2 10,0
9.7
9>,5 the
LA CROSSE
9 .0
9.7
Prevention of . Accidents 25th anniversary meeting of the and Robert Irish , John Doming
Tributary siroami
the chance of a National Association for Re- and Edward Lyons.
Chlnpowa at Durnnrt ', ¦
5,1
—,1 estimates
Trempoiilonu ol D OCI QO
3.7 — .1 young man dying in a toad tarded Citizens.
Black at Galesvillc ,
4.1
—,2
accident has gone up 50 per The conference , which is exLa Crosso at W. Snlem
4.5
—,1
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Root nt Houslon
7.4
— ,2 cent since 1952.
pected to attract more than 2,000 persons , will run from Oct. Steven Dennis, 417 E. San2 to Oct. 6.
born St., 7.
Kennedy -will address a generAllyn Smokey, 351 W. 4th St.,
al session of the convention.
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Fight breaks
ouMsiieecli
by Dr. Reuben
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In years gone by
(Extracts fro m the jika of this newspaper,)

Ten years ago . . . 1964
Community Memorial Hospital lioard accepted bids
totaling $1,097,156 for construction of a 100-bcd annex.
A total of $()2fl was paid in bounties at the 8th annual
Viola Gopher County this morning.

Rules against sex
discrimination OKed

WASHINGTON (AP) — Tlio
U.S. Department , of Health ,
Education and Welfare announced today controversial
Twenty-five years ago . . . 1949
rules prohibiting sex disThe government rested its case against Alger Hiss, for- crimination in the nation 's
mer Stale department official accused of perjury to conceal schools , from kindergarten
through college.
evidence of espionage.
Authorized by a two-year-old
Leon Stoltman was elected secretary of tlie Winona
lederal law , the proposed reguActivity Group,
The lush fields of Winona -County wero desert ed wlien lations are designed to assure
some 4,000 farm folk were gathered at the 2flth annual picnic equal treatment for females in
of the vyinona County Farm Bureau al Farmers Community admissions, athletics, housing,
Pork,
financial
assistance , extracurricular , activities and emFifty years ago . . . 1924
ployment.
They would require coeducaRichard Maxwel l received tho degree of bachelor of
t i o n a l physical education
sienco from Connecticut Wesleyan university Saturday.
classes and outlaw different
dormitory ourfews for girls , as
Seventy-five years ago . . . 1899
well as most singlo-sex scholarCarl Wood 's motorcycle pflrcel delivery is now in opera- ships .
Skirting two of the most sention.
sitive issues, however , HEW
said tho rules would not jeopOne-hundred years ago
1874
ardize major , revenue-producing college sports such as footToofil Pronzinskl, an employe of llio Winona Mill Co, bad
lis arm caught In a rope passing over a drum,
ball and would not attempt to

...

At Community
Memorial Hospital

' . . MONDAY.' * ' ;
Admissions
Mrs. Helen Belter; Winona
Rt. 2. ,' . 'i ' -f A f f f f A
Richard Eichorst, Sauer Memorial Home; ¦' :'
Thomas Pampuch| Fountain
City, Wis;'
Steven; Schabacker, 261 W.
Belleview St.
Discharges
Albert Steege, 365 Dacota St.
Michael Hazelton, 81*^ 40th
St., Goodview; ;.
Mrs. . Darrell HundOrf and
baby, East Burns Valley.
Mrs. Elmer Carney, Miinesota City, \
Shane Bell, 707 E. Broadway.
Mrs. Pearl. IJen, Sauer . Me:
inbrial Home/
Miss Mora
Haines, Arcadia,
;
**

m.v- '

Treva Roberts, 15 Lenwa St.
?Eliyn Lovas, 263 Cummings
A'A-f ; " ¦
St.- ; . •
/
Otto Braatz, Kellogg, Mnn..
Mrs. Kent .Oredson and .baby,
St. Charles, Minn. .
llrs. JRoger Schewe and
baby; 13¦ Millie Lac Lane, Goodview. . ../ '
. ?Mrs. John Zaiger and baby,
Brownsville, Mian.
¦ry Births Ar
Mr: and Mrs. :Laverne Nelson, Rushford, Minh., a daughter. ? •
[ M ri f and Mrs. Dennis Luhmann, .. Rushford, Minn., : a
daughter. ;. :. .. . A '-ff . r,:,
BIRTHS ?ELSEWHERE

LAKE CITY, llinn. (Special)
— ^ To Mr.; and Mrs; ; William
Dankers, Lake. City, a son;
¦ June. .
' . ¦¦
ry .
5. ¦' . "A - - 'A - .; WABASHA, Minn. (Special>To Mr. and Mrs. John Sduerts,
Wabaslia, a daughter, .June 6.
y; : :.A :FiRE' iCAUsiy
Monday
4:13 jMn; — ' East Broadway
hear Mankato Avenue, fire in
engine compartment of ?car belonging to John K. McGuire,
369 Washington : St;,. leturned
4:28 p.m.
.- ? .
IMPOUNDED DOGS.
No. W — Medium black and brown female, elk hound, no license, available:
No. W — Small black and vyljlte female mixed breed, lib license;, available.
Noi 100 — Small, ' black female, long
haired. mixed breed, ho license , available.
No. 101 — Large Ian and bl=ack female
German , shepherd , available'.
• Goodview

No 5W-. Large, brown, male, mixed
breed, third ' day.

WINONA DAM LOCKAGB
Flow:—' 87,000 . cubic . feet per second at
8 a.m. today.
Monday
12:30 p.m. — Rita Barta, 18 barges ,
up. .- * ;
• 7:35 p.m. — Arrowhisad, n Ine baroee,
down,. "
9:i5 p.m. — Gloria O, [four barges,
down. '
Small craft — 10.
.
.- Today . • .* - ¦ . ¦
2:15 a.m. — Bobble J, 14 barges,, up.
' 4:10 '.a:m. . — Ann kins, 12 baroei,
'
" * ,:
down. .
5:25 a.m. — Cecelia Carol, 12 barses,
up. '; * 5:45 a.m. — H, f. Leonard, three
barfles up. . '
9:30 a.m. — Badger, seven barges, up.
10:40 a.m. — Kevin Flowers, 13 barges,
- ' ¦ : ¦'
UP. '

Cyclist injures
back in accident
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
-Robert Rude , 25, Black River
Falls Rt. 3, was listed in serious, condition , at Lutheran Hospital, La Crosse, Wis., today
following a motorcycle accident at 8 p.m. Monday.
A , hospital spokesman . said
Rude was being treated .for a
back injury.
According to the Jackson
County Sheriff' s Office , Rude^
and passenger . Jean Stahl , 15,
Black River Falls, were traveling north along the Chicago
and North Western Railway
tracks. The 1974 motorcycle hit
a rise in the Oden 3load railroad crossing, traveled 66% feet
off the ground , then hit the
ground on its rear -wheel and
traveled another 43V4 feet. Miss
Stall , thrown off when the machine hit the ground , received
minor injuries but did not require hospitalization. The ma'
chine was destroyed.
Rude was taken to Black Riv
er Memorial Hospital , by a . lo
eai ambulance , then transfer
red to the La Crosse hospital ,

P<i|IiG# r^b^rt-

TUESDAY
JUNE 18, 1974

Winpha Funerals
Hans Odegaarden

.Funeral* services . (or Hans ' Odesaarden,
former Wlnona . resident who: died Sunday In WesB. Ariz., will tie ThurMlhy at
Gibson Funeral Home, Mesa. He owned
,
and operated tlie Wlnoto Bearing/Co. *
before movlna to Mesa. ¦;' ,.•
Slirvlvori Include one brother,
¦ .Roller*
BM, Telemarken, .Norway, : ._ . ' . . ; . . -

William?-A. Hardwick

¦Funeral * services • for William . Allyn
Hardwlck, Tucson,. Ariz., former owner
of Hardwlck Auto Co., now the Tousley
Ford C«„ who died at' Tucson Friday,
were - held today at - Fawcett Fuiieral
Home, Wlnona, the Rav. Msor. Emmett
F. TJQhe, St. Casimir Catholic Church,
officiating. Burial wat at Woodlawn
Cemetery. . ¦

Two-Sta te Funerals
Hernian C. Loppnow

STi CHARLES, Minn. — Funeral services for Herman C. Loppnow, Ti, riiral
St; Charles, who died at his home Sunday, will be Wednesday at J p ut. at
Berea Moravian Church with the Rev.
Richard Spiles officiating. ¦ Burial will be
In the church cemetery. •
Pallbearers will*be nephews Donald,
Bri«Je and David : Loppnow! * James
Wendt and Ronald and Allyn Kronlnd:

Peter A* Braun

ST. CHARLES,* Minn.- — Funeral . services for Peter A, Braun, 19, St. Charles,
who died Monday; will be held at lo a.m.
: at ,S't. Charles. . ' Catholic
^Wednesday.*
¦ ¦¦
- . .' ,.
Church. ' ' ' •
The Rev.' James P. Fasnecht will officiate, and burial will* be In the' .Calvary
Cenie'tery;. ' .
Friends may call today af Sellner-Hoff
Funeral * Home, : St. Charles where a
prayer service will be af 8 p.m.
Pallbearers will be David. . 'Weechter,
bale Bailey, 'Bruce Braun, Irving WIskow, Jerry. Fix and Donald Zlngfer, :

Burglaries

loss., ¦ ',

;• • AA y' ;A' A AA.

:

'
:'
' ¦' ;-y-;;/ - ..:y . '
Af A' 'A -Acc identifAi y AA
•
ciTY - .y
Schiltz Farms store, Sugar '": Af 'Ai ' ': ' "- : 'id^t 'i r A A' r - A - ' ' A ::
toaf , entry through ? window
; 'Saturday y
early M?onday; $800* taken, no Between ? 9-11 p.ni. >- Missisfurther estimates of loss or sippi Queen parking lot, :10J ';
damage. '
j olinson St.,. hitrrun; Cary vFv-?;
WINONA COUNTY
Lamoille, ?Sfiim.,
¦
?¦ ' Mrs. Paul? Stiever residence, Villeneuve, pairked,;,
2-door,
397$
¦^.
¦ .
Lake Village Trailer Court,
v Monday; "¦ " ¦;•. •
Goodview, entered Monday; un- 10 a.m. — East . 2nd aM
deterinihed Btanber of . stereo Itanklinystreeti, hit-run; David
tapes itaken. ? y
It. Liinpert, 840 39th Ave., G-oodmo 24odr , parked . $150.
f A A - A ^JMUAA - ' -'-A 'A vi«3W*HOUSTON
CODOTT
: ' ' A¦' ¦
,; Monday ' * :y? .*'
'
'
.
./
-.
CITY
— County Road
From Linda Niemi, Trempea- 11:15 a.m. south
of Houston;
'Iaau, Wis., eai* taken from LitUe 4, eight miles
owned
Ifalshville. parking lot, 501 . W. 1973 tractor-semitrailw \ITholeinstitutional
Mde
by
4th St., : between 10:30 p.m.
driven by
Monday and 2 a.m, Tuesday; sale, ;Waterloo, Iowa,
mal1S68 blue Rambler, no : license Lyle J. ?I^n , Waterloo;-caused
in
rear
of
truck
..
function
available, *$li00.
''
From Gateway Transfer Co., tractor :aiid trailer to tip . on. 3C5- E. Mark 'St., lenses, bulbs side on north side of roadway;
aJid clearance lights taken from no estimate of damages. ?
trailers.over weekend; $20 loss.
Curfew viohttion A
. From Tousley Ford, ;Miracle
battery
spare
tires
and
Mall,
over . Two giilsi iE»,;ai)prehiBnded by
taken, fnbm used vehicles
:
city police at: 2:22 a.mi. today,
weekend ;? 5150 toss.?:
Fromy ? Jeahnihe Kath, St charged with curfew violation;
Paul, Miiin., clothing . taken The? girls, oiie a Witionian and
from car parked at Sheehan the other from Texais, were apHall, .Winona State ; ;CoUege, prehended near East Broadway .
May.24 , reported Monday; $200 and- Miaakato Avenue.. . -? . :

Scott a$ks Gdrp?
Nursery school forget deep cbanriel

elects officers

Dr. James Mootz, 558 W. Wabasha St.,? Monday, was elected
Nurpresident of the? Winona
sery School for 1974^75. .' ¦- . : '
Other : officers elected at the
annual meeting . of the school's
board of .directors are Mrs.
Nancy. M. Reynolds, vice prest
dent; Duane.Brenrio, treasurer,
and Dr. Thomas Wilmot, secretary. ¦
MRS, WILLIAM (Cfllclougli
has been appointed to the
¦
board. ¦'
The Rev. Roger A.. Parks, the
retiring treasurer who is leaving . Winona, presented the annual financial report ; ahd was
commended by directors for his
services to the school, y
. Board , members ? were ? told
there -were . 129 children enrolled .during: the past year and
that the Winona school was the
10th largest haU-day nursery
school: in the state. . . ..
It was announced that there
are still openings for? threeVand
four-year-olds ; for v the 1974-75
school year.
MRS. LARRY Connell, retiring president, was thauied by
tbe board for? her ?years of service as a. board member and
two years as presideht.
The school's staff members
are attending a three-day workshop on Intellectual Development bf Early Childhood at Winona State College.

Patricia Hearst
will face at
least 20 chardes

NEW YORK (UPI) - I f
Patricia? Hearst , kidnap victimturned-revolutionary, ever give^
herself Up or is captured , shea
will face at- least 20 state aind
federal charges. ; iNewsweelc
magazine reported in its latest
edition that a defense strategy
based oh the assumption she
was brainwashed is already
being mapped out.
The newsmagazine said Dr.
Frederick Hacker of ?Los
Angeles, the psychiatrist who
has advised the Hearst family
since Miss Hearst was abducted
Feb. 4, is fashioning the basic
defense plan.
Newsweek quoted Hacker , a
specialist in the study of
terrorism , as saying, "Tho only
defense Patty has is a
psychiatric one, "

vention, yand all dredge spoil
should be removed 1 entirely
from . the flood plain. He cited,
the ;"biological adyaitages" of •
erosion preventioiiyusing rip-rap
rather than, poured concrete, and
urjjed ^peiedy completion of* thtt
fiecreationai; boat? locks cbntem- :
plated when the Mississippi's
dams were first design^!.
Sc?ptt urged the . goal of river
prograrns be. a "steady-statei'.,.
THE CORPS Iiearitfg — set Mississippi.
:
for 7 p.iii. ' in the I*a Crosse "In geological . timespahs,''
Scott
said in his prepared' states
County Courthouse? — is six; a
ment,."the alteration ..and death
draft . environmental Impact of the Mississippi may be ?instatement oh methods of main- evitable. Hffwever , using that : .
taining the nine-foot, channel. ihevita?bility? to excuse the ?acScott, DFL-endorsed opponent cellera.ted damage brought
of itepublican 1st District Rep. about by human activities
Albert Quie, asserted in his pre- should - not be tolerated.'' ;.
pared remarks that ,''If it wal}
be difficult to maintain a: nine: ; "1VE NOT only are leaving
foot channel in an environment- the river to our children and?
ally sound manner, it would * be pur;children's children ," he em- ;
clearly impossible to do that phasized, "wie are leaving it: to
¦with a 12-foot channel."
those who come S00 or 1,000
He also argued the primary years from now ."
channel maintenance work Scott, vice president for acashould deal with erosion pre- demic affairs; at St. Mary 't
College here, ii busy campaigning ' this week. Before tonight'i
Eleva grocery
hearing he was scheduled to
participate in a jj olitical forum
dropped froni
at Wisconsin State UniversityLa Crosse, and later , this week
food stamp plan will speak in Viola, Brainerd,
Forest Lake and Stillwater.
ELEVA, Wis. — Eleva's West
Side Grocery has been charged
with violating. Federal Food Three Rushford
Stamp Program regulations and
has been disqualified from the incumbertts file;
program for one year, according to the U.S. Department of no opposition
Agriculture.
They store was charged with RUSHFORD, Minn. — Three
repeatedly accepting. -, coupon s' incumbents will run unopposed
for items, including insect re- for mayor and two city council
pellent, cigarettes, clothing and seats here in the July 9 election
household supplies, that are lot At an election caucus Moneligible under the program.
day night , Mayor Vern Burke
Charges also included * ex- and councilmen Robert ; Forchanging coupon s for cash,
sythe and Stanley Hoilandn sub.Store . owner , Richard . Q'Brien mitted , their names? for reelec- .
voluntarily withdrew from the tion. Monday marked the deadprogra m as a result of the line for candidates to file.
¦
USDA charges.
.¦ In other action , the caucus
According to the law , food decided against refilling the ofstamps can be used only to fice of justice of the peace that
buy food for personal consump- will fee vacated by Vern Bunke
tion.
in July. A second justice of the
peace, Robert Haugen, will con*
tinue in office* The caucus felt
SUCCESSFU1, MJCTIOS
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) - there wasn't sufficient need for
Tlie Ettrick Lions Club reported two j ustices.
a successful community auction
About 25 persons attended.
Sunday with fa rm machinery, Robert McClosky, editor of the
antiques, tools, household arti- Tri-County Record , was electcles, cars and trucks sold, Pro- c-d caucus chairman , Citiy Clerk
ceeds are to be used for com- Gordon Hatlell was elected permunity betterment.
manent caucus secretary.

. A Wuiona Congressional caadidate has? , asked the Artmy
Corps of Engineers to abandon
studies of a 12-foot Mississippi
River, channel.
Ulric . C. Scott,, 1176: W.; . 5Hi
Sty , made . the : recommendation
in a statement prepared for delivery . at a .corps public hearing in ia Crosse, Wis., tonight.

CAP agencies to seek
unified voice on f unds

ZUMBROTA , Minn , - The
deal wilh the problem of sex- Trempealea u man
Goodhue-Rice-Wnbashn
Citizens
ism in textbooks.
hurt in accident Action Council (GRWCAC) deInstitutions found in violation
could lose their federal aid or at Perrot Park
ckled Monday night to pursue
bo . sued by the Justice Departa policy of joining other Comment.
TREMPEALEAU, Wis, ( Spe- munity Action Program (CAP)
The regulations , promised to cial) — A maintenance man at
Congress more than a year Perrot Stale Park , Trempea- agencies in Region 10 to give
ago, are cpen for public com- leau , was taken by ambulance strength io funding requests
ment until Oct. 15. An HEW of- lo Lutheran Hospital , La now largtoly handled on the reficial said they pro bably would Crosse, this morning, with in- gional level .
not he enforced to any great juries ho received in an acci- Mrs . Jerry IlinricliR , Zumbrota , the council's acting director ,
extent this coming .school year, dent at u n,m.
but instead would serve as gen- A condition report was not explained Hint under new proavailable.
cedures CAP agencies no longer
eral guidelines.
According to MicJiael Eber- receive money directly from tlie
HEW said the regulations In
final form and nny changes will solc , Trempealeau police offic- federal government. Instead,
need to be appro ved by tlio er , William Stnrcevic, about 62, funds are chann eled through reTrempealeau , and G- H, Sween, gional planning boards,
President.
Holmen
, were loading; n tractor
Most of the ground rules for
the bach of a parked pickup IN EFFECT, agencies are In
t he regulations wore spelled out on
truck . Slarcevic wns riding tlio competition with each other ,
in 1072 education legislation , tractor
up a ramp into tho ba ck sho said,
but HEW was given the task of of the pickup, nnd as the
front In a board of directors mootInterpreting and implementing wheels of tlio tractor went into ing Monday night, tho CRWCAC
the law among more than 1(1,- tlio pickup, n pi" broke on tho specifically proposed joining tlie
O0O public elementary and sec- InllTnte. The tractor went over Southeastern Minnesota and
ondary school districts and 1,- backwa rds and Stnrcevic was Dodgo-Steele CAC's for funding
¦
OOO colleges and universities,
pihndd undeir 1he',macWne.
purposes. The threo councils

cover the 11-county area — including Winona , Houston and
Fillmore counties — under the
jurisdiction of the Southeastern
Regional Development Commission.
Mrs . Hinrlch said the CAC's
woivld still maintain individual
identities and operations ,
Tho GRWCAC faces another
funding problem in that legislation aimed at keeping alive major Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) programs won't
receive a Senate vote until midJuly, Funded through OEO , the
GRWCAC's fiscal year expires
¦Kin*. 30, Some programs may
bo shifted to the Department
of Health , Education ond Welfare or the Department of Labor if legislation is rejected.

AT AN EARLIER meeting
board president Ken -Tri said
Ihe GRWCAC may have to spin
off its programs to other agencies, Tne decision to aim for
rcgional-lovel funding seems to

mnlco that possibility less likely.
At the meeting, council direc-,
tors also reviewed a summary
of an audit and inspection mada
in January and drafted a response to tho summary for the
regional OEO office in Chicago.
The study was made after
several staff members claimed
the agency wasn 't properly performing Its job, Three prog ram
coordinators and an assistant
coordinator have resigned since
the initial complaints wera
brought.
Mrs, Hinrich snid tlio council
has now compiled with required
changes, Some of thoso charges
Included : keeping incomplete
personnel files ; not receiving
prior approval for salary increases nbovo 20 percent; loaning OEO fund to non-OEO agencies; failing to provide for publie representation on the board
of directors; and inadequate
by-laws that did not designate
which officers wore authorized
to sign checks.

Wm Is rt^

| hard for just, didtf t work," said
By ALEX SACHARE
NEW YORK . (AP) ; >-; Joe? a ' .disconsolate ./ Quarry, . who
Frazier came put smoldn' Mon-. needed 15 stitches to close the
day night, blasted his way back cut above his left eye and three
into the heavyweight - title pic- stitches ' to bind:? a smaller
ture aiid cast a giant, shadow Wound above his right eye. "I*
over Jerry Quarry's dream of' just didn't have • ¦any*', strength *
y
ever wearing;, that coveted nothing,
¦
crown.- . ' . '
* ' "I ha?d a veiy loiig elusive
"I wanted the public to see dreaih," . Quarry said /of his
that I'm going back to being quest for thei heavyweight title.
sure I can make it
the old Smokta' Jfle,'* isaid Tra- "I'm riot
aer, moments; after stopping now." ' ¦ '"'¦?,; ',.
rf - r - A
Quarry: at; 1;37 of .the fifth Quarry ? had .- six straight
round of ^heir ; scheduled 12- lmockouts since . ending a brief
round bout at Madison Square retirement 18 months ago. But
Garden. . '
"All the things ? they said X
couldn't do, I did tonight," Frazier said. "I really felt goodjust like .my 41d self.", ' * .?'" ,;
It was the old ySinokin' Joe,
the. aggressive battler with the
devastating left hook, but with
some new wrinkles—an . effective .right ' hand-,. some • peskyjabs,, ' a smothering defense; , BLOOMINGTON, Minn .: (iAP)
And he proved that the new i- ?Heayyweight Rodney Bobick,
Quarry was little more dang- 30?pounds lighter than when he
gerous than the bid one, whom lost to Paul Gorsitdi' .'a year ago1,
Frazier;: beat in seven rounds won a unanimous decision over
five years ago,
.the Argentinian boxer, at Metroy'A'- .cut above the left eye, politan ?Sports Center:. Monday,
opened by . Frazier carry in the night,. - ¦' ¦':
fifth . round, led referee? Joe The victory raised the BowlLouis—the former king of the ,us, Minn.,, boxer's;record ? as a
heavy weights—to, stop the fight; professional to 29-3.
Biit even without the cut , there - Bobick, 22, weighed 221
was . little doubt the fight be- pounds for the bout, while the
longed to Frazier. ?
23-year-old ? Gorsito,.
lt-6-1,
"Everything I worked; » tipped the.:scales at 205.

Frazier was another matter, tive right in the Frazier arsethanks' largely .. fo 'the: ¦ex- nal; "We knew Jehy would be
c''h 'a.iil'py ,' 8. " ,'manager i Eddie looking for a left-hook attaick."
Futch, who designed the . varied Tlie -victory provided for1 Fraattack Frazier used so effec-? zier a decisive answer to critics
who claimed that ' .? ?his . hardtiyely.* -y? '
"I've got to give;all the cred- ?fought . victory in the . first Muit/ to Eddie," said Frazier, who hammad Ali fight had taken too
weighed ' 212 pounds to 197% Mr much out of him. Those critics
Quarry. "He brought what was pointed to? fais secoiid'roinid
knockout at . the . hands /of
in me out again."
"We -wbrked ,6h Joe's right George Foreman in Jamaica
hand ; because ' I thought ?we 3m 22, 1973,,and his loss to Ali
would catch Jerry off-guard," bne year later, as e*vidence of
said Futh, ' explaining the pres-. his deterioration. /
ence oi the uhexjiectedly: effec- Biit against Quarry, Frazier

BQOsts record id 29-3

Rodrtey Bbbkk w^

". * . QUARRY GOES 1JOWM ; . ;¦.-..Jerry Quarry : champ Joe Frazier in the fourth round of their
¦
goes down after receiving a hard left in the
bout Monday night. (AP Photofax) -. . '
pdt
bin
stomacb
from
former
• ; oi
heavyweight .

Guell^r has Tw^

By G0BD9N BEARD
¦
. BALTIMORE (AP ) . -¦ Mike
Cuellar has . a? case of .- - "ihe
shingles, -an inflammatory disease affecting aerve roots. -But
it's he who has the nerve of
opposing. American. League batters on edge.
The 37-year,old . Baltimore
lefthander used only 90 pitches
to y take his ninth consecutive
decision, and Bobby Grich hit a
sixth-inning . home run ; to help
the Orioles beat the Minnesota
Twins 1-0 Monday night.
. "liEst's face it, he knows how
to pitch," said catcher Andy
Etchebarren ¦ after . Cuellar's
five-bitter. "He has variations

halls, eight screw , balls and
four sliders. Fifty of those 75
pitches were strikes.' ¦' .•
Manager Earl 'Weaver of? the
Orioles ? credited . Cuellar with
changing his style to throw the
Twins off, should they be looking: for? the fast ball*. Biit Cuellar claimed no : such deliberate;
¦¦ ¦
subterfuge. •¦•;.'.
/ j' '¦
' -''I had good, control - of the
ctirre,. and it was working," he
said, "So why* change?" ¦•
"He was. ? getting the slow
curve over so vfell,"?. Etchebarren sald,"he was using it on 31 and 3-2 pitchies. . But Mike can
throw shutquts ':'• even when he
doesn'tyhave.good stuff ."
Cuellar - usually gets odi to . a
slow start , so the turnabout this
season was timely in view of
Jim Palmer's continuing arm
trouble.
He dropped his first three decisions of 197&,: then embarked
On his . current streak on May 6.
He has ended Baltimore losing
streaks of three,* four and five
games, - and during May was
credited with six of the team 's
meager 11 victories.
^ince last Aug/ 9, Cuellar has

of four pitches he can use, and
when he gets two or three of
then* over, he's? great. And
when he gets ahead of? the hitters, look out.'* A;,
Etchebarren rioted that Cuellar threw 61 fast balls in beating the Twins :4-3 in Minnesota
last Wednesday, but relied
mostly on curve balls, in the
shiit-out.
.Ross Grimsley, who faces the
Twins: tonight and kept the
chart on Cuellar, didn 't?break
down the type of pitches for the
15 deliveries made in . the ninth
inning.;*
_ ' ."".
Sut through eight frames, he?
recorded 48 curves, 15 fast

NfLf^^
wifK the rodlcies

•WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Football ?League Play#rs Association says it represents rookies and free agents at
the bargaining ^able despite
management's views.
Representatives of the NFL
Players Association will go to
Lubbock ,. Tex., probably on
Wednesday, to discuss the labor
dispute with the players who
will appear in the Coaches AllAmerica game Saturday.
"We also have a letter going
out to all rookies, explaining
why there is a labor dispute,"
¦said Ed Garvey, union executive director . He said the
rookies were being told to ignore a letter from John Th ompson, Garvey's counterpart on
tbe NFL Jfanagemc.it Council ,
the owners* bargaining unit.
Thompson said Sunday all NFL
clubs have been sent letters
urging rookies and free agents
not to join the Playc- .Associ-

ation until the present contract
impasse is settled. ¦
The owners iand the union apparently have reached an impasse in contract negotiations.
The players fiave said that unless/ management agrees , to
the ir 63 demands, they will
strike July 1 and attempt to
dose down the training camps
and wipe but the preseason.
Thompson 's letter told the
rookies and ? free agents they
woul d be entitled to any benefits won from collective bargaining whether or not they
were members of . union but
only if they reported to camp
training.
The owners and union had
scheduled three days of meet
jngs beginning 'today, but they
were called -off* Garvey said he
hoped representatives of both
groups could meet either
Wednesday or Thursday to discuss pensions and insurance.
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Summer Clothing
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All Summer Sport Coats
All Summer Slacks
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ALBUQUERQUE, yN.M. (AP)
^- ' ;' .; lieft-hooking Jorge Ahumada, a solid little boxing bnll
front Argentina, remains convinced he should; be the light
heav-yyreight champioa today.
''I am the chainp . and ? I'll
come back . to. Albuquerque
again to prove, it," declared a
^loody and bruised challenger,
who came out with;only ,a draw
in 15 rounds against home town
hero ?Bob Foster .":
So ,.Foster, retained the title,
his 14th successful defense of
the 175-pound crown.; It was the
first draw in his professional

career, dating back to 1961. * Gallup, . the; third judge.
Referee Jimmy Cleary ruled . In many boxing jurisdictions,*
for Ahumada 14M42 under the if a referee feels a low blow
iO-point? must system under was intentional he inflicts a
whiclv the winner of a round point penalty and instructs ,:'tht
collects 10 points and the loser ju dges to do the saitie..
nine br less. ? ? '.*
A draw decision in a chamJudge Tim Kejeher saw it piohshp : fight leaves the title
148^143 for Foster and judge ?with the champion. :
Stan Gallup scored 144-144, All The fight? drewy an announced
three? officials are from Albu- crowd;of 11,093?to the Univerquerque. The Associated' Press sity of New Mexico Arena. It
scored
It 145-144 for Foster.
wasi the second . part ?of a na¦'
;. Ahumada, 173%? and 5-fbot-10, tionally televised closed circuit
lacked 5% inches in height and show that started with Joe Frafive inches in reach aganist his zuer's fifth round knockout of
35-year-old . foe, who weighed in Jerry Quarry in New York.
at 174. ?.
So; Ahiunada followed a
strategy of bulling in and
swinging left hooks that often
found their mark to the head or
body. Foster 's best was his jab
and trainer Billy Edwards kept
up an incessant shout oi, "Jab
champ, jab,; jab, jab," and
"Watch out for the hook."
In the 10th round Ahumada
With a Guaranteed
hit Foster with a low left,
Income
doubling the champ over. The
FOR THE BEST
him
a minute to
referee ga^e
In QUALITY and SERVICB
recover and took away a point.
in DISABILITY and
He then , told judge Keleher
LIFE INSURANCE.
what he ? had done but said it
SEE OR CALL ME:
would be the judges' discretion
Marv Fuglestad
454-4608
whether they followed suit.
Keleher did but the other
MONARCH LIFE
judge didn't.
"I thought it was an accidenINS. CO.
tal low blow and it had nothing
63Va W. 4th St.
to do . with my scoring," said

single ? by Mickey Stanley, and
provided reliever.yj ohn Hiller,
74, with the victory.
• ' /¦Yanks 5, Angels 1
Lou Piniella crashed a tworun homer in they seventh inning and , Fred Stanley laced a
two-run single?.in the eighth,
leading New York over Califor-

r/?|k ^ Protect
: > ^W'i ^®^r
*^Hy arn

^ms$ "
l*
m^m

runs with a homer and a single
and Rowland Office cracked a
two-run double While yPhil
Niekro held the slump-ridden
Mets to four hits, two in the
first inning."' * ' '. .- .
? Padres 7. Cubs 5
..
Dave Winfield, who homered
nia. V:
in the sixth inning, drove in the
It Was the llth loss in 14 tie-breaking run with a single
games for the struggling An- in the 13th.
gels. The Yankees have won
seven of nine.
A's 3* Red Sox 2
Gene Tenace scored from
third base in the ninth inning
when Boston catcher Carlton
Fisk threw wildly on a pickoff
attempt at first , giving Oakland
its victory over tie R V Sox. . .. *
Reds 12, Expos 33
Dan Driessen and Tony Perez
drove in three runs ea ch and
the Reds used s 16-hit attack
and a trio of four-run uprisings
to batter the Expos and Steve
Rogers.
Pirates 7, Dodgers 3
The Dodgers had their problems seeing and . fielding the
ball in Pittsburgh and six of the
Pirates' runs were unearned.
"We made enough mistakes
to lose two or three games,"
said Manager Walter Alston. "I
was kind of pleased with Don
Sutton's pitching, but we kicked
the ball . around a lot so he
didn't have much support. "
Phillies 7. Astros 5
Pinch hitter Tony Taylor
slammed his first home run ol
the season, a tie-brenking tworun shot -with two out in tho
y
^^mgammmumma ^^Qj*.
dHUiHf l^iWu:
eighth inning off Claude Osteen
^
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after a single by Boh Boone,
¦ ¦
who singled in a pair of runs in
v^smmf if Mmmmmm ^i J|^&^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ k
the second.
Giants 3, Cardinals 0
Gary Thomassoh drove ln
two runs with singles and Jim
Barr , a refugee from the bullpen, scattered eight hits for his
second straight shutout.
^ > 3^&^
?*,v ^^^^^^^Hi^B Si^K
mmmlmmmtBBBHBImmmmmmmmr
Braves 8, Mots 1
Darrell Evans drove in two
¦
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Mike : Cuellar ¦'. .".

By THE 1 ASSOCIATED PRESS
"You want to give the people
a reason for coming out to the
ball . park,'1 says Gaylord Perry. . ' * *; y ' -. : '? *
The unflappable Cleveland
pitcher has. . given the fans 12
good reasons this year—12
straight victories. .
"The pressure keeps* getting
greater because ? they expect
you to win," Perry said after
living up to expectations Monday night with a 4-3 triumph
over the Chicago White Sox. ?
Perry , who claims he has;4iscarded his famed spitter, has
not lost since Opening Day .
That type of superlative pitching leads admirers to: super¦'." *- -" "" ?
latives. '
"Perry is the best right-hander in the American League,"
noted Chicago Manager Chuck
'. * .
Tanner."He's great."
f
Perry wasn't especially overpowering Monday night, but
was around at the end to see
Jack Brohamer deliver the winning hit in the ninth . It scored
Frank Duffy from second?"
. In the other American
League games, the Baltimore
Orioles blanked the Minnesota
Twins 1-0; the Detroit Tigers
trimmed the Texas Rangers 64; the New York Yankees
turned back the California Angels 5-1 and the Oakland A's
beat the Boston Red Sox 3-2.
In the National League, San
Diego trimmed Chicago 7-5 in
IS innings , Pittsburgh dropped
Los Angeles 7-3, Atlanta battered New York 8-1, Cincinnati
drupped Montreal 12-3, Philadelphia shaded Houston 7-5 and
San Francisco blanked St.
Louis 3-0,
Tigers 6, Rangers 4
Al Kaline belted a two-run
homer with two out in the 10th
inning, giving Detroit its victory over Texas.
Kallne's fourth homer of the
baseball season followed a

Totali
29 0 5 0
Totals
38 1 5 i
MINNESOTA ... . . . . . .. . OOO 00O 000-O
BALTIMORE . . . :, . . . . ; . 000 001 OOx—1
, DP—Baltimore .1, LOB-MI rlneiota . 4.
'Baltimore ' s'.* 5B—B, Robinson. HR—Grich
(81. SB—Carew. S—Gome:. ' ¦
PITCHING SUMMARY

T-U43, A-7,157,

afterwards. "Last year when I
fought him he was a lot tougher, but that ? may have been because then I. was a lot slower.
I've dropped ?30 pounds since
that fight and I feel ?I am quicker now;.". .?'
Bobick said he was glad the
bout , wient a full ip rounds. He
speculated that one reason he
lost to . Gorsitb last year may
have b^en "because I was -winning most ? of my fights by
loiockouts tben and wasn't in
condition to go 10 rounds."

G^forcl J^pl^^p^

4. 0 0 0
M1 1
Carow.Jb - . 4 0 2 0 . Grlch.Jb
3 OOO
4 b 1 0 " TDavls,dlj
.Hlsle.rf •
3 00 O
Kll'ebrw.dh '4 0 0 O fuller.rf
Braun.lf
3 0 0 0 Baylor.lt
3 00O
Kuslck.lb
2 0 0 0 BRobnsn,3b 3 0 2 O
Brye.cf . . 3 0 0 0 EWII'ms,1b ' 3 0.0 0
Brgmari.c * 3 0 1 0 Etchebrn.c 3 0 1 O
Belanger.ss ' 3 1 1 0
Gbmez.ss
10 0 0
1 0 0 0 Cuellar.p
OOOO
Ollva .ph
Albury.p :
0 0 0 il

IP
'Itoy ' lL ' H) . .. l
'
Cuellar .* . (W. M) ... .9

Bobick depended primarily
on right hand blows to Gorsito 's
head - and body. Bobick was the
aggressor throughout : the . bout
and, " fpll6\ting ah even first
roundl, landed, niost of the scoring punches. .
There.were iao kiiockdowns. in
the bout before an estimated 4,000 fans . ;?' :
-? .The referee scored 'the.fight
99-93 ?while tbe. judges scored
98-95 and 100-92 for Bobick.
: "He never biirt me once during the . -. 'fight," said Bobick

Foster retain? his crov/ri
after draw vw^itH Ahuma da

compiled a 194. refeprd. Iii. 5^4
seasons with the Orioles, he has
a 112-56 mark with 21 shutouts
and 102 complete? games.
' Only ? three Minnesota runners - l one' : on a :stolen base, ;advanced beyond, first base; Monday. Rod Carew,' the league's
leading hitter, grounded . but
with Glenn Borgmann* om third
base in .the* sixth,- and Harmon
Killebrew lined out with two
runners aboard in the ninth. ?
Through the first five innings,
Vic ? Albury .of .the *' ' -:; Twins
matched Cuellar, with a two-hitter—with both of ". Baltimore's
:
by? Brooks Robinson; . .'"

Baltimore (1)

Minnesota (o)

' Terrell,3b

showed he still had? that pow*
erful left, hook, plus something
extra. , * '. * - . ¦'
"I keep telling people that I
can box," said Frazier. "They
said no—but I showed theid
tonight that I can. They said I
can't hit with my right hand^—I
hpwed them differently.'*
/ Frazier was in cbnariaiid
from the start, witnessed by *
Garden crowd of 14,611, prbduO"
¦
tog a .gate of |517,0O6;03. ' •; • ¦/
The first really . decisive
punches di the i, fight cama
about 2% noinutes Mto the third
round, when Frazier . connected
with a right to/the body, and followed ¦ with , a left- hook to. th»
head that turned Quarry sideways. ;/ '
Frazier pounded away in '-the
fourth, flooring/Quarry with a
mighty left hook to the stomach
at the closing bell. Quarry, took
a count of five before rising. "-.
.:' The fifth round wais all Frazier. He left ? Quarry helpless.
After opening the cut over
Quarry's? left eye, Frazier motioned to Louis to stop? the fight,
but the referee let the boixers
continue for another 30 seconds
befote calluig a halt, .
Louis and judge Jack Gordon
scored each of the first four
rounds for Crazier,. white judge
Artie Aidala had it 3-0-i.y The
Associated Press gave all four
rounds to Frazier. ?

;
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Braves ripped
by Coon Valley
irilW romp

Lubinski, Scliachf
pace Sunset loop

U.S. denounces
l^jiiaciion
onVi^ peace

Arcadia" softball

1RGADIA,? Wis: ?-; The Arcadia Softball Club will sponsor
t' e eighth annual iwo-classi. softbail tournament Friday through.
Sunday. :
Lesona Lubinski carded • 192
¦
¦' Dean and Sue's of ? Ment»mfor the?5 Pins and IiOis?Schacht
oriiei, Wis., is the defeinding Gass
came* in with a . 541? for the paA
champion and Club 4-Mile
. sis Bar in the Siuiset League «t
of Bluff Siding, Wis., 3a.the df r
SAIGON (UPI) - The itnlted
COON VALLEY, Wis:,+-' . A fending Class:B chapjion.
the Westgate Bowl Mo*day
¦
States today denounced :the Wet
beavy-Iiittiilg Coon Valley teaha
y ; ¦¦? '.*
-y : ? - ri A .' : ' ' Eight
Team honors In the loop went
Cong , and North Vietaam in •
?erupited for Af iA runs in ? the .fir^
exec A
?to the Cracker Jacks with (M
two innings and then tireeied? to Warriors name
blistering statement blaming
ind'
the Go-Getters with .2,490.'
¦'a 12^1 victory over the Winona OAKLAND <APi-Tlie GoW- the. communists for lack of
. to< the Bermuda League ' "'i t.
eia StateyWarriors .of tbe.Nation- pro*jress in the . search for
Braves here Moiiday night;
"Westgate ,. Linda Daniel turned
al Basketball Associa*ti<m nani^ missing Annericahs and »
loss
in
five
in. 173—445; and the Bowling*
: yit w-as? the,ifcurth
¦
e?iy
Seattle < biisinessman Rich- Yietnarri peace.
gam.es
this
for,
season
.
the
Bags padded their lead , in the
' Vertlieb as general manard
H.-¦
Braves
and the second tim* they
team standings , with 833-^2;487.
ager
and cKef ? executive'- "-.ot ? ''It seems?? ciear that . their
have suffered a shellacWng at
. ' BERMUDA *
W- *-• . :¦'
Weslgale, , -. '
the Ueam:, succeeding Bob Fer- sole purpose continues to be to
the hands of Coon Valley.
¦ , ,Bowling Bags ....,..'...;, 12 . ' * 3 *
rick
The
,.- the general?Dianag6r since promote propaganda and " to
Bravies
'
.sre planning to
Gutter Dusters .., ;,- .. •>:.'. ; t . 1
¦
'
.
t
1963.
He will Income director of prevent real progress," said •
;.......... *' •
make up.; a. M-State League
Plnsters
4 :. *11 .:
Alley Calj* .. ; . , . .*. .. '..
'• * . /
player
personitel.
game
with
Peptin
Wis,,
,
Thursseven-page statement issued by
:.
SUNSEr
;, y
day
raght;
-; ¦
Westgatt
W.
l
.
¦
¦'
'
s
¦¦
:the
y.Si?Embasj qr. '¦;. ;
¦
'
.- . , HI * to's. :„ . . A ;. : . , . . . . : . . 10 .
Coon Valley capitalized on
,S
. Flintstones . . . . .; : . ; , . . . . . . 10
wildness on the part of Birayes
5.
Cracker ' Jacks .'.;.......... 10 .
A U.S. spotesmaB said the
4
;
Lazy River Boogies ....... 9
starter Mike Smith and a pair
-was issued after
statement?,
?
,
Oasis . . . , . . . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.»
of erroris to ^core three, times
communist delegations walked
Streakers
8
t ' *. ' .
in the first iming and 'iseven
Head Pins ' . ....'.......... . fi ' 7 .
out of Saigon talks aimed at
7 .'. :
....* .. 8
. . . The 5 Pins ......
times in the:second. .
declaring an armistice and
Cyclones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 , .* 8 * •
Smith gave up six "walks be12th .of May ' ... .*........... 7 .;¦ 8 ., '.
accosting for : the 1,100 Amieri. Lucky Devils ...;..
.';. 7
.8 ,
givingyway to Greg Zaborcaris missing in Indochina, fi
CLtiUD OF DUST .A. Toman's pitcher, Dick Peth, stirs while pitcher Dave Wiltgen backs up the play. At right ia fore
¦Wham O's , :* .. ,..;..'..' .... , 7
t .
owski in the secctnd tnming,
. The Nothings ' ... . . . . ./..',. . 6 '. .» .
Political observiers in ySaigon
up a cloud of dust as he slideis nto third base in the first . *:. third baseman Ifendy Mueller. Winona won the.first geime 3-2 of wMch were issued in five
Go Getters ......: ,'..«..... 6.
9
the
said
the statement was tha
Bight-: second. Greg Gromacki drove
Gufler Gals ................ 5
10
game of a dovbleheadeir with the Winona LeJetz Monday night in 11innings but was blanked 3-0 in five innings in.thet
¦
strongest anti-communist docu12 .
Rat Club . . . . . . . . . . ,; . .. ,.. S
at Gabrych Park . Shortstop Tom Foremaii aipplies tbe .; tag;. cap. . (Daily News Sports .photo, by Jini GalewsM.) ' . '?
in two runs with a triple in the
ment issued by y the United
first inning, and Jim Henley
Minn. ; (AP) States since a Vietnam ceasestroked a : bases-loaded single MMNEAFOLIS,
fire ' was proclaimed Jan. 28,
for the host team in the second ; r^ A ? 17-yeat-old Btumsviiie girl 1973. ' ' ,
has
been
elected
to
the
execu1
Henley ' and . Mark Servais,
In Cambodia, more than 300
who blasted a triple off a tree tive committee of the . Min^ communist
rebel troops .were
nesota.
pettLOcratlc-Farmer
Lain centerfield in the :fourth in- bor Party.
killed
when
a
large government
\'
.
ninjg, were the only Coon Valley ? .
. SECOND GAME
GAME
• .
¦
Cathy Clardy, a recent gradu- force surrounded them in -a
The: Winona LeJetz, playing singled, went to second . on. ? a and Lee, who hadn 't pitched Tomah . (i).. ¦'.FIRST
.
.
" .'¦ ' Tomah (J). " :
'.'
Leje lr (0) •
. ' . tcfelz (3] . ..". ; .•
players
to
collect
more
than
.
: abrh
abr li
ate of Lakeville High School, is battle 11 miles north of Phnom
abrh
. '. »brh . ;
¦with a complete roster [ for the sacrifice bunt by his brbfchere , since blanking the Rochester
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America 's still running on limited fuel supp liei. So this summer , go easy on the gas,
Hold highway driving speeds to 55 m.p.h.,
or slower. It'll save fuel. It'll save money.
And it might jest sa/e your life.

The ONLY Place

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Plainview 12, Wabaiha 2
Wlnona 30, Allien Lea 2-3 (in game
11 Inn., 2nd name , J Inn,)
TODAY'S OAME
Wlnona al Auslln, 1; 3D p.m.
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graded discharges if . amnesty is active, .50 . higher) . slaughter ewes anal Rye No. 1 and 2 2.49-2:53.
. ance "company? • ' Would - yoi/ . rather be
evening of dancing with the TRIO CON
feeder lambs moderately active, steady:> , Flax No, 1 8.25. :
paid for the. extra work you do, than
BRIO this Sat., June 22 at the LEGION
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880 persons who failed to regis- 47.IM; utility and good . slaughter ewes
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man,
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CTA hires first
woman bus driver

Food aid rises
in Wisconsin

? CHICAGO (UPI ) — Mary E.
Wallace, : 22,. said she had
"wanted , to be a bus driver
since high school because I like
driving and people." .
the Chicago Transit Authority Monday announced, Miss
Wallace has been hired as the
company 's first woman bus
driver.
The CTA said 10 other women
have bus driver applications
pending and anothe r has
'
inquired about becoming .si
conductor oh the city 's elevated
arid subway trains.

CHICAGO (UPI) — TheyU.S:
Department of Agriculture has
?Teported ain estimated 137,200
.low-iricome persons iii WisconsLn
received food assistance? during
February.
The February total , an increase of 2,000 from January,
included 132,200 persons in 68
food stamp programs who paid
about $2.2 million for food
stamps valued at almost $4.2
million.
For the fiscal year through
February, Wisconsin participants have been issued food
stamps valued at more than
$26.1 million.
The USDA said , about 4,800

persons received more than
183,500 pounds of 20 nutritious
ioods iree irj the food distribution program,

Stale of ^Minnesota'- I .' "
) it.
Counly o*f Winona
In County Court
* .
Probate . Division . ' ¦ ¦ ¦ . . .
File No. '17,5*53' . ' ¦ '. -•
In Rt Estate et
Arthur W. Kerkow, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Pellllon for
Administration, Limiting Time to Fill
Claims ahd for Hearing Thereon.
Hulda DeVoe . having filed herein ' a
pellllon for general admlhlslratlon silting that tald decedent died Intestate
and praying that Robert Si Hull be
appointed administrator:
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
thereof bo . had oh June 24|h, 1974, at
9:45 o'clock A.M., before -thl! Court In
the. county court room In the court house
In. Wlnona, Minnesota; trial , the t ime
within which creditor! of said decedent
may file their claims be limited lo sixty
(SO) days from the date hereof, and
thai the claims so llled be heard oh
July 29lh, 1974, at P.-JO o'clock. A-M-,
before* this Court In the county court
room In* the court house. In Winona ,
Minnesota ,- and that nollce hereol be
olvon by, publication ot this order . In
tho Wlnona Dally News and by mailed
nollce as provided by, law.
Dated May . 23, 1974.
S, A. Sawyer
Judoe »f. tha County Court *
(Court Seal)
HULL and HULL
Atlornayi for Pelltloner

This announcement is neither an offer to sel I nor a solicitation
of an offerto buy these securities. The offer is made only by the prospectus.

New Issue

GAMBLE-SKOGMO INC. SUB ORD IMATED
-INCOME CAPITAL MOTES

earn

/;

10°

*

tbo ralo ol Interest offered Is subject lo
change prior to (but not alter) tr»o time
of sale,

I would like more Information. Please send me a copy of the prospectus relating to
Gamble-Skogmo Capital Notes.

NAME_
ADDRESS
TOWN

?

-A 2

.
'
.

_

,—-—

—~—
-PHONE.

,.-.
'

STATE

,

.

.

.—
ZIP—

.»

i Duln, Kolmnn » Quoit , Incorpo rntoil lo ro»l donls ot Cnlllornln , Colorado ,
Thoso oncurlilou nro nviillnblo lhfoun.l
Illinois . Ind i ana , town, Kaiuini, Mlchlnan, Mlnncnol n, Mlssoujl , Mon to nn , NobrwKn , Nevada, Now York , North
Dnkoia, Ohio, Souih Dakota , U t ah, W isconsin, nnd Wyomlup.

l^.f( mm&gmlj ^ivsm'
Houmr /** ommiem i ucmsiir. W imi I
An Equal Opportuni ty Employe.

Winona markets
Bay Slate Milliiig Co.

Elevator A Grain Prices
No.* I N . Spring Wheat v! .. ..... 4,38
Ho. 2 N. Spring Wheat ,...;... 4.36
¦
3.N. Spring Wheat ......... 4.32
: No. "
No. 4 N. Spring: Wheat*... ' ..,.... 4.28
' No. 1 Hard .Wlnlctr Wheat ..... 4.19
. No. 2 Hard Winter Wheat . . . . . . 4.17
. No. , 3 Hard Winter : . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.13
. No. 4 Hard Winter Wheat. .......4,09
[ NoN. 1 Rye , . : . . ; . ; . . . . . . . .
239'
¦
.No. 2 Ryo . . . . .'. '., ... ¦.. .'. .... * ,• , , , *. . .. 2.37.
'
(First Pub. Tuesday/ June 18, . 1974)
. ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS . ,
•'

PROPOSALS SOLICITED

INTER - COMMUNICATION
¦

' FOR

INDEPENDENT

¦ ;¦ '

SCHOOL

FOR

AN

SYSTEM

,

DISTRICT

NO. 861
Wlnona, Minnesota
Bids close 2:0O P;M.,. Tuesday, July
2, 197-4. '
Notice Is. , hereby . given ..that ., sealed
proposals Will bo received by the school
board of independent-School . -district No.
661, Wlnono, Minnesota, until Iho hour
ot 2:00 P.M., Tuesday, July 2,. 1974, at
the ofllce of tlie> Business Manager of
the school district localed in the Junior
High School Building, 166 West . Broadway, Wlnono, Minnesota , * for furnishing
an Inler-ccmmunlcatlon system for ttie
Washington-Kosciusko School all In accordance wi th fhe plans and spfcltlcntlons on file In Iho Business Ofllce of
the school district.
Olds will bo opened and tabulated al
tho time set tor closing. Such bids and
tabulations will be presented fo the
school board at Ils regular meeting to
be held July 8, 1974.
Bids shall bo addressed and marked
as follows:.
Independent School District No, 861
166 West , Brwdway
Wlnona, Minnesola 55987
and marked:
"Bid, fnter-Communlcatlon Sys tem",
Each bid shall be accompanied by. an
approved bidder 's bond or 'c ertified check
equal, to 5% of Ihe gross amount of , 1lie
bid as a guarantee that tlie bidder will
enter Inlo tho contract accordlno to his
bid. The school board reserve s the right
lo waive Informalities and fo . reject any
and all bids or parts of bids,
Independent School District No, 841
Wlnona, Minnesota .
Paul W, Sanders, Clerk
(First Pub. Tuesday, June IB, 1974)

on your money
*As described In the Prospectus, Irttereat
Is payable currently only to the extent
earned end is payable at maturity to the
extent not previously paid. In addition,

WILLIAMS HOTEL;
necessary, but preferred.) :
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1
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Wlnona Daily Nevir* \%
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MIDWEST BREEDERS — for th»- most Articles far Sale?
?
S7
complete Artificial. - Insemination Servlees qt all.,; Iel.' toll tree i-SC0-.«2-72J5.
EVE-RYTHINCS MUST got. Gibson '.-Washer
"
and dryer. Zenith color TV, matching
1973 FEW SPOT- Leopard Appaloosa »lud
living room chairs, dresser with mirror,
colt, Sanskrit's Snobby T-165, 493, ex4-rhan raft, miscellaneous. Stop ana)
cellent conformation; sired by ' Sanskrit
make
us an offerl 57» Wlnona S1. eftor
: No, 54,727. Tol. Caledonia 724-2325 or
. 4 ,p.m . '".'* .
LB Crescent 8W-4501. V

?© ii£P^ -i

Amnesty could

43

~
REGISTERED POLLEb Hereford bulls,
4 yearlings; Lewis W. Schoening i
,
¦Sons,, tei;' . ' -452-43(0. \

*I

KWm LIK£

iTVl^/ ;

FOR SALE—several close Holsteln cows GARAGE SALE-all week, after 4:30.
Weekend at: 9 a.rn. T22 Gilmore Av#;
and hellers, top* quality. A1V Dairy
. Cattle, Lewiston, Minr». Tel. 523-333S. .
WA.LNUT DINING room table, 3 leaves,
buffet, 7 chairs. .578 W. King.
YEARLING HEREFORD bull, polled; also Holsteln bull, servi ceable age. .KenFOUR-YEARHJld
refrigerator, JI25j.r*frlBneth ; Bartsch,. "Houston. * TeL 894-2074.
erator for basement, SIO; Maytag auto?
.
mafic
washer,
SIS: blond dining room
ANY OLD Charolais bull Ts rndr* proflt: afcle ' than. Angus or: Hereford. A Moby . ' set, 6 chalri. uphblrtered seats; gra/
'
formica
kitchen
set with chrome legs.
Dick Charolais bull Is more profitable
than . any . old Charolais bull. Breeding - « chairs; hldeibed,' Tel. 454-4843 or 454- ,, ¦ {
stock'for sale. We deliver. 'TeL 408-487. . 2766, r
4994.. .•• • ¦ ,.
AMANA-20 cu. ft. freeier, KOO; .maple
ENROLL IN our riding classes; English- ' bedroom set with tyrin bed, dresser*
Western, • aifulfs-chi'dt-en. Trail : riding *. .• nlflW- stand S140; bookcase HS, chest
of drawers S50, ' Lawnboy mower 150.
every day, reservations required. Tel.
Tel. ,4.52-1006. *
Gayle, 452-3305, Big Valley Ranch, lnc;,
*. Riding Academy,: '
BABY FURNITURE -i- musical twlng,
PUREBRED . YORKSHIRE end Chester . walker, Joily. lumper, teeter babe ana
¦while boars, 40-300 *lbs.; gilts 40-150 *-; crib,' reasonably .priced. * 1022 ' E. Sill
¦ -alter '* j;.:.
lbs. Merlin . Johnson,: Durand,
Tel, 7.15¦
. .: ¦ , ; • *.
V * -2-5711,y.
FOR SALE-dresses; sires 22V4 to 24V4,
PUREBRED YORKSHIRE and H«***Pone long formal, slim.J2Vi.lit E. Mark.
shire.boars, test . aha seah-o-grarh recTel. ' .452-9510. ;.*
: erds. Roaer Owen, Durand, Vila. Tel.
.• 4(72-5717.
REMOVE carpet paths and spots; fluff
' .beaten down hap wllh Blue Lustre.
TRIMMING DONE by a graduate farrier.
Rent shampootr tl, « »ml »3. H.
Stephen Olson, Tel. 489-2876 weekdays.
Choate & .Co. ;.;.

Graded Feeder Pigs

Situations Wanted—Male

30

FOUFlTEEN-S'EAR-OLDi needs work paritlnle or permanent yard work sod odd
jobsl TeL 452-9363. "f ' -f

Business Opportunities
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WILLS WING ' Hang Gilder Franchise for
. . Wlnona. Tel, 608-788-2410. . . . . . .
?LA?UNDROMAT-ldeal business for handyman. Shows good net Income. Tel. Joe
Maas Really S07-2BB-2400.'

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

43

BEAGLE—n-month.old dog, free for a
-good home. Tel. 689.2068' afte:r 6. - . '.
¦¦ '
MALE LHASA APSO puppy, ' '( pet type)
3110, white female Persian kitten $12,
. also male and female Persian breeding
. pair, (color cameo) reasonable, papers
available. Tel; 507-643-6398,
Dakota,
¦¦
..* . Minn ._
AKC IRISH Setters, 12 weeks old, hunting background with* excellent dlsposl. .
, , tlons. Tel; 456-2221. .
FREE lor a good home, black and white
mixed breed;Collie, .Tel, 4S1-957S. :.- .
GERMAN SHEPHERD pups,, female, 2
white, 2 brown. Alfr'd Feullno> Alma,
Wis.:Tel. 685-4556. .
FREE
for
good . homes.
1-year-old
female, hilxed breed. 3-monfh:Old-- part
coon. male.. 3-month-old sninil male,
mixed breed housedog. Tel. 454-5853.
PUPPIES AVAILABLE for good . horhev
. Tel. . 452-?6« after 5. v:;
homes, : also

FREE KITTENS for good
4
grown cats, good . mbusers,' need good
¦
country homes. Tel. 689;20I4. '
WATERSEDGE kENtiEL - dog board. Ing, Individual,- Inside-and outside runs.
' Bernard Baratlo, Lahiollle, Winn. Tel.:
643-6816 . after 6 p.rn. SHELTIES (Toy Collies). Satiles, trls,
. rare blues. Pet, show.-Tel.- 507-89S-4711.
.Hart's,. La Crescent, •• Minn:

:

Sj ^
t AM \
At^i-

'Ai;-, A' -A '- iti AiAfA'- AA
Rushford
. . Sale Barii *:' .. ' . '.
. % mile S. of Rushford .
¦ . ' ¦¦.v on Hwy. 16.

a RAC E yourself tor a thrill the first time
you use Blue Lustre to clean rugs. Rent
- electric shampooer 41, $2 and S3, Robk
Bros.. Store. ¦
yARb SALE - VVed,, Thurs., ?M4
10-5 each night. "-Little bit of everything ".*' . Records',. wigs, gahies, book
*
and clothes. ' ' 573. WV Belleview. ¦• * .
JUNE ' 20th' end 21sf, *.*.neighborhood ¦• gsrage. sale. Wring er - wash machine,
aquarium, furniture, children's clothes,
toys, miscellaneous Items, 4455 W. Mh.
21 cu. ft.
HOTPOINT.-' refrigerator-freezer^.
(side by .side), Good condition. Tel.
¦
Lewiston-423-3508..
TRUSSES '— ABDOMINAL BELT» :.

• * ., " Sacroiliac supports ¦ .
Thurs./ June 20 y y GOLTZ
PHARMACY
- ¦'
(Sale

starts at 3 p.m.) .
v ??
Sales, every lsfc & 3rd Thursi
;•' • ¦:. ¦. 'of the?month . . :

?Pigs may beybrought jn ;
8 a.m. - 11:3b on sale. date.
TeL Rushford 507-864-9150
Aiy Galesville Wis. . ' *
Tel. 608-53M131 Collect :- y
Rushford jBarn
Tel, 507-864-9429
¦
.•¦":* (SaleyDates Only).

.?
'
*
?

. . ..

Tel.. 452-2547.

GARAGE SALE-552 ff. Jlh, . TuM, *
Wed., from' * . 4-? p.m.
AQU AR IU M—10-gal. complete. -Tel. 45*:
¦
:¦
'
.', 2457,
^AAN'S Sejhwlnn lb-speed," 20" Sting Rey
bicycle, furniture, rug, gas stove, picnic table, Scott's.'lawnmower, ¦158 High .
.. - Forest.'
;. ,
,. ' , - ." '
ANTIQUE APARTMENT size refrlgerator, SIS. Lyle Halliday, East Burns Vel¦
¦• ¦
¦ '
ley- * - fr : ¦' ¦ .- •¦' . * '. .* . ' .'
.' -

^VISCONSI N
-t r FEEDER Pl4
MARKETI NG CO-OP
Poultry, Eggs, Supplier

274. E. 3rd

.POOL: TABLE, '7x3%' wllh eccessortesj,
like new. Veneer wood dresser with
mirror, Tel,. 452-7471. •
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TOMATO * PLANT stakes, floWer ' box**, .
¦
shelving ' . malerlals. Kendell • O'BrleB
Lumber Cb. "Here . to Serve". Til
Franklin,'. Tel. 454-3120. . \
. .. . . .
USED LAWN fAOWERS-Wtde selection
of models and prices. Cone's. A.c».
Hardware, 55 E; 2nd, Tel. 452-2304, .' .*
ENJOY YOUR home more than evmri
Keep It up to date and In good repair
wllh a Home Irnprovement Loen. front
MERCHANTS-NATIONAL BANK. HaVe
a Happy Dayi . .
NEW FEEDERS, '24,000 BTU, eentril air
conditioner. Tel. JD8-JB7-4945.

ORDER* NOW-i - ted 3-week-old XL-lb,
XL-9 broad-breo. ed miles; also started j USED REFRIGERATOR—Home Bevirage Service, 553 . Huff St.
, . 'ingsf duckllnos.
KITTENS—free for good'home. Tel. 452- ' Babcock pullets ;
¦
:
,* .
Poultry feeders, 'wi.crers and poultry
. ' .; *
386* 3740. (Sth. St.
HUGE
DISCOUNTS en . all remaining
wire available how.. We have * caponlzand white and colored
ers, markets and service. Bob's Chick : 1974 G.E. black*
PEKINGESE PUPPIES—3 males,.1 ?fe^
Prices
as low.as SW.J5, :B Ji' *.•
TV's.
male, 5 weeks old.. Little Valley Ken- , Sales. Alice Goede, manager, 150 W,
.
* ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
2nd.¦ 7el. W0M or 454-3755. Formerly
:.nels,; Tel. 452-8453.:
y the ¦Wlnona Chick Hatchery..* ' ,
Giib MELROE ; Bobeats. Tel. J2J-35S4.
AKC REGISTERED Black Lab puppies, 3
SPECIAL -PRICES on XL-9 extra . heavy
females left, SI0 each. 215 Kansas.*
broad breasted males, 3 week and 5 GARDEN: TILLER RENTAL-also lawn
thatchers and vaccums. WINONA f=|RH
week old. Also 3 week old Babcock
Horses, CaHle, Stock
& POWER EQUIPMENT CO,, M .
I
43 B-30O
pullets, and 5 week old heavy
2nd. Tel, 452-5055. - y [
pullets, Ducklings on hand. We deliver.
CARRIAGE HOUSE Cleaners- .-Jor- altera- REGISTERED quarter horse, profession;
Call 454-5070 Coral- City Poultry ProdSNAPPER COMET riding rriowert rim* ta
tions, , repairs,, sewing, pocket *ilppers,
allty trained and ready for" show ring.
ucts, Bon 381, Wlnona, Minn., vt/Hh
stock for Immediate delivery. Reserve
lining, general sewing. Gilmore Ave:
Tel. Wendy Wood-worth 454-1086
¦ ¦ ¦ or ¦852hatchery ahd sales office located on
¦
¦
yours howl WINONA FIRE & POWER
at Vila St.. Miracle Mali entrance.
* * -• • -'
1731. *
Brsery , Acres, Hlflhway . 14 e, 61 East,
EQUIPMENT CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 4525065. "The business that service built.".
HYPNOTISM INSTITUTE INC. High sue HAMPSHIRE-YORKSHIRE crossbred gilts
cess ratios Ih weight control, smoking
of serviceable age. Production tested Wanted-Livastock
46
elimination
end . -. Image adjustment
WANtED — steel pari bends. Ttl. 45*
Hamphslre boars. William ' Schcmbera,
areas at .a low cost. Call . for appoint.
Rt. 1, La Crosse, Wll. Tel. '40a-7j86-1771. WANTED-Holstel n calves. Norbert Gra2697. '. • **
. • . ' ' • ¦'. - ' -• ¦ :
menl or Information. Free brochure
den, Altura, Mliin. Tel. 7W-4701.
mailed upon request. Newburg Building, TWO
SPRAY
TEXTURING
of
ceilings or walls.
REGISTERED
Holsteln
bulls,
one
.
'• ¦ 20-month-old sired by. ' Astronaut, one
421* .Main, La Crosse. Tel. 784-1080.
New and old- Painting and Interior
Farm Implernenti
.-. year old by Happy Crusader, Ed
48 ' remodeling. Brooks & Associates. Tel.
454-5382. GOT A PROBLEM? Need Information or
. Schaffner, Rt. 3. Mondovi,. Wis. Tel.
just want to "rep"? Cell YES evenings
Oilmanlon 946-3267.
KOSCH MOWER—fits an M fracfor, R UJ. 452-5590,
sell Persons, St. Charles, Tel. 932-4865. WE HAVE lust the right cap for -your
pickup
box.
STOCKTON
CAMPER
MATCHED PAIR grey Dunne mare, 8
DOES ONE of your loved ones have ' a
SALES, Stockton. , Minn. - Tel. SOT-iNyears, broke), grey. Dunne goldlng,* 4 LOAD KING se-lf-unloading box, 8-Von
¦
¦
1
"
. drinking problem? II to contact the
2670.
years,. greenbrol<e. Make reasonable ofwagon, roof and extension feeder, . Tel. .,
Wlnona Alanon Family Group. Write
fer. Tel. Howie .454-5181 or Hop 687-6157, . Independence ' 9S5-3690.
em W. 3rd.
HOMELITE RIDING MOWERS
Sales -- Parts Service
CHESTER WHITE boa rs, excellent quel- OLIVER hay conditioner, $100; WI* Buick
Ity, weight between 250 on 350 lbs.
Elecfra, J100. La Crescent, Minn. Tel. POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
Transportation
8 Beyer Bros., Utlca, Minn. Tel. 523-3224, a»5-'44J6.* ,
20/ E. 3rd
Tel. 452-2571
¦

6-DAY ESCORTED Lake Superior/Canadlan .Circle Tour, July 8th thru l3th
$159.50, 7-DAY ESCORTED Tour of
the: Ozarks, July 27th thru . Aug, 2
JIBS.m 8-DAY, ESCORTED Denver/
Colorado Rockies , Aug. 17th thru Aug.
24th J242.55. Rates are' per-person lor
twin accommodations from Wlnona,
" . Minn.', and' Include" all" transportation,
motels and sightseeing. For free brochure, write HIAWATHA COACHES,
528 Cass St., La Crosse, WI. 54601 or
your local agent. . ' ¦
*.

Business Services
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REGISTERED . HOLSTEIN calves and
yearlings, 8 weeks to ivi years old,
Otto 8. Carlus Dingfelder , Rolllngstono,*
Tel.; 689-2206. ;
SEVENTEEN HOLSTEIN spring heifers
due to freshen In 4 weeks. Ray and
Gary Rustad, Rushford . Minn.
WIS, FEEDER pigs, 30-40-50 lbs,, sorted even, delivered . Anythi ng In dairy,
open, bred and springing heifers. Holsteln or Guernseys. C. Acker, MiddleIon, . Wis.. Tol. 608-836-8764,

WANTED—used hay conditioner. Contact
Marcel Rolhorlno, ! Fountain City, Tel.
408-687-72B8.

BULK ECONOMY dry cleaning, I lbs!,
$2.50, also try our new parma-press
washers. Merge Village, eOl Huff.

MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
hose, pads, * storage cablnels.
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
¦ 1127 Mankato
. .. Tel . 452-5532 .,..

MLC CO. trailer hitches, Installed. All
custom work foreign and domestic automobiles. Call for prices and appointment. Tel. 507-452-7114.

ALLIS CHALMERS WD 45 ' fractor, wide
front, has excellent robber. Paulson manure loader. , 20" grain elevator. Tel.
Gilman 946-32(7 .

ANGUS BULLS and females, sired by INTERNATIONAL — 45 baler. Harry J.
Wye bulls. ¦ Stanley Campbell, Utlca;
Putz, Fountain Cily, Wis, Tel. MB-248Minn. *. ' . .
2901 .
TV SERVICE—professional fast and dependable, low summer rates on house
¦ culls, le), 4S4
PUREBRED
CHAROLAIS
bull, sire FOUR STEEL farrowing crates, like
U2S.
MGM HILARIO DANTE, coming 2
newt 05-bu. hog feeder; two 7.00x20 IO.
.
years
old.
Tel.
507-545-2195.
J-P-T-D
ply truck tires, S30, like new. Tel, CaleYOU CAN AFFORD this electrician. For
Charolais, Eyola, Minn.
donia 724*2382.
prompt service Tel. 4S2-2140. House
power Is* our specially, Bonded, licensed and Insured electrical contrac- TWO REGISTERED Holsteln cows/ due BEAR CAT grinder rhlxer mill, wllh 24"
wllhln 10 days, top producers, completetor.
roller mill, with earn corn cutler hoed,
ly sound. Otto 8, Cerlua Dingfelder,
In good condition. Robert Leftner, CenRollingstone. Tel, 489-2204terville, wi», Tel. <0fl-5J«-2542.
CUSTOM ROTO tilling wllh a troy belt,
any size garden, reasonable rale. Tel.
MARES — Arabian-Walsh, sorrel. Appa- INTERNATIONAL - self-propelled hay452-4590. .*
loosa pony, oranrjo and white. Highest
blne, Model 210, 10' swath, very good
'
oiler accepted. Tel, 507-895-4711 .
condition, David Fetting, Alma, Wis.
ALUMINUM SIDING — Expert Installs Tel. 40B-6B5-D573.
lion of Mlrro Siding, porch enclosures , awnings
and windows, Tel, TAKE A Vacation. Leave your children
FITZGERALD SUROH
Northwest Aluminum 454-1538,
with us during our August horsemanSales t, Service
ship camp. Register now at Big Valley
ERV'$ FIX IT Service, home « houseTel. Lewlslon 523*2555 er
Ranch, Ask for (rea brochure , Tel. 4il
hold repairs, sales and Installation ol
St, Charles 932-J255
3305.
MON-RAY-DEVAC
aluminum
com~
bination and
replacement
windows, LIVESTOCK WANTED - market cows
Fertilizer,
Sod
49
feeder catllo , Holsteln springing cows
aluminum accessories and U.S. steel
sldlno, Tel. 454-^016.
end hellori. Trucking to Spring Grove
CULTURED
SOD-dellvercd
or
laid,
Tel.
Sales Barn, Tues. Hubert Volkman,
454 1474.
SNOWBLOWER, tiller, power mower and
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 523-2420.
olher small engine repairs, sales and
service. Howard Larson , Old Minnesota REGISTERED ANGUS bulls for snle, MLC CO,—landscape contracting, dirt
work, sod, trees, black dirt, flll# reCity Road. Tel. 454-1482.
Victors always welcome. Phillip Alirataining walls, driveways, cat work and
hamson, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel, 467-3701 ,
trucking, Tel . 507-452-7114.
Painting, Decorating
20 HEREFORD BULLS, good herd buirproTpeels, big and rugged- * Anxiety 4th BLACK DIRT, all top soil. Archie HalHOUSE PAINTINO - Interior, exterior,
verson, Tel. 452-4573,
breeding. Rush Arbor Form, Elmer R.
Root coating. 15 years ' experience, Fully
Schueler, Rushford, Minn, Tel, 507-B64"
Insured, Tel , 4542133.'
CULTURED SOD
PI22.
1 roll or a 1,000, may be picked up;
FP RAY PAINTING-Professlonal, fast,
Also black dirt.
economical spray painling, Idea) for
After 5:30 Inquire 720 B. 71h,
homos, Industrial buildings, farm buildTel. 4J4-5fBJ or 454-4132.
ings. Tol. 452-4534 for free estimates,
BLACK DIRT, fill dirt, till iand, crushed
EXTERIOR House Painting, expert work
rock, gravel, excavating, landscaping,
done by experienced painter for reacat ond front loader wrrk. "Serving Ihe
sonable rales , Fpr a free estlmnle cell
Wlnona area for ever 25 years ",
Kelly Belengar at 45}- 69!4 between 5
VALENTINE TRUCKING
tr 1 p.m.
Minnesota Clt/, Tel. 454-1712,
If no answer, Tal, 4J4-52J4,

ADVERTISEME NT FOR BIDS
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
FOR .ART SUPPLIES
FOR .
I N D E P E N D E N T SCHOOL DISTRICT
NO. Oil
Wlnona, Minnesota
B ids close 2:00 P M „ Tuesday, July
J, 1974.
Notice Is hereby given that sealed
proposals will be received by Iha school
board of . Independent School District No,
061, Winonn, AAInnesota, unill tho hour
of 2: 00 PM., Tuesday, July 2, 1974, at
lhe- olllco ot the Business Manager ol
Iho school district located In tha Junior
Hlall School Building, 164 Wesl BroadPlumbing, Roofing
21
way, Wlnona, Minnesota, for furnishi ng
various Hems of art supplies oil In accordance wllh tha plans and specifica- HA\RD WATER Is hard on clolhes,hard on
hands, hard on soap, leaves dishes and
tions , on file In Iho Business Ofllce of
glassware dull and unappetizing, Let us
tho school dlalricl.
make Ufa a IIllla toiler for you by InBids will bo opened and tabulated at
¦l-lllng a waler softener In your home,
tha lime sot for closing, such bids nnd
tabulations will bo prostnlod to the
school board at Its regular meeting lo
PLUMBING 5, HEATING
b» field July 8, 1974 .
761 E, 6th
Tol. 452-63 40
Bids shall be addressed and marked
as follows:
BEFORE YOU remodel the kitchen or
Independent School District No, 861
1ho bnlh. SEE US. We have the bwl
selection ol plumbing flxluros In tha
166 West Brocdway
' area. The Plumbing (lam, service and
Winonn, Minnesota 55907
repair division, Tel. 454-424< ,
and marked:
"Bid, Art Supplies "
Bach bid shall bo accompanied by nn Situations Wanted—Fam.
29
approved bidder 's bond or certified chock
equal to 5% of tho gross amount nf lhe *iwrNO, MGNDING and alteration s 7(1
S
bill as n guarantee that Ihe bidder will
my homo. 579 E. 4ih, Tel. 454-54 11.
enter Inlo tha contract according lo his
bid. The school board reserves tho rlohl GIRL WANTS lo do babysltllng tor no
to walvo Informalities and to reject any
moro Ihnn 3 children, light housework,
anil all bids or parts of bids,
West End priferrod, Tel, 454-3401,
Independent School District No. 861
Wlnona. Minnesola
UABYSITTINO In my home , Tel. 4527278.
Paul W. Sanderi

Frank O'Laughlin

LEWISTO N
LIVESTOCK
MARKET

SALE

EVERY THURS.
ATI P.M.
Thurs. a Rood dny to
soil market cows,

Several packer buyers
always present,

If you have cattle
to sell

TEL LEWISTO N
523-2112
or Leo Broitsprecliei',
residence 523-2740.

¦

Hay, Grain, Feed

50

i_
:
WANTED-~balfd hay trom field or barn,
Tol. 454-330ST or 4S2-V744.

WET BREWERS Drains, excellent llvealock toed. For moro Information write
Box 1142, L.a Crosse, W is,
'
WANTEO-dnlry hay baled off the field
or Handing, Olio & Carlus Dlnofelder,
Rnlllngslone, Tel, 689-3205.
_
~
GOOD QUALITY oot airaw foTsale, 200
hates. William Steak, Cochrane, T«l,
240*71)39,
TWENTY ACRES of hay In the V/yotteVille area, Tel, RusMord U4-927}.
vVANTED-ear corn,
Tel, 507-534-3763,

Eugene Lehmrti,

Seeds, Nursery Stack

53

BLUE AND while spruce trees, 3' lo 5'
tail, tS each birch trees, 8' or more,
12. Circle O Ranch. Tel. 414-1 160,

:
r
:':-;.NlrffL ^s
For All Makes
ot Record Playan.*

Hardt's Music Store
11*1M Plaza E..

WOOD SPACE HEATERS, lust received,
seven . wood heaters with aulomatlc
blowers. GAIL'S APPLIANCE, il5 E.
3rd,
AXLE WHEELS, hitches, below factory
cost. Tol. 454-3361 pr. stop In at
TOWN & COUNTRY fAOQILE HOMES,
ask for Joe.
ZEN ITH color TV al $« saving deals!
FRANK LILLA 8. SONS, 741 E, Sth.
Ensy terms. Open Frl. evening.
ROLLAWAY
BED, dehumldlfler, hose
racks, fireplace screen , elecrtlc heater,
electric lawn mower, storm windows
and screens. 409 Market St. .

Furn,, Rugs, Linoleum
64
——^——— , ———~——————

FIVE-PIECE bedroom fief. Includes mattress and box sorlno, Excellent condition. Tel. 454-2314 oiler 5.
TWO-PIECE sofa, good condition.
454-2314 alter 5.

Tel.

SAV/E S43 on a 7-ploce Early American
style living room group, has sofa bed
and chair In gold, Scotchgarde<l print,
3 plastic maple finished fables- end 1
lamps. Only J2I9 wi. BURKE'S FURNI.
TURK MART, Jrd & Franklin, Open
Frl. evenlnoj, Park behind the store,

Good Things to Eat

63

STRAWBERRIES—pick your ovvn, be.
ginn ing B n,m. Wed., June 19, 2 miles
E, of Marshland lust off 33, Fred
Krlesol,
POTATOES, 8 lbs, 99c i Wlnosap apples,
3 lbs., B9c; melons, berry box«es, Bock
beer, pop. Wlnona Potato Market.

SPECIAL
French Fried Shrimp, Includes tartar sauce, baked
potato , sliced tomato, colo
slaw, garlic toast and boverngo. 2 servings for $4.90
with this ad.
Present ad when ordering.
Serving .11:30 to 10 p.m.
Good on Juno 19 & 20 only.

HILLSIDE
FISH HOUSE

Wnona Dally News
. " ™ Winona/ Minnesota .
. *14
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1974

Apartment!, FUft

90 House* for Rent '• ;¦' . ?;¦'

¦;. ".;;9S'

Auction Safei

¦
-Sate Ari '¦ _ . ¦ -, 99. Houses for Sale
] House* for

Mobile; Homei, Trailer*

Mobile Homes, Trellere

;iff '- 99

4-bed- ROLLINGSTONE—^bedroom ranch, forTWO CENTRALLY located l-bedroom THREE-FOUR bedrooms, furnished, cen- JUNE 22-Sat. 12 noon. 5 miles S. of . MOBILE HOME TRANSPORTING
MOBILE HOME pads tor rent. Man/ ad- WE HAVE IT! . That "qiiallly-btllt living
mal dining, finished - basement, *, for ,;
¦ Minn, and Wis; ICC license
the
4 miles W.
tral. Available- Aug! 1 - May 30 on lease,
Rushford' on Hwy. 43, .then
apartments with heat; stove and refrlavantaaes, TR Mobile.Home Park, Lew-, room honie wltlf fireplace In
¦
apartment, pallo, .2-car gar»g», Hnan> *
neighquiet
'¦",- . *
full
basement
In
a
Unmarried *turoom,
of Brafsberg. Rudolph Worra, owner;
erator
furnlstied..
No
$300.
T«l.
454-4244.
Dale
Bublitz/
64
Lenox
523-2904.
,
.
. Iston. Tel. .
¦ dents. Tel. 452-W87. for appointment, '.
, - .,
borhood." DYNAMIC view of 1he blUffsl ' Ing Tel; 689-284t-58Mm
Olson- 5, Montgomery, auctioneers;
.' . • ' • : Wlnona, Minn. ¦ * : '. ¦> * .
MODERN 2:bedroom unfurnished homi In
First Nat'l. Bank^ Rushford, clerk, .
You . asked for It , . . W E HAV E ITI
. Tel., 452-9418.;
. ;:
FOR A REAL BARGAIN on ¦¦ • new
Central
house;
loca- '¦' . '
BEDROOM
4
h
Really,
THREE
Machinery and Tooli
LOCATION—Heated lowei* 1* the' country. Married couple only. Tel.
?69 CENTRAL
MLS 1195. Contact Richter
home/ see Oreen Terrace ' Mobile
carpeflrig^ Available- now,
new
.
WItion,
¦ bedroom aparlnnent, partially furnish- ¦¦• :489-2ie9,. ,-;. .Butldlpj,
Home
Federal
JUNE 23-sun. l : p.m.' Household & An- SEE THE new 1974 Lark travel and ¦Homes. SpKlal for June, one 1574
Center;
&
' agent owned, low down payment,* baled, no pets, permanent adult only,
tique. Auction,;Miltoh Uhl residence, 351
camping trailers — see Gary at WI14X70 Wedalllon. Regular prt ce ' J9B0O.' ¦ nona. Teli : 452-1151 or 45*2-1550.
CASE 8M crawler dozer with power
ance like rent to qualified party. Tat*
S125. Inquire. 124 E. AAark mornings.
NEW t?ARGE country home with acreage
South St., Trempealeau, V/ls. 3. own- ' none KOA. 6 miles S. ol Wlnona, "The •: Specie! price SB5D0. ¦ Lots available,
-¦ .454-4812. - - . - :* . • :;. . . . .¦ ' . rA: A "Ar A ¦;¦
: artilft Tei. . . Fountain City 687-7191. .*' ;¦
-.',"Tal. ."45f1317 ;.WInon a';, * ? * : .
on scenic blu-ff near Dakota, Minn. 20
ers; Hil¦¦ Duellman, auctioneer; Loulv
people that know camping,"
.
¦
home
In
4-bedroorti
hnlhule drive to town on 4-lane highMODERN 1-bedroom apartment. Stove,
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8.miles
East
of
on;
, on Highway. 10,
i
able. Mo students. $110 per month. Tel.
P
;
;
¦
Modena, Wis: Mollie Nelson, owner;
For more information '- .'' .Dakota- . 643-6450 for appointment. . .' *¦
. ¦y ' ' ' -:? - ";' Time: 'l6:00-A:M. : ,;- y
. - . ;-: ' ' , : ? ' : 1
Francis Werlein, auctioneer; Northern
|.' . ?¦
¦
mytti,
'
DISCOVER
this
Is
net
YOU'LL
•:.
a
Inv.
Co.,
elerk.
.,
W; LOCATION-avallable ..July ;is|. 4
, . l«nch
ones you've ' entered our spacious,
- .•'.' ¦-. ' •¦' . §
;
|
. rooms and bath, newly decorated, carp- Sound-proof
apartments.
1-bedrbom
^
.
JUNE
22—Sat.
10
a.m.
14
miles
?
E.
ol
eted, aTr «ndltI6nlrB, .. Tel.* 452->325;. .
¦ ¦
I
10:50 A.M. — Sale Time. - Lunch will be served.
|
Each cheerfully decorated with co-ordinGalesvllPe. Newman Hall, owner; Alvin
^'; y; **?*y: ,? :JMR]^ n^sy*;**'
$'¦' '•' ' :
A -- M
ated drapes, pluslr sheg : carpeting and
Kohner, auctioneer;
Northern Inv. Co.,
¦'.
¦
¦
Tel,
452-5229
or
452-2918.
•
:
contemporary furniture. Eh|oy summer . clerk. . .
92 HEAD OF OUTSTANDING HOLSTEINS: 54 C#s: 1 p '." J.D. "A" tractor with cultivator; rubber tired wagon |
§;
.
weather outdoors on your balcony or
For best results Tel, ? .
I 15 Holstein cows, springers;. 15 Holstein cows, fresh and: |
patio or simply Kelax In the coolness JUNE 22—Sat. 10 a.m. 258 S.E. St., Cale
$¦
grain box; 34' grain elevator; With PTO shaft and M
of your air conditioned apartment. Plendpnla, Mm, Owner: Robert PSeper;
-between 4 and 10 .p?m.
J'- . open; 24 Holstein cows, due summer and fall; € Holstein 1| %r : with
YOO cm flntl It at a good price, too. ty of storage and laundry facilities.
spout;
J.D. No* 52 2 bottom plow; J.?D. rubber tired mow- y
auctioneer;
Mllo
J.
RunnlnBen.
'
:
apartQuiet, air conditioned, 1-bedroom
I heifers, bred for Feb.; 19 ?Holstein heifers, 12-18 months; '% §, er; 7' tandem ' disc; ;J.D, No. 290 corn planter;:lumber; |
Close to shops—on bus line. 1752 W.
|
ments with * a delightful decor of shaa
Broadway. ' Tel. 454-4909.
I one Holstein bull, yearling; one .Holstein" steer*, yearling; ?;|
carpeting, drapes, panelling, matching
grain drill * , snow fence; walking j §
jacks
;
three
?
pump
|
stove and refrigerator. Above all, for
Key Apartments
i 6 Holstein heifers, 6 months old ; 5 Holstein heifer calves.: p |
plow;¦¦ -,walking cultivator; roofing tin; wagon box;
|hay |
ereat picnic buffs, there are gas grills,
*:?j I • ; " (HERE IS A CHANCE TO PURCHASE j 'CATTLE ' : '||
1'' - . - ' HOUSEHOLD/
pallo with picnic tables, your own baljack
;
steel
posts;
stock |
pump;
barrel
oil
screw
loader
;
I
Business
Places
for
Rent
92
cony ard lots of lush greon grass. 1752
1 FROM ONE OP THE TOP HERDS IN THE AREA. IT. |
|
rack for % ton' pickup; many shop and garden tools; |
W. Broadway. Tel. 454-4W.,,.
OFFICE SPACE: for rent or lease, 13,000
1 IS A YOUNG v HERD ? THAT .HAS>THE ABILITY TO" : I |
lawn roller; 20" gas mower ; 22" self propelled lawn mow- |
Key Apartments
tq. ft . Prime E. location. Inquire MerI REALLY. PRODUCE. Wy -LOOKING J"OR? SOME TOP I |
er; three , large hog feeders; jig saw; 16' grain auger; |
chants Bank,. Trust Department. Tel.
apartment
In
-.;
UPSTAIRS
'
¦
tPACIOUS
454.5160.: ., . *.
_L .. * .
I REPLACEMENTS;:-BE' SURE TO ATTEND THIS SALE, U I hammermiil; 25' endless rubber belt; seven |
55 gallon |
older homi. Owner Is allergic to cats,
¦ dogs end smoking. Prefer working OFFICES FOR RENT—Approximately 450
I AVERAGE''CREAMERY
TEST 3.9%.), This is a grade I p| drums; cattle dehorner ; calf bell; horse drawn manure j|
¦
couple- Tel. 452-2998 for details
sq. ft., ground floor. Heat, air condiherd. - - ¦ . : '-. ; . :. ' ¦::: '" : '?' " . "¦ V ? ' : " ¦' '' ' :' ¦' ¦':¦% f spreader ; electric fencer; paint sprayer ; air compressor; j|
tioning and some furniture. Private
I "A"
¦
¦
[
¦
IN LEWISTO N — 2-bedroom apartmenl
'- A' ' ' A "-M
reslroom. Available Immediately. Tel,
?MACHINE1?Y: J.D.; 720 diesel, [ power Steering, elec- |
j| some copper and scrap iron.
available now, Stpve, refrlseretor, car. ' ¦ " ¦ ¦' * ¦ ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ -.
454-4812.
.
|i
"*
Is |
. .
,
,,
trie
start,
recently
overhauled;
J.D
70
diesel,
wide
front
port. Tel. Lewiston 523-3778 or 454-4768,
|
|
p
,
Located : Modena, Wis
ITEMS OF POSSIBLE ANTIQUE VALUE: Solid oak? I

Oiie Year,Free * Lot* Rent

Hal Leonard ' 'Music

ra^^n^ffl

SUGARyLOAF AAA
APARXMEblTS
*;

y

: FGJR SALE ;

;SAT^ ' JUNE -22:

•¦ -- . TEL;454-4839 'A A

¦

¦

¦ ¦

Richard A. jQhnsoh.

AA - 'A , ;A:Owr\er Aif AA-'A .

J^^^®^i3E>J ^3;f ;l

¦
•'¦¦ ;. - 'Relax-:vv. " .' ;AAA -- - '

::

;

|
l
. ;.. ;.y :.;:V; :- SUNDAY;'^

Sam Weisman & Sons

I-

PROTECT YOUR::
FAMILY AND •
y YOUR HOME

m^.^&m^m^^^m^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

ty

I^iS. I
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INVESTMENT W^^^Bl

i-J$M- ¦ N9^^Nl" 1NVESTME^yCo!|^^U|

Key to Happihess
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'

;- : V ; >frM
I

R & R MOBILE
HOM E REPAIR S

Looking For Better A
Than Ordinary?

S

93
DOWNTOWN—1-bedroom completely re Farms, Land for Rent
modeled and redecorated apartment,
(July).
.on
Immediate
rental
FARM
FOR
conditioning
Stove, relrlgerator, air
unit," "heat "and-v ater .-furnished. H70, .- share .basis wllh .all crops current, e.0rldgi
dairy
operation
on.
cow
Grade-A
114
Inquire HARDT'S MUSIC STORE,
and. valley farm with 200 acres worklevea Plaia E.
land? Virile Farm. P.O. Box 829, La
. Crosse, Wis. or Tel. 784-B40OA

i:
I

"

I

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦%% I new rubber, recently overhauled; ' .J.D. 60 tractor with Jj 1 table with extra leaves and six chairs ,- excellent condi- |f
|
|
,

?• ' • ' "

factory ' cab and power steering; J.D. "A'' tractor ;
.Saturday* Jutic 22 ;:; 1l||
Cockshutt 30 tractor, live PTO and hydraulic; N.H. Super
|...717..chopper- with hay and corn , head, floatation , tires ,
. •"

'

'
BUY-RITE l$&!&0$&if.

li i

:

Acorn 35 bu, electric feed cart with charger ,
6 months old,

—j

P
|
I?!
|I
;
;
:
: ;
i
If
|
5W)
|
|
"bu.
crop
;
300
FEED:
bales
of
hay,
2nd
of oats;
|
§ H 1,400 bu of corn .
HOUSEHOLD GOODS: Tlio Household Goods will be
|
I
$ m Kid starling at 6:30 p.m., tho same evening as (ho
m [arm sale.
|
|if ¦ Revere » M.M. Magazine movio camera; Revei o
$ II projector, 8 M.M,; movie screen; bolt action "22" Mossherg; gun rack; toaster;, electric can opener; electric
|f |
|
John Prcndergnst
knife ; Huskeo Mini bike; Mini bike frame; Alto saxo|
;
I p
I phono; adding machine , Underwood electric; plants;
I
| |
|linens ; Kenmore electric sewing machine ; Kenmore
REAL ESTATE:
"Urge Selection of Farms
electric dishwasher; curtains; black and white TV;
1 I 5-Roorn House , Two-tenth acre of land. Good
$ f|
clock; Columbia stereo with 33 LP records; canister;
location,
TERMS;
CASH.
Real
Estate
will
bo
of
$
|
Throughout Southeastern Minnesota"
fered for salo at 2:00 P.M.
|j jj vacuum cleaner; lamps and lampshades; Quaker oil space
I
i heater ; Coleman camp stove ; kitchen tabic with four
Northern Investment Company—Renl Estate Brokers
1
I i matching chairs ; black
vinyl living room sofa and chair ;
Independence, Wisconsin
jl |
I
chairs ; beds; dressers; riding lawn mower , 24" ; push
Offices in:
Tel, 715-985-3191 or contact
^^^Ssmm mmmmm ^
|
lawn mower ; toys; games; jars ; dishes; cooking uteasiIs;
|
|
£
Francis
N. Werlein—Real Estate Salesman
1 I pictures; Iron ; Ironing board; Royal typewriter; G D.
Rochester 507-280-6009
Wm^^l^
/ ^^!^L
mmmm
m\ |
Tel, 715-946-3131
||
electric washer ; Kenmore dryer .
Kasson 507-C34-773O
|fl HIM f f l w i«t\ I
__
/ {M
I
m|
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
I
I
TERMS : NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
Dodgo Center 507-374-6328 \^BtB 00^^mm$^M^J
I I
|
HAROLD & RUSSELL CARLISLE, OWNERS
VM mWy
I
MOLUE NELSON, OWNER
1 |
West Concord 507-527-2807 ^
t RE/l
Francis
Werlein , Auctioneer, 946-3131, Mondovi , Wisconsin
I
|
Francis Werlein , Auctionoor , Tel. 7l5-D4<i-3i;U
b
|
Hob Lletlia , Auctioneer, Independence, Wisconsin
Lewiston 507-523-2482
f
l
^^^Sj *f f 0 ^^I i
Northern Investment Co,, Lester Senty, Clerk
|
| Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
1
ITEMS OP POSSIBLE ANTIQUE VALUE: Oak liI brary table ; Antique spindle rocking chair with sewing
I drawer ; 2 petlestals; largo anti que wood desk (score1 tary ) 100 years old ; 3 piece antique bedroom sot (bed ,
I dresser, washstand); small oak buffet with mirror , A-l
I shape ; large assortment of dishes; piano stool with eagle
pj claws; coffee grinder; two kerosene wall lamps with
I brackets; Norwegian newspapers and books (1935-36 >j.
j| wood sauerkra ut stomper ; wood stove wrought-iron
| ;
I| baffle iron ; two Irons ; picture frames ; miniature Inntern ; Aladdin lamp; crocks ; jugs; wash board ; two high|
;| back rockers ; wooden
; lawn chair,
__

II

_

j

NORTHERN JNVESTMENT^C^ IW i I

I
1- ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
Sale starts at 12:0« Noon.
p. f| like new ; N.H. 469 haybine. like new ; N.H. No. 68 hayH blower,
like
new;
electric
Seigler
oil
burner
with
§ liner baler with thrower; Kewanee No. 500 40' elevator
|
$
SPACIOUS
(sofa bed); RCA |
2
lamps
;
couch
cabinet;
§
with drag hopper ; J.D. No. 45 self propelled combine,
heater;
sewing
IAPARTMENTS
Houses for Rent
95 k radio; magazine table ; platform rocker ; stuff ed chair
|
|
platform; 2r-Rex 14' chopper boxes, 3 beater and
10'
|
• 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bedroom E. LOCATION-2-bedroom house, ceramic i ( converts to cot); wood night stand; L*uyt vacuum clean- |
roof
; 2—Knowles rubber tired wagons ; N.H. No. 516 163
I
Efficiencies
i
Bedroom
bath, no single students or pels. ' Tel.
•
;
kitchen
cabinet
with
flower
bin
hamper
bu.
spreader ; 2—rubber tired wagons with 2-14' bale
i
er;
clothes
|
appointment,
452-6100
alter
4
p.m.
for.
Furnished or Unfurnished
(oak);? garbage burner; Monarch electric; range (apart- '§ P
tjj throw racks; IHC 12' double disc grain drill on rubber ,
|
LAKE PARK & VALLI AVAILABLE IMMEDIAT ELY—new 3-bed- |
p J.D. 227 corn picker; Paulson loader with snow bucket ,
room Townhouse, attached garage and I ment size); <lropleaf kitchen table with two chairs; G.E. |
? VIEW APARTMENTS
pallo, 1,700 sq, ff. of living area, Tel. § refrigerator with freezer ; electric mixer; electric toaster ; |
$ new ; IHC No. 15 5 bar rake; Badger PTO blower.
Tel. 452-9490.
454-1059,
i wood bread and knife table with drawer; wood table § I
OTHER MACHINERY: IHC 4-14" plow, hydraulic;
STUDENT APART MIN T for rent, approv- FOUR-BEDROOM — living room, dini ng |j with drawer ; wall mirror ; oak dropleaf table with five p I
Case 3-14" plow; J.D. KBA 13' wheel disk ; Cross 30'
room, kitchen, -full basement. 576 Wa- M
ed for 4 people, Loucks Auto Supply,
chairs ; large assortment of cooking utensils ; electric |
|
elevator with extension and one HP motor; Little Giant
coula St. after 4i. Tel. 452-7434 ,
Tal, 452-1844.
I New Home sewing machine with cabinet; large amount
§1 | 16' elevator with % HP motor, new; J. D. 4 row cultlvatoi ,
|
for
rent
tor
2
or
available FURNISHED HOUSE
ONE-BEDROOM
apartment
of throw rugs; kerosene cans; coal bucket with shovel ; p II quick tach; J.D . 2 row cultivator; J.D. 490 4 row planter ,
|
3 girls, 'A block from WSC. No pelt. |
July 1, no single students, Sunnyslde
Tel. 608-782-691B.
Manor Apartments, Tel. 454-3824.
kettle ; |
j| two steel flat irons; flour sifter; meat grinder; tea
|
|M.C. flail chopper; 12' cultipacker;, rubber tired wagon
bedpans; two boilers (one copper); garden tools ; 2-bumer |
|
with 14' green feed rack ; 2 Gravity boxes . with two rubber
II
H
willow
basket
.
clothes
closet;
clothes
electric -hdtft^late ;
' . |; I |tired wagons ; Huskee 9" PTO post digger; Glenco <5'
. .
_ "'-"Pi* j .;'"-" I'
lefse grill , new ; Rosette iron , new; old washing machine ; ® l;j digger; 4 section drag; 2 section drag; Huskee space
|
|
!$ step ladders ; 2x6 washing bench; power mower; lumber
| ; |ij |heater; Lincoln 225 amp. welder ; Huskee air compressor ,
I earthenware bowls and pitchers; portable one-burner , if j| feed cart; ' Palco cattle, oiler ; PTO fence winder; Ridgid
I kerosene sto-ve ; one 9x12 reversible rug (Olson "); quilling I |] electric Model 400 pipe threader ; electric motors; electric
ROCHESTER , MINNESOTA
frame.
|
|
mllkhouse heater ; McCulloch chain saw ; hydraulic cylin|
1|
|
|der ; three calf racks; snow fence; stock tank ; tank
AUTOMOBILE
I P tank heater; barbed wire; fence posts ; forge; 14' metal
:¦
I
I
1950 Olds.. 88 Club Coupe, 2 door, 28,000. actual
1 H gate; electric fencers; barn logger; Stewart clippers ,
I? fl electric grinder; impact wrench ; Skilsaw; misc. tools
m
miles. A-l condition.

IL

? ;5atU]raay f y ,;j TUL]iie ; 22 :

.

.

^

...

.4

f!| tion;. three wash boards; crocks; flat irons; cemetery
1|
|
urns; set of 12 Simon L. and George H. Rogers silver|
"" j| ware ; set of 12..Cunningham .&: .Pickett hand, decorated
Abbey plate; de/ dishes ^ Wheat spray design; English. |
1 pression
glass? plates; Forget-me-not shaving mug; souvenir glass; cut glass; hand painted Bonn, Germany,
plate ; cast iron bulldog; History of Buffal o and Pepin
' counties, 1919; History of Trempealeau County ; 1917;
s caned wood chair; 3 section wall mirror; two cast iron
kettles; bulls eye lantern , excellent condition; old wood
< heater ; harness rings ; square oak table; wood box ; coal
- bucket; oak rocker; lamps; wicker baskets;, old trunks;
G.E. cabinet type radio; Majestic wood kitchen
| range ,
all steel, excellent shape; large commode with towel
,
< i(t
* *•
¦
j,
>

rack; 2 horse blankets; finding hat rack; dresser with

about 96
2 handkerchief boxes and ovgl swivel mirror ,|
years old; hanging lamp witn oracket; hand carved Shoe
stretcher; walnut table with casters; china doll; candle
holder; glass jar with metal hinged door; lard and
sausage press; trunks; Nippon sugar bowl; brass bell;
German Stein; Liff on china hand painted robin; milk
, bottles; wind up record player ; small porcelain vase;
I
steering wheel for Model T; radiator for Model T; rope
'* 1 ; maker;
small carnival glass; commode; small mantel
* ' clock with wood frame ; Voss Bros , wringer type washing

|j
I
|;i
|
§:;
|
|
vj |
|
|
|
|
|
?|
||

|
fj
|

|
%
S|
I
|j
1
|?f
$
I
I

( ,. < machine; kerosene lantern; silver cup; kerosene lamps; fi

White cupboard with glass doors, about 93 years old.
GUNS
1863 U.S. Springfield muzzle loading rifle with powder
1
f" horn and bullet mold, excellent condition; muzzle loading
j rifle ; Model 33 Remington single shot 22 rifle; Winchester
u • Model 97 12 gauge shotgun , excellent condition.
<
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
( Jj
| Signature vacuum cleaner with automatic cord rewind ,
very good condition; wood clothes rack; kltchenwarc ;
\t * pots; pans; mahogany library table ; wood heater; flower
I- i stand; electrj c fan; electric heater ; wood folding table ;
Y, 4 to 5 room Signature oil burner (60,500 BTU) good
l> t}_ condition ; magazine rack with drawers; book stand
r j small green table; several small benches; Nesco cooker ;,
'A excellent condition; Silvertono radio; Nationa l Geo!i graphics; two Coleman mantel lanterns; 2 burner
/ \ Cook stove, never used; portable clothes bag; sizeKamp
eight
] 4 buckle oycrshoes, new ; new mattress; wood bed with
t > > mattresses ; sheets; pillow cases; linen tablecloth ; bathroom scale; night stand ; Puritron nir purifier ; luggage;
[-. (,'j; large canvas ; No, 7 canning pressure cooker;
picnic
J N jugs, never used; pedal typo Singer sowing machine; corn
h popper; meat grinder; walnut end table; 4 TV trnys;
!
f [ electric Iron ; blankets ; standing lamp; gallons of different
colored paint , never opened; tool box ; rugs; hospital bed ,
Many other items too numerous to mention ,
I
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT,
WALTER WENGER , OWNER
I \\
RICHARD KRACKOW
Auctioneer,
|
I
s
Northern
Investment
Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
f t.
|
Repr. by: Eldon W. Berg, Arcadia , Win.
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HOUJM for SaU

,99 HOUMI tor faU y

gy OWNER-orMf . rJver view from so».
clods . redwood deck. 2-4 bedrooms, I'A
baths, healed drive-under garage. Near
Luftierhaven Lodoo.on Hwy. (I. Wooded
back lot lolni state forest. Hot ' water
hsat. Uow tax ares. Mid twentias; For
apiiolntment . T»l. *;S07-643-6?7? or. *u
Crusts 7M-4«2-

gg House* for SaU

* .,*

99

Wlnona Dally Ntw» |R
Wlnona,Minnesota '¦"• - .- ¦

3-bedroom, i-jtory BRAND NEW 3-bdroom homa on 9 acres'
*
TUESDAY, JUNE 18,1974
brick home en former estate, near city .- of . .land 'In Pleasant; Valjay. Over S600
.sq. ' ft.' of. living space, walk-out baselimits, beautiful grounds,.' K,SKl down;
¦ Jnent with : oarage.
¦
106
take oyer iofltract; . Tel. 454-5724.
Family room on Boati,Motors, Etc:.;
¦first , floor. . Compare at* $45,000 but
priced now. Bt $39,900. MLS Z; TOWN RICHtlNE^-UV aluminum runabout with
t. COUNTRY. REAL ESTATE, Tei. 4S4WANT A. NEAT cbuntiy home? Lower
50 h.p. Johnson motor and. trailer, ex3741. ¦ '.- . ' ..
. ¦ " ¦ ,y : A ¦ .
; cellent. condition. M5-«7lh . Ave.
level ot split level homa complete With
carpeting, ' panelling; '. "electric ' heat, 2
YOU invest;. In a home, every day/.youri
bedrooms, double garagt. .2 acres. Low BY OWNER—Two-bedrboni, new alumi- ALUMACRAFt .' '¦ runabout * With 45 h.P.
num sldl/is, combination storm win. or yoor* landldrte. FIRST FIDELITY ... taxes. Financing available. T»1. «B9Mercury, *4«. f«l. »'^
dows, two garages, near Minnesota .City
Savings d Loan helps you get a homei . ¦ 287?.."*. . .
bn large lot, $6,500 down .and assume
Motorcycles. Blcyslfi;
10?
¦ mortoase. Tel. 452.5791 alter 5 on weakdays,;**
HON DA AND .'• Vartuha motorcycles, speNSW HOMES ready for occupancy, 2-5
cial: prices ' tor this week: Hondas—CB
¦ bedrooms.
750-K4, $1833; CB &CL-360, $1085 j CB
Financing available. .Wilmer.
¦« CL-125, *W9. Yamahas—TX-450, $1535;
Larson Construction Tel. 452-4533 or
^
¦ 4J2-3M1. - ¦.;¦ . -:¦ ¦
'
¦;
^'
;
¦
DT-360A, »9»; DT-250-A, J8M,- DT-175r
.
.:_
,
. ;.
A, J?95; DT-155A, «75; GT-MX-^0, VS99.
Sale prices.good only as . long as present
stock lasts. GTC Motor Paris:8. Equlptnent,': Whitehall, Wis. Tel. 715-53B-4309.
¦"Authorized dealtf . for Honda 8, Vamah»." -;• '/ . . .-

I _J^

B^.SWeR-charmlng

Vi ^

<!ij

;

^,. wAi,
» -A ; :
; : .1(>3
West Broadway

"I

& by .;¦Appointment
5
¦
" .
."
. .; .. '-

TWO . BRUTE cycles In stock, priced to
sell, street legal. Brute . Cycle . Sales,
. ' ¦810 ' Minnesota SI.. . Tel. 452-2265.

.![

.:*./. * • *

:
: :
; i ; LIVING ROOM .with si fireplace , dining room with sliding j! :'? 'y * ' wi-M ;b'NAj 1: ^' * '^ :y . :.' .
-[ glass doors, kitchen includes stove iand dishwasher. Move <!
j ? into thls lonely,three bedroom? home soon! A.".
: J>
1 [ TWO . "VEARS OLD .and in beautiful condition, This three . §
S ^edroorn honies will catch your^ eye — iortnal dining room J>
( * ior entertaining. Two car attached garage. Priced in? the '- 'it ( ¦
¦
¦'• '¦'¦'¦'¦{> Put The Key To A; il*>ine
> . low SO's.
-J :¦' :- ; " A Of Your Own. s?bedroqn*S,
!» , A FINISHED basement with bedroom and family room; !| bath and . %,.new kitchen — •
< in this "like new" home. Upstairs includes two bedrooms j > tip-top shape, Broadway lo1% car garage, and will sell for <[ cation '.. A -. MLS 1144.? ;. .". •
i » and "eat in" kitchen.
¦
-f A y A f y r '-; Ji.
v '-. under t\yentyl. : ' * ; . Realistically Priced ,..;. . - 'A11 A DUPLEX in a convenient location. Two bedrooms arid !|
Powder Ybur Nose , ;? ..J ¦ dining room in lower aparment , Smaller apartment,up. ¦ J»
Put On Your Hat. .. .i.f 2 Some furnishings caii be included in the? sale.
? -.'*!
.. And .we'll ride, out to. see
! J 1972 yWICKCBAFT mobile home; Two bedrooms - bar j 1 .this 4 bedroom rambler-that
j ( room — some furnishings included. $10,500!!
|
is ; ju st waiting for your
furniture. The fireplace* in
¦j t ' : :. ¦
¦¦ ¦
•'' ! the spacious living? room
J; IJJ y For FulM'ime Alert—Coiirteous 1( oiiets cpziness. Mother? will?
love the large kitchen,; and
' ¦ 5e rYice--Catt Any Time y
¦
¦
t
a big double attached ga!
;
'
[ l } ?woli .
rage for dad. MLS 1162.-.; '. ".
; "Be First 1" ¦';'. ' '•;¦?: .
¦

¦

¦¦^¦¦¦MMl^WWWMWBWWWa —WBM BWMBBWWMHBMMeBWMM
M

A SINCERE DEPENDABLE
...AmRBU^CAlL: ' .'.'
'
COMPANY [. f i ' i A
Marge
Miller
...
454-4224
,
BOB
i C o x .......i 45^1172, .
Office: 315 Mankato Avenue
^
ft l_
'
¦
f
rO 0
. - "."- - .4544585' : .; .; '*':" .? .. : '
iDtslGV^*** taura Fisk -......? 452-2118
¦
¦
Nora .Heinlen ... . 452-3175
' '¦ ' -¦' Pat'-Magtai :'462-4»34':. *
TAB
DCAI
K tfliLl UK- y Myleis Petersen ., 4524069
; HQ 'tCWTER" . ,' ; - .-,; ? ,y ?
j Jan;AUen , ;.¦¦¦ ;;452-5139, y
W'-tJLTlPLE ;'¦¦¦: '. ' '¦
.
. .' y *"IH-,>l"**"l-IIB ,fff ^^?Dick -Rian - .v...,; 454-2990. ¦¦ E f , ¦
"
' ;., ' • .LISTING ; ';/ ¦ :
¦ ¦ ¦ New —- New? ; ' ¦ ',:*:. ' - ? '
•

HONDA—1973, 350CC, only 1S0O miles,
new condition,* . »8M.
¦ : 1022 " E: 5th ' :¦after
' * <¦¦ ¦¦ ' ¦ ;' . .; . , .
-; . ,
r-A:ry y[ .
TWO BIKES-^hien'a 21" 5-speed with
generator and side baskets, 550. Girls'
. 25" 3-speed, tl5, Tel. 454-2519.
HONDA—1973, CB350, less
mites. Tel. 689-2244. . ¦ -. . .

.

*.

*

" BCAUOR * ¦"¦ ¦ ¦. ¦ <T* ".
; y?
'; SERVICE ' ¦• ¦

NEW home, new plush carpeting and many plus features: ,
y entry hall, formal dining area, cathedral beanied ceiling,
appUanced kitchenj ceramic bath . aiid powder loom, thrw ?
y bedrooms, two car ; ?garage.

.

Loti for Salt

Today's Bargain

Lots for Your Money

EAST END.LOCATIOM-eorner lot. Tel.
454-1741 between 5 and I p.m. ':'

• .TRULY valufrpacked three bedroom home in near west .
location has carpeted living room, dining room, porches, ?
kitchen and bath. Combination windows and THREE car
y garage.
' '. A. "i. ': "f f . . f ' : 'A :
.A , r f y

BUILDING LOTS In new area * One mile
from' . :clfy . limits.. ..Ttl; . . 454-4954.

Wanted-Real Estate

¦: ;;;V |;* S-T- RW

Bpaf*, iMotor*, Etc.

This Is the Answer

106

BOOM; W*25', Ideal for building boat. house or spot for boathouse. E. End
harbor. ,Tel. 454-44J4.. : ¦ .:

T0 cutitng down expenses, while living comfortably.
Duplek in central location has foar rooms each aLpartment. Double garage, MODEST .PHICE , ;/

PONTOON—20' long, 59 electric
motor, WW. .Tsl. 454-5732,..

¦
:. :¦ - ;¦^:fe:- rra- ^"; ^ :K^
[ f 'i

102

WANTED TO BUY - . approximate!-/ S
acres of land, .at ' least' one of whlch. lt
suitable for building a house. Prefer
a "Valley Type"; atmosphere within 15
minutes of¦ Goodview. Tel. Dr. Smith
¦452-4803. ' ;*

IN this five bedroom, two bath home with its big and; ¦
;This home has been corripletjey re- -.
spiacious
rooms.
¦¦ '
¦
. modeled. :¦ . '¦ ¦ - .;".
r; Ay -; r ; *. :.

: '

IOO

9 ACRE* of land on Mlislde In Pfeastnt
Valley, Good building spot; quiet, on
main road, priced to sell at $5«W0. MLS
: 1065. TOWN & COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, Tel. . 454-3741.. ;; " * . -. * . -.

FIVE room home in Centr .ai' LoCation. UNDER $10,000!

"

v

120 Center y jTel. 452-Sasi
¦
' "

'- - .rr REAttOR * .'• ' ¦ : ' ". - -' .[ ¦ ¦" ¦ ' ¦* .-' ' ' . .¦..'¦

A Dream Gome True

start

OLASTRON-18' Trl-Hull open-bow with
135 h.p. Mercury outboard and power
trim. Tel. 454-4320, after 4:30 4S4-485&.

'AAA '' ARUPPAAA A
YAMAHA!

Quality :Sport Center
Ird «. Harriot. .
Tel, 452-23??

If your cash is limited
and you don't mind living
in an established neighborhood , this handy FOUR
BEDROOM is in the Madison School district. LivIng room, dining room ,
kitchen and full bath,
MLS-1190.

• * * . •. "
Once in

A housetlme can you come
across such a buy. THREE
BEDROOMS , living room ,
M

ba

¦^SS?
! 0w on
rl
bought
Can Kbe0 l
$10,900. n
contract ior deed. W-7030.

,

Here we have a good going business. AU fixtures
{"~
. ncluded
^ .
the
sale.
Here
is your
In
chance to make some
money. Call and ask for
more detailii on MLS-1176.

^^

•

\> *

Dick's Sport &
Marine
110 Rose St., on the

•

Causeway, La Crosse.

Tel, 608-784-44O2.

Open weekdays to 8/
Sundays to 5.

Extra Income

Can be yours with a little
investment. Two units with
TW0 BEDROOMS, bath ,
kikhen
and living room in
!
,, ... ,,,
»a ch unit - MLS-"".

"Alt Models Rolling In"

FULL-TIME PROFESSIONALS
Rod Hanson ....... 454-4012
..452-1844
Gene Olson

Al Schroeder
Harold Erath

452-6022
454-B646

OFFICE— 452-1344

Pt. of Laird
Tel. 452-2697,

JnLJlJCTLJL iA X

CORR

Serving Minnesota & W isconsin
OFFICES IN:
Eau Claire
I'V Winon a ft La Crosse ft Onalaska ft

.; 10-Speeds—-5-Speeas
y- " ; ' ' yy : - ' *. - . :-3-Speecls- ;
f ; - JOHN DEERE
¦
Sales & Service - ;.?
:
¦y?, ? : ;:GRi3ENLINE : " ;.y ¦
.
119 Wiashington

• Gas Available Only At Certqin Stations

|^

Triickt. Traet'i, Trailers 108
INTERNATIONAL—7 h,p. Cub Cadet tractor wlth mower blade and snow thrower. T»l- 452-7711.
2-TOtf Chevrolet truck with I* eomblnation j raln and stock rack Including
hoist. Excellent . condition. Galen Engel,
Fountain City, : ¦

I
'r t y :v '^."

INTERNATIONAL 1972 M-ton pickup,
excellent condition; 1950 International
2-ton pickup,with utility box, has new
engine, very good • condition). 1949 International Travelall, excellent condition) 1965 Chevrolet convertible; Tel.
454-5311. y FORD—1949 Econolfne Van,
- condition. Tel. 452-6867. '

Used Cars

¦
y
Subcompact-s "..— Compacts — Interrnediates —— Fiill Size Cars
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦ : :¦ ¦;¦¦ ' ' ' ,":
' '
PerabWal' - 'Luxu^:- - '0a risj —• ^Pickupi
^.r^- " yaini ^ r^f y .Trucks " " -. . .:. " - . - _ ; . ;- . _ - .- V" ;.
;:; ; :" :
, i' :Nevy: or Used
A. . Ar - ' AArA.
' ¦¦' ¦' ' ' V
-' r .y*V

/

I^^^HlMMil

excellent

109

FORDT-1966 Fairlane, 2-door hardlop,
269, V-8, 3-speed, excellent condition;
Tel. , 452-1853 or 452-3820 after 4 p.m.
1 NICE CARS
1968 CHEVROLET Impala.2-door hardlop,
redlo end heater, V-8, automatic, power steering, in vary good condition.
1968 CHEVROLET Nova 4-door, radio
and heater, 6-cylinder with standard
transmission. Hera Is a nice .car.
¦ Hurry ¦ on these twoll Take your pick,
- .8795.
Don's Auto Sales, 170 Walnut
, '- .. - . Afler.* hours:Je L 452-6817.

!;;: Jy;;yGu:ara?n^

At,. ¦ :V ?: '^ * AVAILABLE'/ : ;?? : : ?>* ? f? "' - :
'

FORD—'197*1 Custom, 37,000 miles, power
brakes, power steering, factory air,
radial tires, 81 ,000.* Tel. 6CB-JB5-3357.

AREA.

24 MONTHS OR

MERCURY—1968 Montego MX, 302, V-8,
automatic, excellent condition, very
clean. Tel. 68M058 after 5.

PARTS and LABOR
FORDS — MERCURYS.and
LI N COLNS -- All Models
¦
y ttMSBSS—

CAMARO — 1947, 6-cyllnder, automatic,
marine blue, 5750. Tel, 454-3996.
MUST SELL 1973 Dodge Dart Swinger,
excellent gas mileage, IOVJ mileage.
Afler 6 p.m. Tel, Trempealeau 534-6609.
HIGHWAY 1963 semi-trailer, nteat-railer, . 40' with Thermo-Kl na In It.
1973 Chevrolet Vt-tan pickup with topper. Contact Installment Loan Department, . MERCHANTS
NATIONAL
BANK.

.

SALE PRICB

NOW SAVE

' $3131 '. ' y

$2000.00

I

THESE ARE THE NEWEST USED CARS
YOU CAN BUY

MUSTANG-1973. 13,000 miles. Vinyl root,
rear porthole windows, 302 V-t engine,
Tel. 452-6860.

110

» 12-Month or 12,000-Mile Guarantee Available •

HAVE YOUR |unk car picked un and recolva « bonus, Tel. Ungers Recycling
Service, 452-1123.
CAMPBELL'S AUTO Salvage. Wanted,
lunk can, Any condition, any shape,
Will pick them tip. Tel. 454-5769 anytime.

1973

1973
1

PINTO WAGON

1973

GRAN TOR) NO G.T.

HORN ET

Plus Many Other Warra nted Cars

_ & W *6$ \
P&f&iA

——— BARGAI N CARS
1969 Mercury
Marquis

CAN KILL YOUR ^f^pS
^

' $995

^WL t^

Prevent a Vacation Breakdown —
Let Rich Check Your
Electrical System and Install
a New Batte ry NOW !

GALAXIE 500 4-DOPH;

IF YOU WE'RE m BUY THIS CAR A S A
1974 MODEL Tiffi PRICE . WOULD BE
>5i8i.oo.

hKl
FW
UIN KI
INCVV

FORD—1971 Galaxie 500 2-door hardtop,
small V-8, automatic, power steering.
Excellenf condition. See at 802 E. 2nd.
- •' '
. .
. Tel. 454-1947. .

'

*

-. ¦; *..^»:y . ¦ ,. * ::??

PROTECTION

PtNTO-1973 station wagon, .10,000 miles,
automatic transmission, radio. 560 W.
Mill.

TralriAr
¦ MIC

3Sl CID VX , WSW Tires, Convenience Group,
Deluxe Bumper Group, Ah* Conditioning, Rear
Window Defogger, AM Hadlo, Vinyl Body Sida
Molds, Tmted Glass, Light Group, Wheel Covers,

f \ti( \ V>t || CC
/Ifl
^UUU IVlILCO

FORD—1968 Falcon, 4-door, automatic, 4eyimdar, like new. Tel. 454-2129.
~~
,
PONTIAC-H66, Tal, 45<-3958.

Wanted-Automoblle*

I:"

?: ? ! EXCLUSIVE IN THIS

H OT W EAT H ER J^T&ff^
BATTERY.

Call the "EFFECTIVE ONES"

|

y

# InGreased

BOB'S MARINE

AUTOMOTIVE ^CT^V

SERVICE
CENTER

^

74y KAVVASAKiS

VOLKSWAGEN — 1969 Sun Sedan, new
tires and battery. Tel. ,454-5036.
.

Grumman Canoes &
Sport Boats
Monark Flat Boats
Gator Trailers

Cafe and Bar

-f y

BOAT OWN ERS-oet your Coast Guar*
approved fire extinguisher now at WINONA FIRE J, POWER EOUIPMENT
CO., M E. 2nd. Tel. 432-SUS. "The
. buslneii that .service built." - .

MOTOROLA MARINE VHF radio, nw
In slock now, al .ao VHF Marine an.
tennss, Midwest ¦Communications; Tal.
-y y ~
""'452-5.422. A- " 7";"

i cOLNS
p Ml l
W$tt ::^^

Mlnl-Enduro, «0 CC
Street legal . . . ... S429.9S
'. WINONA
¦ AUTO SALES
Jrd J, Huff ¦' . .; . r . Tel, 454-S9SO
*

DART—1973 Sport Convertibl e, e«nomy
plus looks, sunroof, automatic, 6-cyllnder, 21 plus miles per sal. Many
extras. 18,500 miles. $2900. Tal. 454.3221.

15' RUNABOUT wllh is h.p, electric
start . Mercury and trailer. Cheap. After 4 p.m. Tel. Trempealeau 534-6609.

:|Sjj ||§

OUR SHOWROOMS • ARE NOW i
¦ ¦' OPEN FRI. NIGHTS FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE " UNTIL » . P.M. ; .
* .' - . - Honda. ..
Triumph - Norton — BMW
Parts—Sales—Service
ROBB MOTORS, INC,
Wlnona , Wnh. «. Eau Claire, ,Wis. ;

ALUMINUM tlshlna boat, 14', JUS. 15'
Bormun runabout, trailer, 40 h.p. electric Jbhnion, excWIenf condition, $450
(sea at Ferd Custom Crgls*r», Front
and: Center; SO. Tal. 454-187?. yy

CHRYSLER OUTBOARD, Lund Alumaeralt boats, also boat motor rental,
Pithing - tackle. Live bait. Paul's Lending, Reads Landing, Minn. Tel, iU5«5;34J6.

Two-Story

J,K»

JUZUKI—1974, 1S5CC, MX,? axcellerit conTel, 454-1758 . noon weekdition, **75.
¦¦
.days; .' •
:* ";' ;' ,

' . ?

'[Ai d

than

1969 Ford
Galaxie 500

f

-

1967 Lincoln
Continental 4-Doo r

$695 '

-j 07D
™
^

__-^!Si^_

B
B

feffl
^y4 |
|

This Week!

INSTALLATION FREE

With Any Batte ry Purchase.
Offer Expires Sat., June 22

LINCOLN-MERCURY

Wiriona, MJmi.

Hwy. fll At The Miracle Mall
:

;

'

-*

PwW/c facilities npt rie^ed in South
' ¦ . -,
:¦ by. Charles M.' Schula

' PEANUTS ¦

BIOISJDIIE

b)r Chic Toung

REDEYI

i

—-_—

A

JHJ2 SAWYER

W

.

.
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.

By BILL HENDRICK
? ATLANTA, Ga. CAP) . — A Supreme Court ruling that segre-i
gated private schools no longer
can be given exclusive use of
public recreation ? facilities? ap^
parently /will have little impact

..- .''

.

ia the : South; yrwhere: many
whites fled to the suburbs¦ years
ago to avoi^integrationl - 'A ' .
- M o s t •'. ; eftats^ tion officials
polled after the ruling said such
schools have tlieir own facilities
and that public ones are not

:

needed/ And some' such Schools,
formed originally as? topis of
segregation, h'a-ve now relaxed
their pplicies and claim any
child is -welcome.:
Die-Iiard, segregationists said
they didn't:need public facil-

-

Between Arabs, Israel

Nixo n halntvvoft

By HOLGER JENSEN
for the new era of good will
' that is opening up between the
\ 'AMMAN,: Jordan (AP) : —[
President Nixon has convinced tfnitecl States arid? the . Arab
four Arab, leaders of his active,
neutrality between . Israel and world. But he "found no softfor a
the .Arabs,- but he does not ap- ening in Arab ¦conditions
peace. •• ¦
pear to. have brought them 'lasting
'
closer to a compromise with Is- • The message; was the same in
JiddaS, Damascus and
Cairo,
rael?*;- ..
; The American chifef executive Amihan; Nixoii .admitted he
'i' -.y ',: " AAy 'A - y
was told, peace mil never cbine had nt> solutions ? in his brieff y Gordon Best to/the
Middle East without ma- case, .but promised to?/use
jor concessions which - Israel' s*. Washington's influence to main?for: a settlefar wotft make—withdrawal tain momentum
—- i ment;'. '"f "... A ' - :- - '" .:.
from all terri- l
Egyptian President Anwar
^A
^ ^A". '¦AP
Sadat talked of removal of Isfrom: theA
Arabs,
• :¦ ¦ '
raeli forces from the Sinai Periincluding O l d : N ews
insula and of settling the PaleJerusalem, and A na
.,|w,-j
restoration of . n 'V- s : stinian 'questions yy .
^ ____
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia,
P a l e s t i nian 1—_
who considers . himself the; pro^' rights." y * ? v
tector of Islam's . boldest
Nixcin earned praise from the shrines/ spoke of returning Je¦ ¦¦1 :
¦
*
* * .°CT ¦ J
Arabs arid displeasure in Israel rusalem? to Airab sovereignty.. .

.

«•_—^M»_—^————0—

Segregc^

Jv Roy Craii*

Syria's President Hafez Assad? stressed that jnilitary^disengagement in v. the Golan
Heights must be: only a "first
step * toward'*' ;. ./ Israel's withdrawial from all occupied Arab
territory and securing the national rights of the Palestinian
people." ?y
¦
?' *. Arid .King Hussein .of Jordan
asked Nixori to: press for immediate Israeli withdrawal from
tp ¦create -a
the/Jordan:Valley,
six-rbilb;. ¦ demilitarized :' zone
along the Jordan River similar
to those separating Israeli
forces from the .Egypitiari and
Syrian . armies on the Suez canal; and the Golan Heights. \
Hussein also outlined? his
ideas for a Palestinian solution:
To let', the 640,000 , Palestinians
on the West Bank of the Jordan

.-' ¦¦. _ i '¦¦ ' '

courts
basketball -Wini*r'«
or Woelrivfkall
diamonds: AW.
.-.
for official games; : - ^
But the high court failed .to
rule on whether the segreigr.t-d .;.
academies could use other;pufo«
lie facilities such : as: zobs.ymtiv:
seiims and pairks and sent that
matter back ytor¦ the district
court to decide. ' ' .
George ¥ • Shannon, editor of
the ? segregationist magazine,
"The' . . 'Citizen,'-' in Jackson,
Miss., said the Citizen Council y
academies have;f been denied
exclusive use of public facilities
but; ? that it- pupils ' 'do ' makay
River chobse one of three .al- trips to public parks and iooi.
ternatives, once. Israel with- "They, can go to pai 'is or tJ»
draws— '.'continued r union .with Jackson zoo if they want to,'»
Jordan;v a new form ? of feder- Shannon said: "A. representa- .
ation with the rest of Jordan or tive of the (Ku Klux) KlSii or
the creation of . ' .- a separate the NAACP can go there."
stated uniting the West : Bank, '". .' He said council schools don't ;
and the Gaza Strip. ?
want to use public facilities beany state
Nixon 's constant : references cause "we don't want
:
f
any
iind."
aid
.
of*
in
Arab:
to the ."new•element
Ieaderi In
American ? friendship" sym- : Private school
fcebolized . by his Middle East tour Montgomery where, the cisehigh
said
the
1958
:
in
gan
,
newsIsraeli
resulted in hostile
paper ' editorials;: They coni- court's decision now has little .
plairied of his agreement to sell meaning because they rid longtb use¦ the, public facik
Egypt , nuclear reactors and fuel er need
' ' '-. - -:. '¦
although it was matched by a ities. "- ii AA
all. three : major
Georgia,
In
.
with
Israel.
'
pact
similar
school
: - organizations
private
coolly
Israeli leaders reacted .
to Nixon's suggestion that they now claim to iiave racially: ,
take political risks iri pursuing open policies arid therefore said .
"the right way . .of ; stater they cannot be cdnsideied
manship" toward a Middle "white flight" academies as de*....
fined by the court. '
East compromise.

"
ities for their schools _ and
wouldn't use them if they did.
The Supreme Court upheld on
Monday a district court ruling
banning segregated schools _ in
Montgomery,. Ala.', from using
city football stadiums, baseball

j ' J1-« * 4
A
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KURY WORTH

by Mort Vyalkw
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by Allen Saunders and K.eh Ernil

REX MORGAN. M.D.
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BARNEY GOOGLE AND SNUFFY SMITH

by F*ed Lasswell
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MARK THAU
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by Parker and Hari

by Ed Dodd
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RATES
HIGHER
Savin Ss make
the "&00* Iife " Possible! And thinfis
INTEREST
OUR A$M
make the good
fW
happen SOONEK. Just remember .no one tops us. 4 |$|sp

0,fer the H IG«EST R ATES ON SAVINGS THAT ARE
ALLOWED BY LAW .

B
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